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NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER!"I've loved every one of Susanna's books!
She has bedrock research and a butterfly's delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for
historical fiction that sucks you in and won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of OutlanderA riveting and romantic journey through time, The Rose Garden
drops a modern woman into the middle of a historical fiction novel when she's thrown back to
18th century Cornwall—only to find that might just be where she belongs.After the death of her
sister, Eva Ward leaves Hollywood and all its celebrities behind to return to the only place she
feels she truly belongs, the old house on the coast of Cornwall, England. She's seeking comfort
in memories of childhood summers, but what she finds is mysterious voices and hidden
pathways that sweep her not only into the past, but also into the arms of a man who is not of her
time.Soon Eva discovers that the man, Daniel Butler, is very, very real and he draws her into a
world of intrigue, treason, and love. Inside the old British house, begins to question her place in
the present, she realizes she must decide where she really belongs: in the life she knows or the
past she feels so drawn towards.A brilliant escape that gives one woman the chance to time-
travel and find her place in British history, The Rose Garden presents Susanna Kearsley's
signature combination of romance and fascinating historical fiction at its very best.Also by
Susanna Kearsley:The Winter SeaThe FirebirdA Desperate FortuneNamed of the DragonThe
Shadowy HorsesThe Splendour FallsSeason of StormsMarianaBellewether
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AuthorBack CoverFor my sister, who, as always,has gone on a step ahead,and still dances in my
memoryand my heart.Let the new faces play what tricks they willIn the old rooms; night can
outbalance day,Our shadows rove the garden gravel still,The living seem more shadowy than
they.—William Butler Yeats“The New Faces”Chapter 1I lost my only sister in the last days of
November.It’s a rotten time to lose someone, when all the world is dying too and darkness
comes on earlier, and when the chill rains fall it seems the very sky is weeping. Not that there’s
ever a good time to lose your best friend, but it seemed somehow harder to sit there and watch
in that hospital room, with the white-coated specialists coming and going, and see only grey
clouds beyond the hard windows that offered no warmth and no hope.When my sister had first
fallen ill, we would sometimes go out to the garden and sit side by side on the bench by the
butterfly bush. We would sit a long time, saying nothing, just feeling the sun on our faces and
watching the butterflies dance.And the illness had seemed very small then—a thing she could
conquer, the way she had overcome everything else fate had flung in her path. She was famous
for that, for her spirit. Directors would cast her in roles that were more often given to men than to
women, the rogue hero roles, and she’d carry them off with her usual flair and the audience
loved it. They loved her. The tabloids were camped round the house through the summer, and
when she went into the hospital they came there too, standing vigil around the main



entrance.But just at the end there were only the three of us there in the room: me, my sister
Katrina, and her husband, Bill.We were holding her hands, Bill and I, with our eyes on her face
because neither of us could have looked at the other. And after a time there were only the two of
us left, but I couldn’t let go of her hand because part of me couldn’t believe she was actually
gone, so I sat there in dull, hollow silence until Bill stood slowly and took the hand he was still
holding and laid it with care on Katrina’s heart. Gently, he pressed his own hand on hers one
final time, then he slipped something small off her finger and passed it to me: a gold ring, a
Claddagh ring, that had belonged to our mother.Wordlessly he held it out and wordlessly I took
it, and still we couldn’t meet each other’s eyes. And then I saw him feel his pocket for his
cigarettes and turning, he went out, and I was left alone. Entirely alone.And at the window of the
room the cold November rains slid down the glass and cast their shifting shadows in a room that
could no longer hold the light.I didn’t go to her memorial service. I helped arrange it and made
sure her favorite songs were sung, her favorite verses read, but when the crowds of fans and
friends turned up to pay their last respects, I wasn’t there to shake their hands and listen to their
well-meant words of sympathy. I know there were people who thought me a coward for that, but I
couldn’t. My grief was a private one, too deep for sharing. And anyway, I knew it didn’t matter
whether I was at the church or not, because Katrina wasn’t there.She wasn’t anywhere.It
seemed to me incredible a light as strong as hers could be extinguished so completely without
leaving some small glow behind, the way a lamp that’s been switched off will sometimes dimly
shine against the darkness. I’d felt certain I would feel her presence somewhere… but I
hadn’t.There were only dead leaves round the butterfly bush in the garden and flowerless shrubs
round the porch with its empty swing, and when I started to pack up her closets there wasn’t so
much as a movement of air in the hallway behind me to let me believe that my sister, in some
way, was there with me still.So I went through the motions. I dealt with the small things that
needed attention and tried to get on with my life in the way everybody was saying I should, while
a great hollow loneliness grew deep inside me. Then spring came, and Bill came—turned up on
my doorstep one Saturday morning without calling first, looking awkward. And holding her
ashes.I hadn’t seen him since November, not in person, though because he had a film just out
I’d seen him fairly often on the entertainment news.He didn’t want to come inside. He cleared his
throat, a bit uncomfortably. ‘I thought…’ He paused and held more tightly to the plain oak box
that held Katrina’s ashes. ‘She wanted me to scatter these.’‘I know.’ My sister’s wishes hadn’t
been a secret.‘I don’t know where to do it. Don’t know where to take them. I thought maybe
you…’ His pause this time was more a moment of decision, and he held the box towards me. ‘I
thought you could do a better job.’I looked at him, and for the first time since her death, our eyes
met and I saw the pain in his. He coughed. ‘I don’t need to be there when you do it, I’ve said my
goodbyes. I just thought you’d know better than I would where she was the happiest. Where she
belongs.’And then he pushed the box into my hands and bent to kiss my forehead before quickly
turning from my door and walking off. I wouldn’t see him after that, I knew. We moved in different
circles, and the bond we’d had between us was reduced now to the simple box he’d handed



me.Inside, I set it on the narrow table by my window, thinking.Where she’d been the happiest,
he’d said. There were so many places, really. I tried narrowing the choices in my mind, recalling
images: the morning we had stood and watched the sun rise from the brink of the Grand
Canyon, and Katrina’s face had radiated wonderment as she had pointed out a small, white
airplane flying far below us, and she’d said she’d never seen a place so beautiful; the time she’d
made a movie in Mumbai and the director had rewarded her for days of grueling action with a
weekend in Kerala on the southern coast of India, and I had flown over to join her and we’d spent
our evenings walking on the black sand beach while gorgeous sunsets flamed the sky above the
blue Arabian sea, and Katrina had splashed through the waves like a child, and been happy.But
then, she’d been happy wherever she went. She had danced through her life with an air of
adventure and carried that happiness with her, so trying to imagine where she might have felt it
the most was a difficult task, far beyond my abilities. Finally I gave up and turned my focus to the
last thing Bill had said: where she belongs.That should be easier, I knew. There should be one
place that would rise above the others in my memory, so I closed my eyes and waited.It was
coming on to evening when I thought of it, and once I’d had the thought, it seemed so obvious to
me where that place was, where I should take her.Where both of us, once, had
belonged.Chapter 2Crossing the Tamar for some reason made me feel different inside. It was
only a river, yet each time I crossed it I felt I had stepped through some mystical veil that divided
the world that I only existed in, from the one where I was meant to be living. It was, my mother
always used to say, a kind of homecoming that only those with Cornish blood could feel, and
since my blood was Cornish on both sides for several generations back, I felt it strongly.I’d been
born in Cornwall, in the north beyond the sweep of Bodmin Moor, where my film-directing father
had been working on a darkly Gothic thriller, but both my parents themselves had been raised
on this gentler south coast—du Maurier country—and after my father had settled into lecturing in
Screen Studies at the University of Bristol, his more regulated schedule made it possible for us
to cross the Tamar every summer and come back to spend our holidays with his old childhood
friend George Hallett, who lived with his young and lively family in a marvelously draughty manor
house set on a hill above the sea.We’d come back every year, in fact, until I’d turned ten and my
father’s work had taken us away from England altogether, setting us down on a different
shoreline, in Vancouver, on the western coast of Canada, where he’d become a fixture at the
University of British Columbia’s Centre for Cinema Studies.I had loved it in Canada too. And of
course it had been in Vancouver that my sister, newly turned eighteen, had first begun to get her
acting roles—small parts at first, then larger ones that brought enough attention from the
Hollywood directors who came up to film their movies in Vancouver that they’d wanted her to go
down to L.A., and so she had.I’d followed her in my own turn years later, more by accident than
anything. My own career path took me into marketing, and sideways through an unexpected
string of opportunities to corporate public relations, and from there, again by chance, to a PR
firm that worked mainly in the entertainment industry, and so I found myself at twenty-five being
transferred down from Vancouver to the office in Los Angeles.It never was my favorite place,



L.A., but shortly after I’d moved down, my parents had crossed paths with a drunk driver on a
rain-drenched road back home, so after that Katrina was the only family I had left, and I was
loathe to leave her.We were close. When she was shooting somewhere, I would always find the
time to visit. I was there when Bill proposed to her and there when they were married in a private
ceremony to avoid the paparazzi. And she’d hired me, of course, to represent her. Just to keep it
in the family, she had said. These past two years, with her success, she had become my main
account.But I had never really settled in L.A., not with apartments—I had gone through four—nor
with the men I’d met and dated. I had gone through even more of those, and none had stuck, the
last one fading from the picture with convenience when Katrina had grown ill.I’d barely noticed
his departure then. I didn’t miss him now. I had been all but dead myself these past six months, a
walking shadow, but this morning as my First Great Western train ran rattling on its rails across
the Tamar I felt something deep inside me stir to life.I was in Cornwall. And it was a kind of
homecoming—the swiftly passing landscape with its old stone farms and hills and hedges held
a warm familiarity, and when I’d changed the big train for a smaller one that ran along the
wooded valley branch line leading down towards the coast, I felt an echo of the childish sense of
thrilled anticipation that had signaled each beginning of those long-lost summer holidays.The
station at the line’s end was a small one, plain with whitewashed walls, a blue bench set beside it
and a narrow platform with a white stripe painted at its edge, and a handful of houses stacked up
the green hillside behind.Three people waited on the platform, but I only noticed one of them. I
would have known him anywhere.The last time I had seen Mark Hallett he’d just turned eighteen
and I’d been ten, too young to catch his eye but not too young to be completely smitten with his
dark good looks and laughing eyes. I’d followed him round like a puppy, never giving him peace,
and he’d taken it in the same good-natured way he took everything else, neither making me feel
like a bother nor letting it go to his head. I’d adored him.Katrina had too, though for her it had
gone a bit deeper than that. He had been her first boyfriend, her first great romance, and when
we had left at the end of the summer, I’d watched both their hearts break. Hers had healed. I
assumed his had too. After all, we were twenty years on and our childhoods were over, although
when I stepped from the train to the platform and Mark Hallett turned from the place he’d been
standing, his eyes finding mine with that shared sense of sure recognition, his smile the same as
it ever was, I couldn’t help feeling ten again.‘Eva.’ His hug was familiar yet different. He wasn’t a
tall man, despite his strong West Country build, and my chin reached his shoulder, whereas in
my memories I’d barely come up to his chest. But the comfort I felt in his arms hadn’t
changed.‘No trouble with the trains?’ he asked.‘No, they were all on time.’‘A miracle.’ He took my
suitcase from me, though he left me with my shoulder bag, I think because he knew from what
I’d told him on the phone what I’d be carrying inside it.The station didn’t even have facilities, it
was so small, and the car park wasn’t much more than a leveled bit of gravel with a pay phone at
one side. Mark’s van was easily identifiable by the ‘Trelowarth Roses’ logo on its side, ringed
round by painted vines and leaves. He noticed me looking and smiled an apology. ‘I would have
brought the car, but I had to run a late order to Bodmin and there wasn’t time to stop back at the



house.’‘That’s all right.’ I liked the van. It wasn’t the same one his father had driven when I’d come
down here as a child, but it had the same mingling of smells inside: damp earth and faintly
crushed greenery and something elusive belonging to gardens that grew by the sea. And it
came with a dog too—a floppy-eared mongrel with shaggy brown fur and a feathered tail that
seemed to never cease wagging, it only changed speed. It wagged crazily now as we got in the
van, and the dog would have crawled right through onto the front seat and settled itself on my
lap if Mark hadn’t with one gentle hand pushed it back.‘This is Samson,’ he told me. ‘He’s
harmless.’They’d always had dogs at Trelowarth. In fact they had usually had three or four
running round through the fields with us children and traipsing with muddy feet through the old
kitchen and out to the gardens. Mark’s stepmother, Claire, had forever been washing the
flagstone floors.Scratching the dog’s ears, I asked how Claire was doing.‘Much better. She’s out
of the plaster now, up walking round on the leg, and the doctor says give it a few weeks and
she’ll be as right as rain.’‘Remind me how she broke it in the first place?’‘Cleaning gutters.’‘Of
course,’ I said, sharing his smile because we both knew how independent Claire was, and it was
no surprise that, even now that she’d moved from the manor house into the cottage, she still
tried to do all the upkeep herself.‘It’s a good thing,’ said Mark, ‘it was only the gutters, not roof
slates.’ The dog pushed his way in between us again and Mark nudged him back, starting the
van and reversing out onto the road.Cornish roads were like none other anywhere. Here by the
coast they were narrow and twisting with steep sloping banks and high hedges that blocked any
view of what might lie ahead. My father had shaved several years off my life every time he had
driven down here at high speeds, simply honking the horn as we came to a corner and trusting
that if anyone were approaching unseen round the bend they’d get out of the way. When I’d
asked him once what would have happened if somebody coming towards us had chosen to do
the same thing he was doing, to honk without slowing down, Dad had just shrugged and
assured me it never would happen.And luckily for us, it never had.Mark drove a little less
recklessly, but I nonetheless needed some kind of distraction from watching the road, so I asked
him, ‘Is Susan still living at home?’Susan being his sister, a little bit younger than me.‘She is.’
Mark pulled a face, but he didn’t convince me. I knew they were close. ‘We got rid of her once.
She was living up near Bristol, but that didn’t stick and now she’s back, with plans to start some
sort of tearoom or something to bring in the tourists. She’s full of ideas, is Susan.’‘You don’t want
a tearoom?’ I guessed from his tone.‘Let’s just say I don’t think there’ll be too many tourists who
want tea so badly they’d brave the hike up from the village to get it.’He did have a point. We were
entering the village now—Polgelly, with its huddled whitewashed houses and its twisting streets
so narrow they were closed to all but local traffic and the taxis that each summer ferried tourists
to and from the trains. Mark’s van, as compact as it was, could barely squeeze between the
buildings.Polgelly had once been a fishing port of some renown, but with the tourist influx into
Cornwall it had changed its face from practical to picturesque, an artist’s haven full of shops that
sold antiques and Celtic crafts, and bed & breakfast cottages with names like ‘Smuggler’s Rest’.
The old shop near the harbor where we’d always bought our fish and chips still looked the same,



as did the little fudge shop on the corner. And The Hill, of course, remained the same as
ever.From the first time I’d walked up it I had thought of it like that—The Hill, for surely there
could be no other hill on earth that could with more perfection test the limits of endurance. It was
not its height alone, nor just the angle of its slope, though both were challenging. It was that,
once you started up it, there seemed not to be an end to it—the road kept rising steadily through
overhanging trees on stone and earthen banks, a punishing ascent that made the muscles of
your thighs begin to burn and left them shaking for some minutes when you’d finally reached the
top.Yet being children, and not knowing any better, we’d gone down it every day to play with
Mark’s and Susan’s school friends in Polgelly, and to sit along the harbor wall to watch the
fishermen at work, and in the cheerfully forgetful way that children have, we’d pushed aside all
thoughts about The Hill until the time came round again for us to climb it. Mark had actually
carried me the final few steps, once, which was no doubt why I’d developed such a crush on
him.This time, we had the van, but even it seemed to approach The Hill with something like
reluctance, and I could have sworn I heard the engine wheezing as we climbed.From either side
the trees, still bright with new spring green, closed overtop of us and cast a dancing play of light
and shadow on the windscreen, and I caught the swift familiar blur of periwinkle tangled with the
darker green of ivy winding up along the verge. And then I looked ahead, expectantly, as I had
always done, for my first glimpse of the brick chimneys of Trelowarth House.The chimneys were
the first things to be seen, between the trees and the steep bank of green that ran along the road
—a Cornish hedge, they called it, built of stones stacked dry in the old fashion, herringbone, with
vines and varied wildflowers binding them together and the trees arched close above. Then
came a break in both the trees and hedge, and there, framed as impressively as ever by the
view of rising fields and distant forests, was the house.Trelowarth House had weathered
centuries upon this hill, its solid grey stone walls an equal match to any storm the sea might
throw at it. For all its size it had been plainly built, a two-storey ‘L’ set with its front squarely facing
the line of the cliffs and the sea, while its longer side ran fairly close beside the road. In what
might be viewed as a testament to the skills of its original builders, none of its long line of owners
appeared to have felt the need to do a major renovation. The chimneys, dutifully repointed, were
in the original style, and a few of the casement windows still had the odd pane of Elizabethan
glass, through which the people who had lived here then might well have watched the sails of
the Armada pass. The house itself did not encourage such romantic fancies. It looked stern and
grey, unyielding, and the only softness to it was the stubborn vine of roses that had wound their
way around and over the stone frame of the front door and waited there to bloom, as they had
done in all the summers of my childhood.Three-quarters of the way up The Hill, Mark took the
sharp left turn into the graveled drive that angled right again along the fifty feet or so of turf that
separated house and road. The garages themselves were in the back, in the old stables at the
far edge of the leveled yard, but Mark stopped where we were, beside the house, and parked the
van, and in an instant we were overrun by what appeared to be a pack of wild dogs, all leaping
up and barking for attention.‘Down, you beasts,’ Mark told them, getting out and going round to



take my suitcase from the back.I got out carefully myself, not because I was afraid of the dogs,
but because I didn’t want to step on them by accident. There were only three of them, as it
turned out—a black cocker spaniel, a Labrador, and something that underneath all the dirt
looked a bit like a setter—and with the little brown mongrel dog, Samson, who’d jumped out
behind me, the pack was quite manageable. Once I’d patted all the heads and rumpled a few
ears and scratched a side or two, the leaping changed to energetic wagging, with the four dogs
weaving round Mark’s legs and mine as we followed the curve of the path round the corner.At
the front of the house a small level lawn had been terraced out of the hillside, with hedges
around it to block some part of the wind, and below that the steep green fields tumbled and
rolled to the edge of the cliffs.I was unprepared, as always, for my first view of the sea. From this
high up the view was beautiful enough to steal my breath with such a swiftness that my rib cage
almost hurt. There were the green hills folding down into their valley, with the darker smudges of
the woods marked here and there with paler arcs of blackthorn blossom. There, too, was the
harbor of Polgelly with its steeply stacked white houses looking small so far below us, and the
headlands curving out to either side, already showing the first spreading cover of sea pink that
made a softer contrast to the darkly jagged rock beneath. And past all that, as far as I could see,
the endless rolling blue of water stretched away until it met the clouds.Mark stopped when I
stopped, turned to watch my face, and said, ‘Not quite like California, is it?’‘No.’ This ocean had
a very different feel than the Pacific. It seemed somehow more alive. ‘No, this is better.’I hadn’t
heard anyone open the front door behind us but suddenly someone said ‘Eva!’ and, turning, I
saw a young woman in jeans and a red sweater, her dark hair cut even shorter than Mark’s. This
had to be Susan, I thought, though I wouldn’t have known her if we’d met away from Trelowarth.
She’d only been seven or eight when I’d last been here. Now she was in her late twenties, grown
taller and slender, her smile wide and welcoming. ‘I thought I heard the van.’ Her hug was just as
warm. ‘Honestly, Eva, you look just the same. It’s incredible. Even your hair. I always envied you
your hair,’ she told me. ‘Mine would never grow like that.’I didn’t really think much of my hair,
myself. My father had liked my hair long, so I’d left it that way. It was easy enough to take care of,
no styling required, and whenever it got in the way I just tied it all back.‘Short hair suits you,
though,’ I said to Susan.‘Yes, well, it’s not by choice.’ She smoothed it with a hand and grinned. ‘I
tried to dye it red…’Mark said, ‘It came out purple.’‘More maroon, I’d say,’ she set him straight.
‘And when I tried to fix it, it got worse, so I just cut it.’‘By herself,’ said Mark.‘Well, naturally.’‘I
could have done as good a job as that,’ he told her dryly, ‘with my garden shears.’Their banter
was affectionate and utterly familiar, and I felt myself relaxing in the way one only did when in the
company of friends.Susan let Mark score that last point and shrugged as she told him, ‘Just drop
that suitcase here for now. Claire said to bring you both round to the cottage when you got here.
She’s made sandwiches.’Mark did as he was told and then fell in behind as Susan—with the
dogs bouncing round her as though they’d caught some of her energy—led the way along the
front walk of the house and down the long green sweep of hill towards the sea, to the place
where the old narrow coast path, trampled hard as rutted pavement by the feet of countless



ramblers who came up along the clifftops from Polgelly, disappeared into the Wild Wood.I’d
given it that name the summer Claire had read me Kenneth Graeme’s timeless tales of Mole and
Rat and Mr. Toad. A chapter a night of The Wind in the Willows and never again could I enter that
old sprawling tangle of woods without cocking an ear for the scurrying footsteps of small unseen
creatures and feeling a touch of the magic.I still felt it now, as I followed Mark into the dim,
sudden coolness. The air changed. The light changed. The scent of the woods, dank and earthy
and rich, rose around me. The woods was an old one, and where it was deepest it stretched
down the hill to the edge of the cliffs, but the trees grew so thickly I lost my whole view of the sea.
I was closed round in branches and leaves—oak and elder and blackthorn and ghostly pale
sycamores, set amid masses of bluebells.The coast path, which entered the woods as a narrow
track, broadened a little in here so two people could walk side by side, as though those who
came into these woods felt more comfortable walking that way in this place where the shadows
fell thick on the ferns and the undergrowth, and the high trees had a whispering voice of their
own when the wind shook their leaves. But I’d never felt fear in these woods. They were peaceful
and filled with the joyously warbling songs of the birds tending hidden nests high
overhead.Susan, leading us through, turned to tell me, ‘We actually do have a badger. Claire’s
seen it.’If it was anything like the reclusive Mr. Badger who had ruled the Wild Wood in The Wind
and the Willows, I didn’t hold out too much hope that I’d catch a glimpse of the creature myself,
but it didn’t stop me looking while we walked.I caught the sharp scent of the coal smoke from
Claire’s cottage chimney before we stepped into the clearing, a broad semicircular space blown
with green grass that chased to the edge of the cliff, where again I could have a clear view of the
sea.I knew better than to go towards that cliff—there was a wicked drop straight down from
there, all unforgiving rock and jagged stone below—but the view itself, framed by the gap in the
trees with the flowers and grass in between, and the glitter of sun on the water far out where the
fishing boats bobbed, was beautiful.And facing it, set tidily against the clearing’s edge, the little
cottage waited for us with its walls still painted primrose-yellow underneath a roof of sagging
slates.The cottage had been rented out to tourists when I’d come here as a child, to earn a bit of
extra income for Trelowarth, but apparently Claire had decided just this past year to move into it
herself with all her canvases and paints, and leave the big house for her stepchildren. I couldn’t
really blame her. While Trelowarth House was wonderful inside, it was an ancient house with
draughts and rising damp and tricky wiring, and it took a lot of work, whereas this little cottage
had been put here in the twenties and was snugly made and comfortable.There wasn’t any need
to knock. We just went in, the three of us, and all the dogs came with us, spilling through into the
sitting room. Claire had been reading, but she set aside the paperback and came around to fold
me into the third hug of warmth and welcome that I’d had this afternoon.Claire Hallett was a
woman who defied the rules of ageing. She looked just as fit approaching sixty as she’d looked
those years ago. Her hair might be a little shorter and a paler shade of blonde now from its
whitening, but she was still in jeans and giving off that same strong energy, that sense of
capability. Her hug seemed to be offering to carry all my burdens. ‘It’s so good to have you here,’



she said. ‘We were so very sorry when we heard about Katrina.’Then, because I think she knew
that too much sympathy on top of my reunion with the three of them might lead to tears I wasn’t
ready yet to cry in front of anybody, she turned the talk to other things: the cottage and the
decorating projects she had planned for it, and the next thing I knew we were all in the kitchen
and sitting at the old unsteady table with its one leg shorter than the others, drinking Claire’s
strong tea and eating cheese and pickle sandwiches as though it had been months, not years,
since we’d all been together.Susan raised the subject of the tearoom she was planning. ‘Mark’s
against it, naturally,’ she told me. ‘He was never one for change.’‘It’s not the change,’ Mark said
with patience. ‘It’s the simple fact, my darling, that there’s really no demand for it.’‘Well, we’d
create one, wouldn’t we? I’ve told you, if we opened up the gardens more to tourists, we could
bring them by the busload.’‘Buses can’t come through Polgelly.’‘So you’d bring them in the other
way, across the high road from St Non’s. The tourists go there anyway, to see the well—they
could come on here afterwards, for lunch.’ Her tone was certain as she turned to her stepmother.
‘You’re on my side, surely?’‘I’m staying out of it.’ Claire leaned across both of them to pour me a
fresh cup of tea. ‘I’ve given up the running of Trelowarth to the two of you, you’ll have to work it
out yourselves.’Susan rolled her eyes. ‘Yes, well, you say you’ve given up Trelowarth, but we all
know you could never—’‘If you’re wanting an opinion,’ Claire said lightly, ‘you might think of
asking Eva. That’s her job, you know—promoting things and dealing with the public.’Suddenly
Susan and Mark were both looking at me, and I shook my head. ‘I think I should stay out of it
too.’Mark’s amusement was obvious. ‘Sorry, there’s no likes of that, not with Susan about. She’ll
be picking your brains the whole time that you’re here.’Susan said, ‘You will stay for a while, won’t
you? Not just the weekend?’‘We’ll see.’Claire, who’d been watching me quietly, glanced at my
hand. ‘That’s your mother’s ring, isn’t it?’‘Yes.’ The gold Claddagh ring that Bill had slipped from
Katrina’s still finger and given to me in the hospital room. It had come to my mother from her Irish
grandmother who’d moved across into Cornwall and who, by tradition, had passed down this
small ring of gold with its crowned heart held lovingly by two gloved hands, a reminder that love
was eternal.Claire smiled, understanding, as though she knew just what had brought me here,
why I had come. Reaching over, she covered my hand with her warm one and said, ‘Stay as long
as you like.’Chapter 3When we came out of the Wild Wood by the coast path and turned up to
climb the slope of field towards Trelowarth House, the sun had sunk so low it stretched our
shadows long in front of us and glittered in the windows that were watching our approach.The
dogs, having patiently waited while we had our visit with Claire, were all bouncing round Susan
now. ‘Feeding time,’ she told us, before taking the dogs round to the back of the house. That was
how we’d most often gone in, through the kitchen, but Mark had left my suitcase just inside the
main front door, so I went that way with him now and in through the more formal entrance, with
its short flight of steps and the vine trailing over the lintel.As I followed Mark through and he
switched on the light, I was happy to see that the house hadn’t changed; to inhale the same
scents of old polished wood and wool carpets and comforting mustiness, here in the spacious
square hall. Once, this whole space had most likely been paneled in the same wine-dark wood



as the sitting-room door on my left and the staircase that angled up just behind that to the
bedrooms upstairs, but some earlier Hallett had covered the paneling over with plaster, no doubt
in an effort to make the great space seem more welcoming.Still on my left and beyond the great
staircase, a narrower corridor carried on back to the games room and the kitchen at the rear of
the house, and off to my right were the doors to the dining room and the big front room.Beside
me Mark waited, my suitcase in hand. ‘We weren’t sure if you’d want your old room or—’Their
thoughtfulness touched me. ‘Yes, please.’He let me go first up the stairs. They were old stairs, as
old as the house, running up from the hall at a perfect right angle to pause at a half landing
before doubling back on themselves for the final rise up to the next floor. The stair steps
themselves were of stone, worn concave at their centres by centuries of climbing feet, and the
walls of both stairway and landing were still the original paneling, wood of the same dark
mahogany hue as the old doors downstairs, so that while I was climbing, I couldn’t help feeling
I’d somehow stepped into the past.The first floor looked rather less ancient, with carpets to cover
the old floors and softly striped wallpaper brightening things. There were furnishings here that I
didn’t recall, but I knew my way round.And I knew which door led to the room I had shared with
Katrina. Being in the far front corner, closest to the road, it had three windows—two that looked
towards the sea and one that overlooked the drive, that last one set beside the fireplace with its
screen of flowered needlepoint in front.The double bed still sat in the same place it always had,
its headboard to the west wall so its footboard faced the fireplace. Katrina and I had both slept in
that bed when we’d stayed here, the six years’ gap between our ages making me a nuisance to
her, keeping her awake by constant chattering or stealing more than my share of the covers.I
smiled faintly at the memories, even as I felt the stabbing pain of loss. I fought it back and found
my voice as Mark came up behind me in the doorway, and I said, ‘You’ve moved the pictures.
The old shepherd and his wife.’‘Oh, right.’ He looked above the bed, where I was looking.
‘They’re in the dining room, I think.’‘It’s just as well. They had those eyes that always watched
you.’Mark set the suitcase by the bed and looked around in friendly silence for a moment. Then
his gaze came round to me. ‘How are you doing, really?’I didn’t meet his eyes directly. ‘Fine. I’m
fine.’‘You’re not.’‘I will be. It takes time, I’m told.’‘Well, if you need to talk, you know I’m here.’‘I
know.’He touched my shoulder briefly as he passed. ‘You know the house,’ he said. ‘Just make
yourself at home, then.’‘Thanks.’The door had a lock, but we’d never been allowed to lock the
door as children and I didn’t feel the need to do it now.There were, in fact, three doors into this
room. Trelowarth House was a proper smuggler’s house, with doors that led from room to room
as well as to the corridor, a feature that had made it unsurpassed for games of hide-and-seek.
Just as the smugglers had been able to evade capture by sneaking from one room to another
while the customs men were searching for them, so we children had slipped secretly between
the upstairs rooms to the frustration of whoever had been ‘it’.Besides the main door to the
corridor, my room had one more door farther along the same wall that connected with the
bedroom just behind here on this east side of the house, a room that Claire had used for sewing,
almost never giving it to guests because Uncle George’s cigar smoke had often seeped in from



his study beyond.And the third door was set in the wall by the head of the bed, and led to a
smaller front bedroom that had, I recalled, been used mostly for storage.I didn’t bother looking in
there now. There’d be plenty of time for exploring tomorrow. Instead I sat down on the bed,
making the bedsprings creak lightly as I looked around at the room from my childhood vantage
point. The room looked much the same to me as it had twenty years ago. The walls were still a
soft sea green, the bedspread hobnailed white and fringed, the curtains lace and insubstantial,
lifting with the cool May breezes blowing through the partly open window. The wide-planked floor
was bare, save for an old worn rug between the wardrobe on the two-doored wall and the small
rocking chair set in the fireplace corner, and the same old white-framed mirror hung above the
chest of drawers between the windows at the front.In the mornings this was one of the first
rooms to catch the light but it was late now, and the afternoon was fading into evening, and the
room was full of shadows. I could have put a light on, but I didn’t. I lay back instead, my hands
behind my head.I only meant to rest a moment, then wash up and go downstairs. But lying there,
my face brushed by the soft sea breezes blowing in the window, feeling comfortably nostalgic in
the dim, high-ceilinged room, my weariness began to weight my limbs until I couldn’t move and
didn’t really want to.By the time the sound of Mark’s sure footsteps had gone all the way
downstairs and crossed the hall below, I was no longer listening.***I realized my mistake a few
hours later when a restless dream brought me back wide-eyed to wakefulness, into the dark of a
house that had fallen asleep. Rolling, I turned on the bedside lamp and checked my watch and
found that it was nearly midnight.‘Damn.’ I’d had just enough sleep that I knew I would never drift
off again, no matter how much I needed the rest. And I needed it badly. The time change and
long hours of travel were taking their toll and if I didn’t get back to sleep now I’d pay a steep price
in the morning.I tried to resettle myself. Getting up, I changed out of my clothes into proper
pajamas and snuggled in under the blankets and switched off the light. It was no use. The
minutes ticked by.‘Damn,’ I said again, and giving up, I rose to rummage in my handbag.I’d had
sleeping pills prescribed for nights like these because my doctor had assured me it was normal
to do battle with insomnia from time to time while grieving. I had never had to use them, but I’d
brought the pills to Cornwall just in case.I took one pill and climbed back into bed, taking care
not to pull all the covers to my side, from force of long habit, and mumbling ‘good night’ to the
place where my sister should be.***The first thing I thought when I woke was, I wasn’t alone.I
knew where I was. My mind had already made sense of the signals and sorted them into
awareness—the sound of the gulls and the scent of the air and the way that the sunlight speared
into the room through the unshuttered windows. I heard voices talking quietly somewhere close
by, not much above a whisper, the way that people talk when they don’t want to wake someone
who’s sleeping. Mark and Susan, I assumed, but then I wasn’t sure because both voices
sounded male. I couldn’t catch more than an odd word, fleeting, here and there: ‘away’ was one,
and then, quite clear, ‘impossible’.The voices stopped. Began again, much closer to my head
this time, and then I realized that they must be coming through the wall from the next room, the
small front bedroom.Workmen, probably. Old houses like Trelowarth always needed something



done, and Mark had mentioned something when we’d been at Claire’s about some sort of
trouble with the wiring. My mind was alert enough now to be wary of having strange men in the
next room, and rolling, I reached with my one hand to lock the connecting door set in the wall by
the head of my bed.The door handles here were the old-fashioned kind with a thumb latch,
without any keyholes, but small sliding bolts had been set just above them, and this bolt shot
home with a satisfyingly sturdy click that made me feel a little more secure while I got dressed.In
the corridor outside my room I met Mark, who was coming upstairs. ‘Good, you’re up,’ he said.
‘Susan just sent me to see if you were. She’s got breakfast on. How did you sleep?’‘Very well,
thanks.’ I gave a nod towards the closed door to the spare front room and added, ‘You can tell
them they don’t have to be so quiet, now I’m up.’He looked at me. ‘Tell whom?’‘The workmen,’ I
said, ‘or whoever they are. In there.’Still looking at me strangely, he opened his mouth to reply
and then shut it again, as though wanting to make very sure he was right before speaking. He
turned the handle of the room beside my own and pushed the door wide enough to put his head
round, then said to me, certain, ‘There’s nobody in here.’I looked for myself. ‘But I heard them.
Two men. They were talking.’‘Then they must have been outside.’‘They didn’t sound like they
were outside.’‘Sound plays tricks, sometimes,’ he told me, ‘in old houses.’Unconvinced, I made a
final study of the empty room then let him close the door.He said, ‘Come down for
breakfast.’Downstairs, Susan had a full cooked breakfast on the go, with sausage spitting in the
pan and floured tomatoes sizzling beside them, eggs and toast and juice and coffee that
smelled sharp and rich and heavenly and brought my eyes more fully open.Susan, turning,
waved a spatula towards the table. ‘Have a seat, it’s hardly ready.’The kitchen had had a remodel
since I’d last been here, and the table was a larger one than I remembered, but it occupied the
same spot by the window that looked out across what used to be the stable yard, now greenly
ringed with overhanging trees and with the former stable building now converted to a garage at
its farther edge. I sat where I had always sat, my shoulder to the window-wall, and looked across
the yard towards the terraced gardens, sheltered by their high brick walls.The gardens were all
separately enclosed and named: the Lower Garden, closest to the house; the Middle Garden;
then the largest one, the Upper Garden, and my favorite of them all, the Quiet Garden, which I’d
loved best for its name.These were the legacy of Mark and Susan’s great-great-grandfather,
who’d returned from the Boer War with only one leg and a mind in sore need of tranquility.
Nostalgia for a simpler time had driven him to cultivate traditional varieties of roses that were
falling out of fashion with the rise of the more modern hybrids gaining popularity because they
could bloom more than once a season.Disdainful of these new hybrid perpetuals, he’d cared for
his old-fashioned roses with a passion that he’d passed to his descendants, and through the
hard work and investment of subsequent Halletts, the business had grown into one of the
country’s most highly regarded producers of older historic varieties. In fact, thanks to the family’s
obsessive caretaking, these gardens now sheltered some roses that might have been lost
altogether to time were it not for Trelowarth.The sizzling from the cooker brought my gaze back
from the window and I watched while Susan turned the sausage.‘Honestly,’ I said, ‘you didn’t



have to go to all this trouble. Cereal and milk would be enough.’Mark, who’d been pouring the
coffee, came over to hand me my mug and sat down in the place just across from me. ‘It’s not for
you,’ he assured me. ‘She’s trying to soften me up.’‘I am not,’ was Susan’s protest.Mark said, ‘So
I guess it’s coincidence, then, that you’ve set your big file of plans for the tearoom out here on
the table?’‘I wanted to look at them.’‘Wanted to show them to Eva, more like.’‘I did not.’ Susan
scraped the sausages out of the pan and, crossing to the table, set Mark’s plate down, hard, in
front of him.Oblivious, he pointed at the folder with his fork. ‘You’ve got the legends of Trelowarth
and that sort of rubbish in there, don’t you?’Susan passed my plate across for me and, with her
own in hand, sat down herself. ‘Of course.’‘Good. So then you can reassure Eva we don’t have a
ghost.’It was my turn to protest. ‘I never said—’‘Why would she think there’s a ghost?’ Susan
asked.‘She’s been hearing men’s voices upstairs.’Susan told him, with feeling, ‘I wish.’Mark
grinned. ‘What, that we had men upstairs?’‘No, stupid. That we had a ghost. Now that would
bring the tourists in.’Mark told her that depended on the ghost.Ignoring him, she asked me what
the voices had been saying, and I shrugged.‘I couldn’t hear.’Mark said, ‘Perhaps they came to
give a warning.’ Imitating a stern, ghostly voice, he went on, ‘Do not build a tearoom at
Trelowarth.’‘Do you see?’ asked Susan, looking to me for support. ‘You see the sort of thing I
have to deal with.’‘And you love me anyway.’ Her brother’s smile was sure.‘Yes, well, lucky for you
that I do. That’s the only thing keeps me from planting you in the back garden alongside your
roses.’Mark took the threat lightly and turned his attention to me. ‘So then, what are your plans
for the day?’I said, ‘I don’t know. I suppose I should take care of… what I came for.’That sobered
the mood. Mark looked down at his plate and went on eating silently, then he said quietly, ‘Do
you know where?’‘I was thinking,’ I started, then paused for a moment, collecting myself. ‘I was
thinking of up by the Beacon.’ He didn’t react, but I still felt the need to explain, ‘She would want
to be somewhere where she had been happy.’Mark gave a short nod and said, ‘That’s a good
spot then.’ And after a moment, ‘You want me to come with you?’He offered that as though it
didn’t matter either way, but there was something in his tone that made me ask him, ‘Would you
like to?’Pushing his half-empty plate away he told me, ‘Yes, I would.’I glanced towards the
clearing sky. ‘We ought to wait until the sun comes out.’‘Right.’ He hadn’t finished with his coffee,
either, but he set that down as well and stood. ‘You let me know, then, when you’re ready.’ And
with that he turned away and went to start his work.Chapter 4‘He really did love her, didn’t he?’
Susan, standing at the sink to rinse our breakfast dishes, tipped her head to one side in a
movement that was half-familiar. ‘I mean, it’s not as though he’s been pining away all these years
or anything, and he’s had girlfriends since who were serious, but your sister was special, I think.’I
pushed at a small bit of egg with my knife. ‘Well, she was his first love,’ I said. ‘At least, that’s
what he told her. I know he was hers. And you never forget your first love.’‘I suppose not.’ She
frowned. ‘I don’t honestly remember what they were like as a couple, I was only seven. And you
and I played together more, really. Katrina and Mark always seemed so much older.’ She was
filling the sink now with water and dish soap, and I would have risen to help her if she hadn’t
motioned me down again. ‘Sit. You’re a guest.’‘Not that kind of a guest. I can help.’‘No, you can’t,’



she insisted, and from her expression she wouldn’t be budged, so I did as she told me and
stayed in my seat at the table while she started washing the cutlery. ‘Who was your first love?’
she asked me, and the question broke the subtle air of sadness that had settled on us; brought
the light again into the room.I smiled. ‘A boy at my school in Vancouver. He played junior hockey,
I spent all my weekends in freezing cold ice rinks.’ Somehow it didn’t have quite the same level
of romance as Mark and Katrina. ‘And you?’‘I’m still waiting for mine,’ Susan said. ‘I’m too fussy,
Mark tells me. I want what my dad and Claire had.’‘God, you’ll be waiting a long time for that.’
Even my parents, for all their devotion to each other, hadn’t been a patch on Uncle George and
Claire. The Halletts had been one of those rare couples who, between them, made a little world
that no one else could touch. True soul mates.Susan ran the dishrag round a coffee mug. ‘I know.
Worth waiting for, though, I think. And it doesn’t mean I can’t have some adventures in the
meantime.’She’d been born to have adventures. Although she’d been the youngest and the
smallest of the four of us, she’d been the one most likely to explore, to push the boundaries, and
she’d often had the skinned knees and the bandages to prove it. From the little I had seen now of
the woman she’d grown into I suspected she still had that spirit in her, that her mind still saw
beyond the limits others liked to place on things.Which made me wonder why she had come
back here, to this quiet little corner of the country, and Trelowarth.‘Mark said you’d been living
near Bristol,’ I ventured.She glanced at me. ‘Did he?’ I had the strong impression I had somehow
touched a nerve without intending to, but Susan hid it with a shrug. ‘Yes, well, I had my own
catering business up there, did he tell you?’He hadn’t, but I took the opportunity to shift to safer
ground. ‘So then you should be able to make a success of your tearoom.’‘I hope so. I mean,
Mark would never complain, but I know that it hasn’t been easy these past few years, since
Dad’s investments went—’ She stopped and glanced at me and quickly looked away and would
have likely changed the subject if I hadn’t stopped her.‘Susan.’‘Yes?’‘Trelowarth’s in financial
trouble?’ I could read reluctance in her eyes. I asked her, ‘How bad is it?’‘Bad enough. But don’t
tell Mark I told you or he’ll plant me in the garden with the roses.’I imagined a place this big must
take a good deal of money to run. Apart from the house, there was all the land—not just the
gardens themselves, but the fields where the roses were actually grown. Most of the regular
work could be done by two men, but with Uncle George gone that meant Mark would have had
to hire someone to help. They’d be busiest during the winter months, digging the bare-rooted
roses and shipping them off to fill all of the orders that would have come in through the year,
after which all the rest of the harvest still had to be potted and delivered to the garden centres
that had always sold Trelowarth roses. But even at this time of year there was much to be done.
Taking care of Trelowarth, I knew, was a full-time concern.‘Anyway,’ Susan said, ‘that’s really why
I came back. To help out where I could.’‘Hence the tearoom.’‘Exactly. My dad used to talk about
having one someday. I thought if we put in a tearoom and opened the gardens for tours, it might
bring in some revenue and make more people aware of our product.’ She heard her own words
and smiled wryly. ‘I’ve been swotting up on marketing, can you tell?’‘Good for you, though. That’s
just what you should do.’ My gaze found the folder of plans she had left on the table. ‘You mind if



I look at these?’‘No, go ahead. Only—’‘—don’t tell Mark. I know.’ I reached for the folder. ‘Why is
he so set against your tearoom?’Susan set the final teacup on the draining board and pulled the
plug to let the water out. ‘I wouldn’t say he’s set against it, more that he’s resistant, and that’s just
because it doesn’t fit his vision of Trelowarth. Mark’s a purist, like my grandfather. Change
doesn’t interest him.’ She grinned. ‘If you ask me, Mark’s simply not sure about sharing our roses
with strangers.’Reading her notes while I finished my coffee, I rotated one drawing slightly to
help get my bearings. ‘So you’d put the tearoom over there, then,’ I said, pointing at an angle out
the window, past the stretch of level turf that once had been the stable yard and to the tangled
greenery beyond it.‘That’s right, in Dad’s old greenhouse. No one uses it anymore, but it’s still
got all the plumbing in place and the glass is all good. I’ve been told that it wouldn’t be hard to
convert.’ She came round beside me to study the plans. ‘Claire’s grandparents met in a tearoom,
apparently. She told us the story, it’s very romantic. I’ll have to ask if she remembers the name of
the place. We could call ours the same, put a bit of her history here too.’This was the sort of
project that my mother, with her passion for historical research, would have loved. If she’d been
living still, she would have wasted little time in digging through the records to unearth the finer
details of Trelowarth’s past.But when I said as much to Susan, she said only, ‘She’d have bored
herself to tears then. They’re all deadly dull, my family, and they’ve been here for two hundred
years, at least. I keep hoping that I’ll come across a smuggler or a pirate, someone infamous, to
help bring in the tourists.’‘Someone famous might work just as well.’ I kept my focus on the
drawings and the notes as I reminded her, ‘You have a famous movie star who used to spend
her summers here, remember.’‘No,’ she said. ‘It wouldn’t feel right, trading on Katrina’s name.
And Mark would never go for it. You know my brother.’Yes, I did. The years might change our
outer selves, but underneath it all we stayed the same, we kept our patterns, and I knew where I
should look for him when I went out a short while later with the box of ashes. In the mornings, he
had always started in the highest terrace and worked down from there. I found him in the Quiet
Garden, pulling weeds. His boots were caked and muddy and the wind had blown his hair and
he was wearing an old denim jacket not unlike the one I held a memory of him wearing when he
worked among the roses.He stopped as I came in through the old wooden door in the high stone
wall, into the roofless, still space where the wind couldn’t reach with its fine salty spray from the
sea that could burn through the delicate petals and leaves. When Mark saw what I’d brought with
me, what I was carrying, he asked me, ‘Ready, then?’‘Whenever you are.’He tugged off his
gloves, set his tools away tidily into the small corner shed, and picked up a small battered
rucksack he slung on his shoulder before leading me out of the garden.The walk to the Beacon
was one of the prettier walks at Trelowarth. We went down the hill to the coast path again,
through the Wild Wood as if we were going to Claire’s, but we passed by the cottage and right
through the clearing and into the woods again, still on the coast path. We came out the other
side close to the top of the cliffs, close enough to be able to hear the harsh rush of the waves as
they broke on the black rocks and shingle beneath. Here we left the path, turning our backs to
the sea as we came to the fence of a broad sloping pasture where several cows lazily stood with



their heads to the grass, paying no heed to either of us as we climbed up and over the stile.Mark
helped me over, then went back to walking just in front of me, head down, his thoughts turned
inward. I knew why.He’d often brought Katrina up here, that last summer. This had been their
special place, a place to get away from all the adults and us younger children, to be on their own
together. I’d been too young then to be my sister’s confidante, too young for her to tell me what
they’d talked about up here. I’d only known that when she’d been with Mark up at the Beacon,
she had come back shining like a lamp had been switched on inside her, stepping lightly as the
butterflies that danced around my feet now as my shoes brushed through the bluebells in the
windblown grass.And Mark, I knew, was walking with the memories.I had memories of my own
to keep me company. My mother, loving history as she did, had loved the romance of the
Beacon, ancient relic of the days when there had been a chain of signal fires on hilltops all along
the coast of Britain, standing ready to be lit in times of trouble. They had served a double
purpose, calling everyone who saw them to come out and take up arms against the enemy, while
at the same time swiftly sending warning word to London of approaching danger. In Elizabethan
times, this beacon at Trelowarth had been used to pass the signal when the sails of the Armada
were first spotted from the shore.In those days, the Beacon would have been a sight to see—a
high stone table, higher than a man, much like the Neolithic cromlechs that one still saw perched
on hillsides in this area, but with a pile of kindling wood, perhaps, stacked on top of it in
readiness. My mother’s words had painted such a clear and vivid picture of it in my mind that
when we’d come up here on picnics I had always felt the urge to keep a sharper watch on the
horizon for a stealthy Spanish sail, and sometimes glanced from left to right along the coast to
see if I could spot another beacon fire flaring in the distance.I still felt a small tug of that same
feeling now as we came to the top of the field, to the level place scattered with old weathered
stones that had tumbled into a rough circle and gave little hint of their earlier purpose, except for
the stone at the centre that lay like a low table, cracked at one end.The view from here was wide
and unobstructed—I could see the whole unbroken line of coast, headland to headland, the
waves beating white on the black cliffs and dark shingle beaches, and the sea deep blue today
beneath a warmly glinting sun.I set the box that held Katrina’s ashes on the table stone and
looked at Mark, who looked at me.And then he reached into the rucksack he had carried up with
him and brought out three small paper cups, the kind you find near water coolers, and a dark
green bottle. ‘We should do this right,’ he said.‘What is that?’‘Scrumpy. When Katrina and I came
up here, we always brought a bottle with us.’‘Scrumpy?’‘Cider. With a kick.’ He filled a cup and
set it on the wooden box, then poured two more and handed one to me, and raised his up as
though to make a toast. ‘Here’s to…’ he said, then faltered. ‘Well, to hell with it,’ he finished off,
and drained the cup.I drank mine too, and Mark poured out the third cup on the box itself before
he stepped aside and gave a nod to me. ‘Go on, then.’With uncertain hands I flipped the latch
that held the box shut. ‘There was something I was going to read.’Mark looked at me and
waited.‘From The Prophet,’ I explained. ‘Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet. There’s a passage about
death that Katrina always liked. She read it at our parents’ funeral.’I had crammed the folded



paper in a pocket, and I had to tug it out and spread it smooth against the blowing breeze.‘“For
what is it to die,”’ I read, ‘“but to stand naked in the wind and to melt into the sun? And what is it
to cease breathing, but to… but to…”’ And there my voice trailed off and would not carry on, and
Mark reached over for the page and gently took it from my hand, and went on with the reading in
his steady voice. I turned my face towards the sea and let my eyes be dazzled by the brightness
of the water while Mark finished off the passage and came down to the last lines:‘“And when you
have reached the mountaintop, then you shall begin to climb.And when the earth shall claim
your limbs, then shall you truly dance.”’It seemed the perfect time then, so I tipped the box and
let the ashes spill.Beside me, very quietly, Mark told them, ‘Go and dance now.’And they caught
the wind and did just that, and for that fleeting instant there were three of us again upon the wide
and sunlit hill, before the ashes gathered on an upward swirl of breeze that blew them westward,
out across the blue and endless sparkle of the sea.Chapter 5‘Do you know,’ I said to Mark, ‘I
think I’m getting drunk.’We were still sitting on the cool ground at the summit of the hill with all the
old stones of the Beacon tumbled round us, giving us some shelter from the strengthened wind
that blew across the waving grass and wildflowers.I looked down at my paper cup. ‘What do you
call this stuff again?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Scrumpy.’ I’d have to remember that name and avoid it in future, I
thought. It came on at first like common apple cider, and then suddenly you realized you were,
‘Definitely getting drunk,’ I said. ‘You have the rest.’Without a word he poured the bottle’s dregs
into his own cup and sat back and leaned his elbows on the table rock, and looked as I was
looking down the hillside to the sea. Like me, he seemed to be in no great hurry to go
anywhere.As if he’d read my thoughts, he asked, ‘How long till you have to go back?’‘I don’t,
actually.’ Far over the water the tiny white speck of a gull wheeled and languidly dipped and I
followed its flight with my faintly blurred gaze. ‘I don’t have a job or apartment, I gave them both
up. It’s not home for me there anymore, not since…’ Letting the words trail off, I gave a shrug.
‘When Bill gave me those ashes, I had to think hard, really think, about where I should scatter
them. Where she belonged. And it got me to thinking where I belonged, now that she’s gone. I
have friends in L.A., but not real friends, you know? Not the kind you can really depend on. And
where I was living… well, it was all right, but it just wasn’t… just wasn’t…’‘Home?’‘No.’ It was
comforting to know he understood. ‘I thought I might look round here for a property to rent. A little
cottage, maybe.’‘Everything around here will be full up for the summer,’ was his guess. Then
when he saw my disappointment he went on, ‘But come the autumn you could have your pick of
properties, and meantime you can stay right where you are, with us.’‘Oh, Mark, I couldn’t. That
would be imposing.’‘Why? We have the room,’ he pointed out. ‘You always used to come and
stay the summer.’His tone had taken on a stubborn edge that I recalled enough to know I
wouldn’t win the argument, and so I simply told him, ‘Well, you’d have to let me pay you
then.’‘The hell I would.’‘I have the money, Mark. I have more money than I need. I can’t just sit
here like a sponge and let you feed me and take care of me when…’ Just in time I caught myself,
remembering I wasn’t meant to know about Trelowarth being in financial difficulty.Mark glanced
sideways. ‘When what?’‘Nothing.’Silence dropped between us like a stone. I felt his gaze grow



keener. ‘What has Susan told you?’‘Nothing.’I had never been much good at lying and I knew it,
but he didn’t press the point, and after studying my face a moment longer he looked back
towards the sea again and told me, ‘Friends don’t pay.’There was no way of getting round that,
so I took a different tack. ‘Then let me pay in kind.’ I paused a moment, trying through the
growing haze of drink to organize my argument, both because I had only just thought of it and
because all of a sudden it struck me as something that truly appealed to me, something I’d even
enjoy. ‘I could help Susan with her tearoom project, help her get it off the ground.’‘Oh, right.
That’s all I need.’‘You’ve seen her plans?’‘You think I’ve had a choice?’I said, ‘I like them.’‘Do
you?’ It was more a comment, really, than a question, but I answered.‘Yes. She seems to have it
all in hand, she’s thought it through.’‘I don’t doubt that.’ His mouth curved, briefly. ‘She gets that
from our mother. My dad was the one who had all the ideas, but Mum was the person who saw
things got done.’He’d remember his mother, of course. He’d been eleven when she died,
whereas Susan had still been a baby and I’d just started nursery school. My earliest memories
went no further back than his stepmother, Claire, and Claire had always been so wonderful I’d
never given much thought to the woman who’d preceded her.‘My dad was rudderless when
Mum died. It’s a good thing he met Claire; she really set him on his course again.’ Mark’s eyes
crinkled faintly with fondness. ‘She’s a different sort of woman than my mum was, though, is
Claire.’‘Well, she’s an artist.’‘That she is. So was your sister,’ he informed me. ‘Even back when
we were young, before she ever started acting, she still had that spirit in her, same as Claire.
They need the space to spread their wings. Like butterflies.’ He squinted at the brightness of the
sea as he looked westward, where the restless wind had blown Katrina’s ashes. ‘Ever try to hold
a butterfly? It can’t be done. You damage them,’ he said. ‘As gentle as you try to be, you take the
powder from their wings and they won’t ever fly the same. It’s kinder just to let them go.’I looked
at him, and asked, because I’d always wondered, ‘Is that why you stopped writing to
Katrina?’‘She had bigger wings than most,’ he said. ‘She needed room to use them, and she
couldn’t do that here, now, could she? Anyway, it worked out for the best. She found her
husband. They seemed happy.’‘Yes, they were.’‘Then that’s all right.’We fell to silence once again
and might have gone on sitting there all afternoon if overhead the clouds had not begun to
thicken and to threaten rain.Mark stood first, more steady on his feet than me, and reached a
hand to help me up. ‘Come on,’ he said. ‘We’d best head back.’He carried the now empty box for
me, walking a few steps ahead down the field. Getting over the stile in the pasture fence took a
bit more concentration this time, I couldn’t get my legs and hands to coordinate in quite the
same way as before and I nearly flipped headfirst down into the dirt, but luckily Mark didn’t see
that. Recovering my balance, I followed him carefully into the woods.It was cool in here, quiet
with ferns and the thick press of trees, and all the little flowers that I hadn’t noticed coming up,
but that I noticed now since I was keeping such a close watch on my feet and where they landed.
There were little white wildflowers close by the edge of the path, and I wanted to ask Mark their
name, but I suspected that he’d just come back with something long and Latin, like he always
used to do. Show Mark something as lovely as a tiny star of Bethlehem, and he would take one



look at it and without blinking say it was an Ornithogalum umbellatum. No, it had been my
mother who had given me the names of all the grasses and the flowers I had brought back from
my afternoon adventures in the woods and fields. I still remembered some of the old names
she’d taught me—tailor’s needles, feather-bow, penny-cake, and ladies’ smock.Ladies’ smock
used to be easy to find at this time of the year. I was looking for some when we came to the
clearing where Claire’s cottage sat with its windows wide open and welcoming. We hadn’t
bothered stopping in to see her when we’d come through here the first time, on our way up to the
Beacon, because what we had gone up there to do had been a private sort of pilgrimage for
both of us. But it would never do to pass Claire’s cottage twice and not stop long enough to say
hello.Mark went to knock but got no answer.‘She’s gone out,’ I guessed.‘Most likely.’ Still, he took
his own keys out and stepped inside and called out from the entryway, then had a quick look
round to reassure himself she wasn’t lying ill or injured somewhere. ‘Gone off sketching
something, probably,’ he gave his final verdict as he reappeared. ‘She does it all the time.’
Glancing up at the sky he said, ‘I ought to get her windows shut before this rain starts. You go on,
I’ll catch you up. No need for us both to get soaked.’The first splat of a raindrop on my shoulder
helped convince me.I moved quickly through the trees—a little too quickly, perhaps, because
before I’d made it halfway through I started feeling dizzy so I stopped and briefly closed my eyes,
recovering my balance. When I opened them again the woods became a blur of green and
brown and quiet shadows. Damn the Scrumpy, I thought. It was muddling my thoughts and
confusing my vision.A tree a short distance in front of me went all unfocused, dividing in two.
And there suddenly seemed to be two paths as well, one I didn’t remember that angled away to
the cliffs. I heard footsteps coming up behind me and I turned, expecting Mark, but there was no
one there.It must have been an echo, I decided, because here was Mark just coming into view
now on the path, and looking slightly blurred as well until I focused with an effort. Seeing me
standing there seemed to surprise him. He turned his collar up against the damp wind shaking
through the leaves and asked me, ‘Something wrong?’‘No, not at all.’ I stood as steadily as I was
able, not wanting to let on how much the Scrumpy had affected me. ‘It’s just that I couldn’t
remember which path to take.’He laughed at that—the first time I had heard him laugh since I’d
been back, and turned me round so I could see with my own eyes the way through the trees.
‘There is only the one path, you know.’There seemed little point in arguing. I simply let him take
my hand as he had done when I was small, and as we came out of the woods the rain came on
in earnest and we made a breathless run for it across the rising field towards the house.***The
dogs had been out in the garden as well. They sat lined up like penitents in the back corridor
while Claire, with mop in hand, dealt with the crisscrossing paw tracks that muddied the floor.
The corridor smelt of stone and plaster, and the rubber of old boots left drying underneath the
rows of hooks that held a heaped array of well-used coats and cardigans. As Mark and I came
diving in the door, wet through and stamping mud from our own feet, Claire gave us both a
look.‘Not one more step,’ she warned us, ‘till you’ve taken off those boots. I’m nearly finished, I
don’t want to have to do this over.’As Mark bent to his laces the dogs swarmed him happily,



pleased he’d come down to their level. He fended them off as he told Claire, ‘You don’t need to
do it at all. I’ll take care of it.’But there was no breaking the long years of habit. She twisted the
mop in its bucket of hot water, wringing it out and then slapping it onto the flagstones in front of
the dogs. ‘And you lot,’ she said, as she swished past them, ‘can stay where you are, till your feet
dry.’I could have sworn the dogs snickered, the way men will nudge one another and wink when
their wives tell them off. Claire had noticed it too, and she gave them a withering look that made
the setter and the Labrador lie down, pretending submission. The cocker spaniel and the little
mongrel, Samson, stayed near Mark and would have followed him in defiance of Claire’s orders
if he hadn’t told them both to stay. They whined a token protest, but they did as they’d been
told.Mark said, good-naturedly, ‘My feet wouldn’t be wet at all, if I hadn’t had to stop and close
your windows.’‘Did I leave them open? Sorry.’ Thanking him, she glanced towards the windows
just behind him as he straightened, but they both were tightly shut.This was the part of the house
that we children had passed through most often—the workaday, less showy side of Trelowarth.
The section we were in now jutted farthest back into the yard—on one side of the corridor two
windows and the door faced out across the yard itself, while on the other side the laundry room
and office nestled side by side, their doorways all but hidden in among the hanging coats.I left
my own boots with their heels lined up against the wall, the way Claire liked them, and led the
way round past the narrow back staircase that dropped like a chute from the old servants’
quarters above, and then up the one uneven step to the kitchen.Mark brought the box with him
and asked where I wanted it.‘Anywhere’s fine.’ It was only a box now, with nothing inside.Claire,
who’d followed behind us, asked, ‘How did it go?’ in a tone that, to anyone else, might have
sounded as though she were asking an everyday question.I said, ‘It was perfect, thanks.’Mark
put in, ‘Eva got drunk.’‘I did not.’‘Get over it, you said yourself you were.’ His grin was, like his
stepmother’s tone of voice, designed to even out the day’s emotions. ‘You still are. You ought to
see your eyes.’‘Well, if they’re anything like yours,’ I said, ‘I guess I’ll need some coffee.’‘Guess
you will. I’ll make some, shall I?’ And he headed for the kettle with an amiable purpose.I was
moving much more slowly, and Claire came to take my elbow. ‘What on earth were you two
drinking?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Ah. Then you’ll be needing to sit down, darling.’She took me through into the
big front room that we had always called the library, because of all the bookshelves, and she saw
me seated next to the piano, and then Mark came, with coffee for us all, and slouched into the
sofa at my side. His hair was curling as it dried, and he looked so much like the boy he’d been
once that it seemed incredible to me so many years had passed since I’d last sat in here, like
this. With them.Claire’s mind had been traveling on the same line. ‘I feel I ought to send you
straight upstairs to have a bath,’ she told me.‘I don’t think I’d manage the stairs, at the moment.’ I
leaned my head back on the cushions, then brought it back upright to stop it from spinning as
Claire asked where we’d taken the ashes.Mark answered. ‘The Beacon.’If Claire understood the
full meaning of that, she gave no indication. She only said, ‘Oh yes, it’s lovely up there.’‘It was,
today,’ he said. ‘Where’s Sue?’‘I’m here,’ said Susan, coming in. She stopped inside the doorway,
looked from Mark to me. ‘Are you all right?’‘I’m fine,’ Mark said, ‘but Eva’s had too much to drink.’I



sighed. ‘I have not. Anyway, you can talk. Look at the state of you.’‘I’m not the one seeing double,
now am I?’Claire’s voice was calm. ‘Children.’Susan came all the way into the room and sat
down on my other side, curious. ‘Who’s seeing double?’Mark rolled his head sideways. ‘Eva tried
to convince me there were two paths in the Wild Wood.’I couldn’t argue that, but I could lay the
blame where it belonged. ‘It’s his fault.’Susan looked at me in sympathy. ‘What was it,
whisky?’‘Scrumpy.’‘God. How could you?’ she asked Mark.His shrug seemed a great effort.
‘Before you rush to judgment, you should know that after drinking Scrumpy with me, Eva started
thinking that your tearoom was a wonderful idea.’I elbowed him. He clutched his ribs and half-
laughed, ‘Ow.’‘I thought it was a wonderful idea before the Scrumpy.’Susan, looking pleased,
asked, ‘Did you?’‘Yes. I was just telling Mark I’d like to help you set it up. Be your PR consultant, if
that would be any use to you.’Mark said, to Claire and Susan, ‘In exchange for room and board.
She’ll be staying with us for the summer.’He didn’t mention anything about my plans to rent a
cottage nearby when the tourist season ended in the autumn, presumably because, like me,
Mark knew that Claire was generous to a fault, and had she known that I was looking for a
cottage she’d have instantly insisted I take hers.As it was, she smiled approval at me warmly
from her corner while beside me Susan said, delighted, ‘Are you? Eva, that’s wonderful. Really,
it’s going to be just like old times.’Mark shot her a sideways look over my head that I took as a
silent reminder that things weren’t exactly the same, with Katrina not here, and because I felt
Susan’s self-conscious reaction I covered the moment of awkwardness with, ‘So you see, I’ll
have plenty of time to help out with your plans for the tearoom.’Susan gratefully said, ‘I can show
you the greenhouse tomorrow. Felicity’s coming to help me start clearing it out. There are things
stored in there that I don’t think have moved since I went off to uni.’Claire smiled. ‘Very likely
before that.’I asked, ‘Who’s Felicity?’‘One of my friends from the village. You’ll like her, I think.
Won’t she, Claire?’‘Yes, we all like Felicity.’ Claire looked with affection at her stepson, who was
sinking ever lower on the sofa. ‘You’ll be fast asleep, Mark, if you sit there much longer.’‘Mm.’ He
closed his eyes and proved her point by drifting off immediately, breathing in a slow and even
rhythm.‘Men,’ said Susan, rather fondly. Then to me, ‘You ought to have a nap as well. I’m sure
it’s been a trying day.’It had, and she was right, except my cup of coffee had kicked in now and I
wasn’t feeling sleepy anymore. Instead I sat with Claire and Susan, talking of small things while
Mark snored on. And when we’d finished all the coffee in the pot and Claire had started thinking
about what to make for supper, I felt more awake than ever.‘I can help,’ I offered.Susan shook her
head. ‘No, we can do it. You just stay here and relax.’‘You’ve only just arrived,’ said Claire, and
rubbed my shoulder as she passed. ‘Let us take care of you.’The sitting room was filled with
things to do, except I couldn’t play piano and I didn’t want to turn the television on while Mark
was still asleep. Instead, I stood and stretched and went to make a study of the bookshelves,
where I recognized the old and battered bindings of the local history books my mother had so
loved to give to Uncle George and Claire as gifts. It had been something of a passion for her,
hunting down forgotten volumes in her favorite musty shops in London, antiquarian
establishments with creaking floors and crowded shelves.I chose one book and opened it: A



History of Polgelly, written in the 1800s by a gentleman who, from his tone, had been an ardent
Methodist. He disapproved quite heartily of all that had gone on here and had nothing good to
say about Trelowarth, which he said had been ‘a den of godless blackguards though its current
owner, Mr. Hallett, has done what he can to drive the devil from that place.’Unfortunately, being
such a devout man, the author of A History of Polgelly never did get round to mentioning exactly
what it was those godless blackguards had been up to. Losing interest, I reshelved his cheerless
book and tried another one: Polgelly Through the Ages.This was better. Not as preachy, and its
author was a more romantic soul who started off with ancient legends and the story of the old
well at St Non’s, and wove his facts with bits of poetry that made the book a pleasant read.I was
halfway through by supper, and I took it upstairs afterwards to read in bed, in hopes that it would
lull me off to sleep. But once again, I found myself too restless, whether from an overdose of
coffee or residual emotion from our scattering the ashes, and when midnight came and went
and left me staring at the walls I took another of my sleeping pills and waited for the drowsiness
to claim me.I was in that strange, floating place, well aware I was nearly asleep and past caring,
when I thought I heard the same voices I’d heard before breakfast, the barest of whispers that
seemed to come straight from the wall by my head.‘Oh, knock it off,’ I mumbled with my face
against the pillow. ‘Let me sleep.’They didn’t stop. But in the end, I didn’t mind, because the one
voice had a very pleasant rhythm to it, and I let it soothe me into letting go my final hold on
consciousness.Chapter 6Susan had been right. I really liked her friend Felicity.She was, like
Susan, lively and intelligent and quick to laugh, a pretty young woman with dark hair that would
have come down in a cascade of curls if she hadn’t kept it bound back with elastics and a clip
and tied a scarf around it, gypsy style, presumably to guard against the dust that we were
raising.‘I mean, honestly,’ she asked us as she lifted yet another broken snooker cue, ‘why would
somebody keep all these?’‘You didn’t know my Dad.’ Susan smiled. ‘He probably had plans to
make them into something useful.’‘Yes, well, I’ve got plans for them and all.’ She chucked the cue
with all the others on the growing rubbish heap outside the door. The greenhouse was a fairly
modern structure. According to Susan it had been built a decade ago, when Uncle George had
suddenly decided he wanted to breed roses, to create new varieties instead of only cultivating
existing ones, but as with so many things that Uncle George had started with enthusiasm, it had
failed to hold his interest long. His passion for hybridizing had waned when it proved to be
trickier work than he’d thought it would be, and at some point he must have abandoned his
efforts because it appeared that the greenhouse had been given over to storage for several
years now.We three had spent the last two hours since breakfast digging through the clutter and
attempting to create a bit of order. It was challenging.Copyright © 2011 by Susanna
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Faces”Let the new faces play what tricks they willIn the old rooms; night can outbalance day,Our
shadows rove the garden gravel still,The living seem more shadowy than they.—William Butler
Yeats“The New Faces”Chapter 1I lost my only sister in the last days of November.It’s a rotten
time to lose someone, when all the world is dying too and darkness comes on earlier, and when
the chill rains fall it seems the very sky is weeping. Not that there’s ever a good time to lose your
best friend, but it seemed somehow harder to sit there and watch in that hospital room, with the
white-coated specialists coming and going, and see only grey clouds beyond the hard windows
that offered no warmth and no hope.When my sister had first fallen ill, we would sometimes go
out to the garden and sit side by side on the bench by the butterfly bush. We would sit a long
time, saying nothing, just feeling the sun on our faces and watching the butterflies dance.And
the illness had seemed very small then—a thing she could conquer, the way she had overcome
everything else fate had flung in her path. She was famous for that, for her spirit. Directors would
cast her in roles that were more often given to men than to women, the rogue hero roles, and
she’d carry them off with her usual flair and the audience loved it. They loved her. The tabloids
were camped round the house through the summer, and when she went into the hospital they
came there too, standing vigil around the main entrance.But just at the end there were only the
three of us there in the room: me, my sister Katrina, and her husband, Bill.We were holding her
hands, Bill and I, with our eyes on her face because neither of us could have looked at the other.
And after a time there were only the two of us left, but I couldn’t let go of her hand because part
of me couldn’t believe she was actually gone, so I sat there in dull, hollow silence until Bill stood
slowly and took the hand he was still holding and laid it with care on Katrina’s heart. Gently, he
pressed his own hand on hers one final time, then he slipped something small off her finger and
passed it to me: a gold ring, a Claddagh ring, that had belonged to our mother.Wordlessly he
held it out and wordlessly I took it, and still we couldn’t meet each other’s eyes. And then I saw
him feel his pocket for his cigarettes and turning, he went out, and I was left alone. Entirely
alone.And at the window of the room the cold November rains slid down the glass and cast their
shifting shadows in a room that could no longer hold the light.I didn’t go to her memorial service.
I helped arrange it and made sure her favorite songs were sung, her favorite verses read, but
when the crowds of fans and friends turned up to pay their last respects, I wasn’t there to shake
their hands and listen to their well-meant words of sympathy. I know there were people who
thought me a coward for that, but I couldn’t. My grief was a private one, too deep for sharing. And
anyway, I knew it didn’t matter whether I was at the church or not, because Katrina wasn’t
there.She wasn’t anywhere.It seemed to me incredible a light as strong as hers could be
extinguished so completely without leaving some small glow behind, the way a lamp that’s been
switched off will sometimes dimly shine against the darkness. I’d felt certain I would feel her
presence somewhere… but I hadn’t.There were only dead leaves round the butterfly bush in the
garden and flowerless shrubs round the porch with its empty swing, and when I started to pack
up her closets there wasn’t so much as a movement of air in the hallway behind me to let me
believe that my sister, in some way, was there with me still.So I went through the motions. I dealt



with the small things that needed attention and tried to get on with my life in the way everybody
was saying I should, while a great hollow loneliness grew deep inside me. Then spring came,
and Bill came—turned up on my doorstep one Saturday morning without calling first, looking
awkward. And holding her ashes.I hadn’t seen him since November, not in person, though
because he had a film just out I’d seen him fairly often on the entertainment news.He didn’t want
to come inside. He cleared his throat, a bit uncomfortably. ‘I thought…’ He paused and held
more tightly to the plain oak box that held Katrina’s ashes. ‘She wanted me to scatter these.’‘I
know.’ My sister’s wishes hadn’t been a secret.‘I don’t know where to do it. Don’t know where to
take them. I thought maybe you…’ His pause this time was more a moment of decision, and he
held the box towards me. ‘I thought you could do a better job.’I looked at him, and for the first
time since her death, our eyes met and I saw the pain in his. He coughed. ‘I don’t need to be
there when you do it, I’ve said my goodbyes. I just thought you’d know better than I would where
she was the happiest. Where she belongs.’And then he pushed the box into my hands and bent
to kiss my forehead before quickly turning from my door and walking off. I wouldn’t see him after
that, I knew. We moved in different circles, and the bond we’d had between us was reduced now
to the simple box he’d handed me.Inside, I set it on the narrow table by my window,
thinking.Where she’d been the happiest, he’d said. There were so many places, really. I tried
narrowing the choices in my mind, recalling images: the morning we had stood and watched the
sun rise from the brink of the Grand Canyon, and Katrina’s face had radiated wonderment as
she had pointed out a small, white airplane flying far below us, and she’d said she’d never seen
a place so beautiful; the time she’d made a movie in Mumbai and the director had rewarded her
for days of grueling action with a weekend in Kerala on the southern coast of India, and I had
flown over to join her and we’d spent our evenings walking on the black sand beach while
gorgeous sunsets flamed the sky above the blue Arabian sea, and Katrina had splashed through
the waves like a child, and been happy.But then, she’d been happy wherever she went. She had
danced through her life with an air of adventure and carried that happiness with her, so trying to
imagine where she might have felt it the most was a difficult task, far beyond my abilities. Finally I
gave up and turned my focus to the last thing Bill had said: where she belongs.That should be
easier, I knew. There should be one place that would rise above the others in my memory, so I
closed my eyes and waited.It was coming on to evening when I thought of it, and once I’d had
the thought, it seemed so obvious to me where that place was, where I should take her.Where
both of us, once, had belonged.Chapter 1I lost my only sister in the last days of November.It’s a
rotten time to lose someone, when all the world is dying too and darkness comes on earlier, and
when the chill rains fall it seems the very sky is weeping. Not that there’s ever a good time to lose
your best friend, but it seemed somehow harder to sit there and watch in that hospital room, with
the white-coated specialists coming and going, and see only grey clouds beyond the hard
windows that offered no warmth and no hope.When my sister had first fallen ill, we would
sometimes go out to the garden and sit side by side on the bench by the butterfly bush. We
would sit a long time, saying nothing, just feeling the sun on our faces and watching the



butterflies dance.And the illness had seemed very small then—a thing she could conquer, the
way she had overcome everything else fate had flung in her path. She was famous for that, for
her spirit. Directors would cast her in roles that were more often given to men than to women, the
rogue hero roles, and she’d carry them off with her usual flair and the audience loved it. They
loved her. The tabloids were camped round the house through the summer, and when she went
into the hospital they came there too, standing vigil around the main entrance.But just at the end
there were only the three of us there in the room: me, my sister Katrina, and her husband,
Bill.We were holding her hands, Bill and I, with our eyes on her face because neither of us could
have looked at the other. And after a time there were only the two of us left, but I couldn’t let go of
her hand because part of me couldn’t believe she was actually gone, so I sat there in dull, hollow
silence until Bill stood slowly and took the hand he was still holding and laid it with care on
Katrina’s heart. Gently, he pressed his own hand on hers one final time, then he slipped
something small off her finger and passed it to me: a gold ring, a Claddagh ring, that had
belonged to our mother.Wordlessly he held it out and wordlessly I took it, and still we couldn’t
meet each other’s eyes. And then I saw him feel his pocket for his cigarettes and turning, he
went out, and I was left alone. Entirely alone.And at the window of the room the cold November
rains slid down the glass and cast their shifting shadows in a room that could no longer hold the
light.I didn’t go to her memorial service. I helped arrange it and made sure her favorite songs
were sung, her favorite verses read, but when the crowds of fans and friends turned up to pay
their last respects, I wasn’t there to shake their hands and listen to their well-meant words of
sympathy. I know there were people who thought me a coward for that, but I couldn’t. My grief
was a private one, too deep for sharing. And anyway, I knew it didn’t matter whether I was at the
church or not, because Katrina wasn’t there.She wasn’t anywhere.It seemed to me incredible a
light as strong as hers could be extinguished so completely without leaving some small glow
behind, the way a lamp that’s been switched off will sometimes dimly shine against the
darkness. I’d felt certain I would feel her presence somewhere… but I hadn’t.There were only
dead leaves round the butterfly bush in the garden and flowerless shrubs round the porch with
its empty swing, and when I started to pack up her closets there wasn’t so much as a movement
of air in the hallway behind me to let me believe that my sister, in some way, was there with me
still.So I went through the motions. I dealt with the small things that needed attention and tried to
get on with my life in the way everybody was saying I should, while a great hollow loneliness
grew deep inside me. Then spring came, and Bill came—turned up on my doorstep one
Saturday morning without calling first, looking awkward. And holding her ashes.I hadn’t seen him
since November, not in person, though because he had a film just out I’d seen him fairly often on
the entertainment news.He didn’t want to come inside. He cleared his throat, a bit uncomfortably.
‘I thought…’ He paused and held more tightly to the plain oak box that held Katrina’s ashes. ‘She
wanted me to scatter these.’‘I know.’ My sister’s wishes hadn’t been a secret.‘I don’t know where
to do it. Don’t know where to take them. I thought maybe you…’ His pause this time was more a
moment of decision, and he held the box towards me. ‘I thought you could do a better job.’I



looked at him, and for the first time since her death, our eyes met and I saw the pain in his. He
coughed. ‘I don’t need to be there when you do it, I’ve said my goodbyes. I just thought you’d
know better than I would where she was the happiest. Where she belongs.’And then he pushed
the box into my hands and bent to kiss my forehead before quickly turning from my door and
walking off. I wouldn’t see him after that, I knew. We moved in different circles, and the bond we’d
had between us was reduced now to the simple box he’d handed me.Inside, I set it on the
narrow table by my window, thinking.Where she’d been the happiest, he’d said. There were so
many places, really. I tried narrowing the choices in my mind, recalling images: the morning we
had stood and watched the sun rise from the brink of the Grand Canyon, and Katrina’s face had
radiated wonderment as she had pointed out a small, white airplane flying far below us, and
she’d said she’d never seen a place so beautiful; the time she’d made a movie in Mumbai and
the director had rewarded her for days of grueling action with a weekend in Kerala on the
southern coast of India, and I had flown over to join her and we’d spent our evenings walking on
the black sand beach while gorgeous sunsets flamed the sky above the blue Arabian sea, and
Katrina had splashed through the waves like a child, and been happy.But then, she’d been
happy wherever she went. She had danced through her life with an air of adventure and carried
that happiness with her, so trying to imagine where she might have felt it the most was a difficult
task, far beyond my abilities. Finally I gave up and turned my focus to the last thing Bill had said:
where she belongs.That should be easier, I knew. There should be one place that would rise
above the others in my memory, so I closed my eyes and waited.It was coming on to evening
when I thought of it, and once I’d had the thought, it seemed so obvious to me where that place
was, where I should take her.Where both of us, once, had belonged.Chapter 2Crossing the
Tamar for some reason made me feel different inside. It was only a river, yet each time I crossed
it I felt I had stepped through some mystical veil that divided the world that I only existed in, from
the one where I was meant to be living. It was, my mother always used to say, a kind of
homecoming that only those with Cornish blood could feel, and since my blood was Cornish on
both sides for several generations back, I felt it strongly.I’d been born in Cornwall, in the north
beyond the sweep of Bodmin Moor, where my film-directing father had been working on a darkly
Gothic thriller, but both my parents themselves had been raised on this gentler south coast—du
Maurier country—and after my father had settled into lecturing in Screen Studies at the
University of Bristol, his more regulated schedule made it possible for us to cross the Tamar
every summer and come back to spend our holidays with his old childhood friend George
Hallett, who lived with his young and lively family in a marvelously draughty manor house set on
a hill above the sea.We’d come back every year, in fact, until I’d turned ten and my father’s work
had taken us away from England altogether, setting us down on a different shoreline, in
Vancouver, on the western coast of Canada, where he’d become a fixture at the University of
British Columbia’s Centre for Cinema Studies.I had loved it in Canada too. And of course it had
been in Vancouver that my sister, newly turned eighteen, had first begun to get her acting roles—
small parts at first, then larger ones that brought enough attention from the Hollywood directors



who came up to film their movies in Vancouver that they’d wanted her to go down to L.A., and so
she had.I’d followed her in my own turn years later, more by accident than anything. My own
career path took me into marketing, and sideways through an unexpected string of opportunities
to corporate public relations, and from there, again by chance, to a PR firm that worked mainly in
the entertainment industry, and so I found myself at twenty-five being transferred down from
Vancouver to the office in Los Angeles.It never was my favorite place, L.A., but shortly after I’d
moved down, my parents had crossed paths with a drunk driver on a rain-drenched road back
home, so after that Katrina was the only family I had left, and I was loathe to leave her.We were
close. When she was shooting somewhere, I would always find the time to visit. I was there when
Bill proposed to her and there when they were married in a private ceremony to avoid the
paparazzi. And she’d hired me, of course, to represent her. Just to keep it in the family, she had
said. These past two years, with her success, she had become my main account.But I had never
really settled in L.A., not with apartments—I had gone through four—nor with the men I’d met
and dated. I had gone through even more of those, and none had stuck, the last one fading from
the picture with convenience when Katrina had grown ill.I’d barely noticed his departure then. I
didn’t miss him now. I had been all but dead myself these past six months, a walking shadow,
but this morning as my First Great Western train ran rattling on its rails across the Tamar I felt
something deep inside me stir to life.I was in Cornwall. And it was a kind of homecoming—the
swiftly passing landscape with its old stone farms and hills and hedges held a warm familiarity,
and when I’d changed the big train for a smaller one that ran along the wooded valley branch line
leading down towards the coast, I felt an echo of the childish sense of thrilled anticipation that
had signaled each beginning of those long-lost summer holidays.The station at the line’s end
was a small one, plain with whitewashed walls, a blue bench set beside it and a narrow platform
with a white stripe painted at its edge, and a handful of houses stacked up the green hillside
behind.Three people waited on the platform, but I only noticed one of them. I would have known
him anywhere.The last time I had seen Mark Hallett he’d just turned eighteen and I’d been ten,
too young to catch his eye but not too young to be completely smitten with his dark good looks
and laughing eyes. I’d followed him round like a puppy, never giving him peace, and he’d taken it
in the same good-natured way he took everything else, neither making me feel like a bother nor
letting it go to his head. I’d adored him.Katrina had too, though for her it had gone a bit deeper
than that. He had been her first boyfriend, her first great romance, and when we had left at the
end of the summer, I’d watched both their hearts break. Hers had healed. I assumed his had too.
After all, we were twenty years on and our childhoods were over, although when I stepped from
the train to the platform and Mark Hallett turned from the place he’d been standing, his eyes
finding mine with that shared sense of sure recognition, his smile the same as it ever was, I
couldn’t help feeling ten again.‘Eva.’ His hug was familiar yet different. He wasn’t a tall man,
despite his strong West Country build, and my chin reached his shoulder, whereas in my
memories I’d barely come up to his chest. But the comfort I felt in his arms hadn’t changed.‘No
trouble with the trains?’ he asked.‘No, they were all on time.’‘A miracle.’ He took my suitcase from



me, though he left me with my shoulder bag, I think because he knew from what I’d told him on
the phone what I’d be carrying inside it.The station didn’t even have facilities, it was so small,
and the car park wasn’t much more than a leveled bit of gravel with a pay phone at one side.
Mark’s van was easily identifiable by the ‘Trelowarth Roses’ logo on its side, ringed round by
painted vines and leaves. He noticed me looking and smiled an apology. ‘I would have brought
the car, but I had to run a late order to Bodmin and there wasn’t time to stop back at the
house.’‘That’s all right.’ I liked the van. It wasn’t the same one his father had driven when I’d come
down here as a child, but it had the same mingling of smells inside: damp earth and faintly
crushed greenery and something elusive belonging to gardens that grew by the sea. And it
came with a dog too—a floppy-eared mongrel with shaggy brown fur and a feathered tail that
seemed to never cease wagging, it only changed speed. It wagged crazily now as we got in the
van, and the dog would have crawled right through onto the front seat and settled itself on my
lap if Mark hadn’t with one gentle hand pushed it back.‘This is Samson,’ he told me. ‘He’s
harmless.’They’d always had dogs at Trelowarth. In fact they had usually had three or four
running round through the fields with us children and traipsing with muddy feet through the old
kitchen and out to the gardens. Mark’s stepmother, Claire, had forever been washing the
flagstone floors.Scratching the dog’s ears, I asked how Claire was doing.‘Much better. She’s out
of the plaster now, up walking round on the leg, and the doctor says give it a few weeks and
she’ll be as right as rain.’‘Remind me how she broke it in the first place?’‘Cleaning gutters.’‘Of
course,’ I said, sharing his smile because we both knew how independent Claire was, and it was
no surprise that, even now that she’d moved from the manor house into the cottage, she still
tried to do all the upkeep herself.‘It’s a good thing,’ said Mark, ‘it was only the gutters, not roof
slates.’ The dog pushed his way in between us again and Mark nudged him back, starting the
van and reversing out onto the road.Cornish roads were like none other anywhere. Here by the
coast they were narrow and twisting with steep sloping banks and high hedges that blocked any
view of what might lie ahead. My father had shaved several years off my life every time he had
driven down here at high speeds, simply honking the horn as we came to a corner and trusting
that if anyone were approaching unseen round the bend they’d get out of the way. When I’d
asked him once what would have happened if somebody coming towards us had chosen to do
the same thing he was doing, to honk without slowing down, Dad had just shrugged and
assured me it never would happen.And luckily for us, it never had.Mark drove a little less
recklessly, but I nonetheless needed some kind of distraction from watching the road, so I asked
him, ‘Is Susan still living at home?’Susan being his sister, a little bit younger than me.‘She is.’
Mark pulled a face, but he didn’t convince me. I knew they were close. ‘We got rid of her once.
She was living up near Bristol, but that didn’t stick and now she’s back, with plans to start some
sort of tearoom or something to bring in the tourists. She’s full of ideas, is Susan.’‘You don’t want
a tearoom?’ I guessed from his tone.‘Let’s just say I don’t think there’ll be too many tourists who
want tea so badly they’d brave the hike up from the village to get it.’He did have a point. We were
entering the village now—Polgelly, with its huddled whitewashed houses and its twisting streets



so narrow they were closed to all but local traffic and the taxis that each summer ferried tourists
to and from the trains. Mark’s van, as compact as it was, could barely squeeze between the
buildings.Polgelly had once been a fishing port of some renown, but with the tourist influx into
Cornwall it had changed its face from practical to picturesque, an artist’s haven full of shops that
sold antiques and Celtic crafts, and bed & breakfast cottages with names like ‘Smuggler’s Rest’.
The old shop near the harbor where we’d always bought our fish and chips still looked the same,
as did the little fudge shop on the corner. And The Hill, of course, remained the same as
ever.From the first time I’d walked up it I had thought of it like that—The Hill, for surely there
could be no other hill on earth that could with more perfection test the limits of endurance. It was
not its height alone, nor just the angle of its slope, though both were challenging. It was that,
once you started up it, there seemed not to be an end to it—the road kept rising steadily through
overhanging trees on stone and earthen banks, a punishing ascent that made the muscles of
your thighs begin to burn and left them shaking for some minutes when you’d finally reached the
top.Yet being children, and not knowing any better, we’d gone down it every day to play with
Mark’s and Susan’s school friends in Polgelly, and to sit along the harbor wall to watch the
fishermen at work, and in the cheerfully forgetful way that children have, we’d pushed aside all
thoughts about The Hill until the time came round again for us to climb it. Mark had actually
carried me the final few steps, once, which was no doubt why I’d developed such a crush on
him.This time, we had the van, but even it seemed to approach The Hill with something like
reluctance, and I could have sworn I heard the engine wheezing as we climbed.From either side
the trees, still bright with new spring green, closed overtop of us and cast a dancing play of light
and shadow on the windscreen, and I caught the swift familiar blur of periwinkle tangled with the
darker green of ivy winding up along the verge. And then I looked ahead, expectantly, as I had
always done, for my first glimpse of the brick chimneys of Trelowarth House.The chimneys were
the first things to be seen, between the trees and the steep bank of green that ran along the road
—a Cornish hedge, they called it, built of stones stacked dry in the old fashion, herringbone, with
vines and varied wildflowers binding them together and the trees arched close above. Then
came a break in both the trees and hedge, and there, framed as impressively as ever by the
view of rising fields and distant forests, was the house.Trelowarth House had weathered
centuries upon this hill, its solid grey stone walls an equal match to any storm the sea might
throw at it. For all its size it had been plainly built, a two-storey ‘L’ set with its front squarely facing
the line of the cliffs and the sea, while its longer side ran fairly close beside the road. In what
might be viewed as a testament to the skills of its original builders, none of its long line of owners
appeared to have felt the need to do a major renovation. The chimneys, dutifully repointed, were
in the original style, and a few of the casement windows still had the odd pane of Elizabethan
glass, through which the people who had lived here then might well have watched the sails of
the Armada pass. The house itself did not encourage such romantic fancies. It looked stern and
grey, unyielding, and the only softness to it was the stubborn vine of roses that had wound their
way around and over the stone frame of the front door and waited there to bloom, as they had



done in all the summers of my childhood.Three-quarters of the way up The Hill, Mark took the
sharp left turn into the graveled drive that angled right again along the fifty feet or so of turf that
separated house and road. The garages themselves were in the back, in the old stables at the
far edge of the leveled yard, but Mark stopped where we were, beside the house, and parked the
van, and in an instant we were overrun by what appeared to be a pack of wild dogs, all leaping
up and barking for attention.‘Down, you beasts,’ Mark told them, getting out and going round to
take my suitcase from the back.I got out carefully myself, not because I was afraid of the dogs,
but because I didn’t want to step on them by accident. There were only three of them, as it
turned out—a black cocker spaniel, a Labrador, and something that underneath all the dirt
looked a bit like a setter—and with the little brown mongrel dog, Samson, who’d jumped out
behind me, the pack was quite manageable. Once I’d patted all the heads and rumpled a few
ears and scratched a side or two, the leaping changed to energetic wagging, with the four dogs
weaving round Mark’s legs and mine as we followed the curve of the path round the corner.At
the front of the house a small level lawn had been terraced out of the hillside, with hedges
around it to block some part of the wind, and below that the steep green fields tumbled and
rolled to the edge of the cliffs.I was unprepared, as always, for my first view of the sea. From this
high up the view was beautiful enough to steal my breath with such a swiftness that my rib cage
almost hurt. There were the green hills folding down into their valley, with the darker smudges of
the woods marked here and there with paler arcs of blackthorn blossom. There, too, was the
harbor of Polgelly with its steeply stacked white houses looking small so far below us, and the
headlands curving out to either side, already showing the first spreading cover of sea pink that
made a softer contrast to the darkly jagged rock beneath. And past all that, as far as I could see,
the endless rolling blue of water stretched away until it met the clouds.Mark stopped when I
stopped, turned to watch my face, and said, ‘Not quite like California, is it?’‘No.’ This ocean had
a very different feel than the Pacific. It seemed somehow more alive. ‘No, this is better.’I hadn’t
heard anyone open the front door behind us but suddenly someone said ‘Eva!’ and, turning, I
saw a young woman in jeans and a red sweater, her dark hair cut even shorter than Mark’s. This
had to be Susan, I thought, though I wouldn’t have known her if we’d met away from Trelowarth.
She’d only been seven or eight when I’d last been here. Now she was in her late twenties, grown
taller and slender, her smile wide and welcoming. ‘I thought I heard the van.’ Her hug was just as
warm. ‘Honestly, Eva, you look just the same. It’s incredible. Even your hair. I always envied you
your hair,’ she told me. ‘Mine would never grow like that.’I didn’t really think much of my hair,
myself. My father had liked my hair long, so I’d left it that way. It was easy enough to take care of,
no styling required, and whenever it got in the way I just tied it all back.‘Short hair suits you,
though,’ I said to Susan.‘Yes, well, it’s not by choice.’ She smoothed it with a hand and grinned. ‘I
tried to dye it red…’Mark said, ‘It came out purple.’‘More maroon, I’d say,’ she set him straight.
‘And when I tried to fix it, it got worse, so I just cut it.’‘By herself,’ said Mark.‘Well, naturally.’‘I
could have done as good a job as that,’ he told her dryly, ‘with my garden shears.’Their banter
was affectionate and utterly familiar, and I felt myself relaxing in the way one only did when in the



company of friends.Susan let Mark score that last point and shrugged as she told him, ‘Just drop
that suitcase here for now. Claire said to bring you both round to the cottage when you got here.
She’s made sandwiches.’Mark did as he was told and then fell in behind as Susan—with the
dogs bouncing round her as though they’d caught some of her energy—led the way along the
front walk of the house and down the long green sweep of hill towards the sea, to the place
where the old narrow coast path, trampled hard as rutted pavement by the feet of countless
ramblers who came up along the clifftops from Polgelly, disappeared into the Wild Wood.I’d
given it that name the summer Claire had read me Kenneth Graeme’s timeless tales of Mole and
Rat and Mr. Toad. A chapter a night of The Wind in the Willows and never again could I enter that
old sprawling tangle of woods without cocking an ear for the scurrying footsteps of small unseen
creatures and feeling a touch of the magic.I still felt it now, as I followed Mark into the dim,
sudden coolness. The air changed. The light changed. The scent of the woods, dank and earthy
and rich, rose around me. The woods was an old one, and where it was deepest it stretched
down the hill to the edge of the cliffs, but the trees grew so thickly I lost my whole view of the sea.
I was closed round in branches and leaves—oak and elder and blackthorn and ghostly pale
sycamores, set amid masses of bluebells.The coast path, which entered the woods as a narrow
track, broadened a little in here so two people could walk side by side, as though those who
came into these woods felt more comfortable walking that way in this place where the shadows
fell thick on the ferns and the undergrowth, and the high trees had a whispering voice of their
own when the wind shook their leaves. But I’d never felt fear in these woods. They were peaceful
and filled with the joyously warbling songs of the birds tending hidden nests high
overhead.Susan, leading us through, turned to tell me, ‘We actually do have a badger. Claire’s
seen it.’If it was anything like the reclusive Mr. Badger who had ruled the Wild Wood in The Wind
and the Willows, I didn’t hold out too much hope that I’d catch a glimpse of the creature myself,
but it didn’t stop me looking while we walked.I caught the sharp scent of the coal smoke from
Claire’s cottage chimney before we stepped into the clearing, a broad semicircular space blown
with green grass that chased to the edge of the cliff, where again I could have a clear view of the
sea.I knew better than to go towards that cliff—there was a wicked drop straight down from
there, all unforgiving rock and jagged stone below—but the view itself, framed by the gap in the
trees with the flowers and grass in between, and the glitter of sun on the water far out where the
fishing boats bobbed, was beautiful.And facing it, set tidily against the clearing’s edge, the little
cottage waited for us with its walls still painted primrose-yellow underneath a roof of sagging
slates.The cottage had been rented out to tourists when I’d come here as a child, to earn a bit of
extra income for Trelowarth, but apparently Claire had decided just this past year to move into it
herself with all her canvases and paints, and leave the big house for her stepchildren. I couldn’t
really blame her. While Trelowarth House was wonderful inside, it was an ancient house with
draughts and rising damp and tricky wiring, and it took a lot of work, whereas this little cottage
had been put here in the twenties and was snugly made and comfortable.There wasn’t any need
to knock. We just went in, the three of us, and all the dogs came with us, spilling through into the



sitting room. Claire had been reading, but she set aside the paperback and came around to fold
me into the third hug of warmth and welcome that I’d had this afternoon.Claire Hallett was a
woman who defied the rules of ageing. She looked just as fit approaching sixty as she’d looked
those years ago. Her hair might be a little shorter and a paler shade of blonde now from its
whitening, but she was still in jeans and giving off that same strong energy, that sense of
capability. Her hug seemed to be offering to carry all my burdens. ‘It’s so good to have you here,’
she said. ‘We were so very sorry when we heard about Katrina.’Then, because I think she knew
that too much sympathy on top of my reunion with the three of them might lead to tears I wasn’t
ready yet to cry in front of anybody, she turned the talk to other things: the cottage and the
decorating projects she had planned for it, and the next thing I knew we were all in the kitchen
and sitting at the old unsteady table with its one leg shorter than the others, drinking Claire’s
strong tea and eating cheese and pickle sandwiches as though it had been months, not years,
since we’d all been together.Susan raised the subject of the tearoom she was planning. ‘Mark’s
against it, naturally,’ she told me. ‘He was never one for change.’‘It’s not the change,’ Mark said
with patience. ‘It’s the simple fact, my darling, that there’s really no demand for it.’‘Well, we’d
create one, wouldn’t we? I’ve told you, if we opened up the gardens more to tourists, we could
bring them by the busload.’‘Buses can’t come through Polgelly.’‘So you’d bring them in the other
way, across the high road from St Non’s. The tourists go there anyway, to see the well—they
could come on here afterwards, for lunch.’ Her tone was certain as she turned to her stepmother.
‘You’re on my side, surely?’‘I’m staying out of it.’ Claire leaned across both of them to pour me a
fresh cup of tea. ‘I’ve given up the running of Trelowarth to the two of you, you’ll have to work it
out yourselves.’Susan rolled her eyes. ‘Yes, well, you say you’ve given up Trelowarth, but we all
know you could never—’‘If you’re wanting an opinion,’ Claire said lightly, ‘you might think of
asking Eva. That’s her job, you know—promoting things and dealing with the public.’Suddenly
Susan and Mark were both looking at me, and I shook my head. ‘I think I should stay out of it
too.’Mark’s amusement was obvious. ‘Sorry, there’s no likes of that, not with Susan about. She’ll
be picking your brains the whole time that you’re here.’Susan said, ‘You will stay for a while, won’t
you? Not just the weekend?’‘We’ll see.’Claire, who’d been watching me quietly, glanced at my
hand. ‘That’s your mother’s ring, isn’t it?’‘Yes.’ The gold Claddagh ring that Bill had slipped from
Katrina’s still finger and given to me in the hospital room. It had come to my mother from her Irish
grandmother who’d moved across into Cornwall and who, by tradition, had passed down this
small ring of gold with its crowned heart held lovingly by two gloved hands, a reminder that love
was eternal.Claire smiled, understanding, as though she knew just what had brought me here,
why I had come. Reaching over, she covered my hand with her warm one and said, ‘Stay as long
as you like.’Chapter 2Crossing the Tamar for some reason made me feel different inside. It was
only a river, yet each time I crossed it I felt I had stepped through some mystical veil that divided
the world that I only existed in, from the one where I was meant to be living. It was, my mother
always used to say, a kind of homecoming that only those with Cornish blood could feel, and
since my blood was Cornish on both sides for several generations back, I felt it strongly.I’d been



born in Cornwall, in the north beyond the sweep of Bodmin Moor, where my film-directing father
had been working on a darkly Gothic thriller, but both my parents themselves had been raised
on this gentler south coast—du Maurier country—and after my father had settled into lecturing in
Screen Studies at the University of Bristol, his more regulated schedule made it possible for us
to cross the Tamar every summer and come back to spend our holidays with his old childhood
friend George Hallett, who lived with his young and lively family in a marvelously draughty manor
house set on a hill above the sea.We’d come back every year, in fact, until I’d turned ten and my
father’s work had taken us away from England altogether, setting us down on a different
shoreline, in Vancouver, on the western coast of Canada, where he’d become a fixture at the
University of British Columbia’s Centre for Cinema Studies.I had loved it in Canada too. And of
course it had been in Vancouver that my sister, newly turned eighteen, had first begun to get her
acting roles—small parts at first, then larger ones that brought enough attention from the
Hollywood directors who came up to film their movies in Vancouver that they’d wanted her to go
down to L.A., and so she had.I’d followed her in my own turn years later, more by accident than
anything. My own career path took me into marketing, and sideways through an unexpected
string of opportunities to corporate public relations, and from there, again by chance, to a PR
firm that worked mainly in the entertainment industry, and so I found myself at twenty-five being
transferred down from Vancouver to the office in Los Angeles.It never was my favorite place,
L.A., but shortly after I’d moved down, my parents had crossed paths with a drunk driver on a
rain-drenched road back home, so after that Katrina was the only family I had left, and I was
loathe to leave her.We were close. When she was shooting somewhere, I would always find the
time to visit. I was there when Bill proposed to her and there when they were married in a private
ceremony to avoid the paparazzi. And she’d hired me, of course, to represent her. Just to keep it
in the family, she had said. These past two years, with her success, she had become my main
account.But I had never really settled in L.A., not with apartments—I had gone through four—nor
with the men I’d met and dated. I had gone through even more of those, and none had stuck, the
last one fading from the picture with convenience when Katrina had grown ill.I’d barely noticed
his departure then. I didn’t miss him now. I had been all but dead myself these past six months, a
walking shadow, but this morning as my First Great Western train ran rattling on its rails across
the Tamar I felt something deep inside me stir to life.I was in Cornwall. And it was a kind of
homecoming—the swiftly passing landscape with its old stone farms and hills and hedges held
a warm familiarity, and when I’d changed the big train for a smaller one that ran along the
wooded valley branch line leading down towards the coast, I felt an echo of the childish sense of
thrilled anticipation that had signaled each beginning of those long-lost summer holidays.The
station at the line’s end was a small one, plain with whitewashed walls, a blue bench set beside it
and a narrow platform with a white stripe painted at its edge, and a handful of houses stacked up
the green hillside behind.Three people waited on the platform, but I only noticed one of them. I
would have known him anywhere.The last time I had seen Mark Hallett he’d just turned eighteen
and I’d been ten, too young to catch his eye but not too young to be completely smitten with his



dark good looks and laughing eyes. I’d followed him round like a puppy, never giving him peace,
and he’d taken it in the same good-natured way he took everything else, neither making me feel
like a bother nor letting it go to his head. I’d adored him.Katrina had too, though for her it had
gone a bit deeper than that. He had been her first boyfriend, her first great romance, and when
we had left at the end of the summer, I’d watched both their hearts break. Hers had healed. I
assumed his had too. After all, we were twenty years on and our childhoods were over, although
when I stepped from the train to the platform and Mark Hallett turned from the place he’d been
standing, his eyes finding mine with that shared sense of sure recognition, his smile the same as
it ever was, I couldn’t help feeling ten again.‘Eva.’ His hug was familiar yet different. He wasn’t a
tall man, despite his strong West Country build, and my chin reached his shoulder, whereas in
my memories I’d barely come up to his chest. But the comfort I felt in his arms hadn’t
changed.‘No trouble with the trains?’ he asked.‘No, they were all on time.’‘A miracle.’ He took my
suitcase from me, though he left me with my shoulder bag, I think because he knew from what
I’d told him on the phone what I’d be carrying inside it.The station didn’t even have facilities, it
was so small, and the car park wasn’t much more than a leveled bit of gravel with a pay phone at
one side. Mark’s van was easily identifiable by the ‘Trelowarth Roses’ logo on its side, ringed
round by painted vines and leaves. He noticed me looking and smiled an apology. ‘I would have
brought the car, but I had to run a late order to Bodmin and there wasn’t time to stop back at the
house.’‘That’s all right.’ I liked the van. It wasn’t the same one his father had driven when I’d come
down here as a child, but it had the same mingling of smells inside: damp earth and faintly
crushed greenery and something elusive belonging to gardens that grew by the sea. And it
came with a dog too—a floppy-eared mongrel with shaggy brown fur and a feathered tail that
seemed to never cease wagging, it only changed speed. It wagged crazily now as we got in the
van, and the dog would have crawled right through onto the front seat and settled itself on my
lap if Mark hadn’t with one gentle hand pushed it back.‘This is Samson,’ he told me. ‘He’s
harmless.’They’d always had dogs at Trelowarth. In fact they had usually had three or four
running round through the fields with us children and traipsing with muddy feet through the old
kitchen and out to the gardens. Mark’s stepmother, Claire, had forever been washing the
flagstone floors.Scratching the dog’s ears, I asked how Claire was doing.‘Much better. She’s out
of the plaster now, up walking round on the leg, and the doctor says give it a few weeks and
she’ll be as right as rain.’‘Remind me how she broke it in the first place?’‘Cleaning gutters.’‘Of
course,’ I said, sharing his smile because we both knew how independent Claire was, and it was
no surprise that, even now that she’d moved from the manor house into the cottage, she still
tried to do all the upkeep herself.‘It’s a good thing,’ said Mark, ‘it was only the gutters, not roof
slates.’ The dog pushed his way in between us again and Mark nudged him back, starting the
van and reversing out onto the road.Cornish roads were like none other anywhere. Here by the
coast they were narrow and twisting with steep sloping banks and high hedges that blocked any
view of what might lie ahead. My father had shaved several years off my life every time he had
driven down here at high speeds, simply honking the horn as we came to a corner and trusting



that if anyone were approaching unseen round the bend they’d get out of the way. When I’d
asked him once what would have happened if somebody coming towards us had chosen to do
the same thing he was doing, to honk without slowing down, Dad had just shrugged and
assured me it never would happen.And luckily for us, it never had.Mark drove a little less
recklessly, but I nonetheless needed some kind of distraction from watching the road, so I asked
him, ‘Is Susan still living at home?’Susan being his sister, a little bit younger than me.‘She is.’
Mark pulled a face, but he didn’t convince me. I knew they were close. ‘We got rid of her once.
She was living up near Bristol, but that didn’t stick and now she’s back, with plans to start some
sort of tearoom or something to bring in the tourists. She’s full of ideas, is Susan.’‘You don’t want
a tearoom?’ I guessed from his tone.‘Let’s just say I don’t think there’ll be too many tourists who
want tea so badly they’d brave the hike up from the village to get it.’He did have a point. We were
entering the village now—Polgelly, with its huddled whitewashed houses and its twisting streets
so narrow they were closed to all but local traffic and the taxis that each summer ferried tourists
to and from the trains. Mark’s van, as compact as it was, could barely squeeze between the
buildings.Polgelly had once been a fishing port of some renown, but with the tourist influx into
Cornwall it had changed its face from practical to picturesque, an artist’s haven full of shops that
sold antiques and Celtic crafts, and bed & breakfast cottages with names like ‘Smuggler’s Rest’.
The old shop near the harbor where we’d always bought our fish and chips still looked the same,
as did the little fudge shop on the corner. And The Hill, of course, remained the same as
ever.From the first time I’d walked up it I had thought of it like that—The Hill, for surely there
could be no other hill on earth that could with more perfection test the limits of endurance. It was
not its height alone, nor just the angle of its slope, though both were challenging. It was that,
once you started up it, there seemed not to be an end to it—the road kept rising steadily through
overhanging trees on stone and earthen banks, a punishing ascent that made the muscles of
your thighs begin to burn and left them shaking for some minutes when you’d finally reached the
top.Yet being children, and not knowing any better, we’d gone down it every day to play with
Mark’s and Susan’s school friends in Polgelly, and to sit along the harbor wall to watch the
fishermen at work, and in the cheerfully forgetful way that children have, we’d pushed aside all
thoughts about The Hill until the time came round again for us to climb it. Mark had actually
carried me the final few steps, once, which was no doubt why I’d developed such a crush on
him.This time, we had the van, but even it seemed to approach The Hill with something like
reluctance, and I could have sworn I heard the engine wheezing as we climbed.From either side
the trees, still bright with new spring green, closed overtop of us and cast a dancing play of light
and shadow on the windscreen, and I caught the swift familiar blur of periwinkle tangled with the
darker green of ivy winding up along the verge. And then I looked ahead, expectantly, as I had
always done, for my first glimpse of the brick chimneys of Trelowarth House.The chimneys were
the first things to be seen, between the trees and the steep bank of green that ran along the road
—a Cornish hedge, they called it, built of stones stacked dry in the old fashion, herringbone, with
vines and varied wildflowers binding them together and the trees arched close above. Then



came a break in both the trees and hedge, and there, framed as impressively as ever by the
view of rising fields and distant forests, was the house.Trelowarth House had weathered
centuries upon this hill, its solid grey stone walls an equal match to any storm the sea might
throw at it. For all its size it had been plainly built, a two-storey ‘L’ set with its front squarely facing
the line of the cliffs and the sea, while its longer side ran fairly close beside the road. In what
might be viewed as a testament to the skills of its original builders, none of its long line of owners
appeared to have felt the need to do a major renovation. The chimneys, dutifully repointed, were
in the original style, and a few of the casement windows still had the odd pane of Elizabethan
glass, through which the people who had lived here then might well have watched the sails of
the Armada pass. The house itself did not encourage such romantic fancies. It looked stern and
grey, unyielding, and the only softness to it was the stubborn vine of roses that had wound their
way around and over the stone frame of the front door and waited there to bloom, as they had
done in all the summers of my childhood.Three-quarters of the way up The Hill, Mark took the
sharp left turn into the graveled drive that angled right again along the fifty feet or so of turf that
separated house and road. The garages themselves were in the back, in the old stables at the
far edge of the leveled yard, but Mark stopped where we were, beside the house, and parked the
van, and in an instant we were overrun by what appeared to be a pack of wild dogs, all leaping
up and barking for attention.‘Down, you beasts,’ Mark told them, getting out and going round to
take my suitcase from the back.I got out carefully myself, not because I was afraid of the dogs,
but because I didn’t want to step on them by accident. There were only three of them, as it
turned out—a black cocker spaniel, a Labrador, and something that underneath all the dirt
looked a bit like a setter—and with the little brown mongrel dog, Samson, who’d jumped out
behind me, the pack was quite manageable. Once I’d patted all the heads and rumpled a few
ears and scratched a side or two, the leaping changed to energetic wagging, with the four dogs
weaving round Mark’s legs and mine as we followed the curve of the path round the corner.At
the front of the house a small level lawn had been terraced out of the hillside, with hedges
around it to block some part of the wind, and below that the steep green fields tumbled and
rolled to the edge of the cliffs.I was unprepared, as always, for my first view of the sea. From this
high up the view was beautiful enough to steal my breath with such a swiftness that my rib cage
almost hurt. There were the green hills folding down into their valley, with the darker smudges of
the woods marked here and there with paler arcs of blackthorn blossom. There, too, was the
harbor of Polgelly with its steeply stacked white houses looking small so far below us, and the
headlands curving out to either side, already showing the first spreading cover of sea pink that
made a softer contrast to the darkly jagged rock beneath. And past all that, as far as I could see,
the endless rolling blue of water stretched away until it met the clouds.Mark stopped when I
stopped, turned to watch my face, and said, ‘Not quite like California, is it?’‘No.’ This ocean had
a very different feel than the Pacific. It seemed somehow more alive. ‘No, this is better.’I hadn’t
heard anyone open the front door behind us but suddenly someone said ‘Eva!’ and, turning, I
saw a young woman in jeans and a red sweater, her dark hair cut even shorter than Mark’s. This



had to be Susan, I thought, though I wouldn’t have known her if we’d met away from Trelowarth.
She’d only been seven or eight when I’d last been here. Now she was in her late twenties, grown
taller and slender, her smile wide and welcoming. ‘I thought I heard the van.’ Her hug was just as
warm. ‘Honestly, Eva, you look just the same. It’s incredible. Even your hair. I always envied you
your hair,’ she told me. ‘Mine would never grow like that.’I didn’t really think much of my hair,
myself. My father had liked my hair long, so I’d left it that way. It was easy enough to take care of,
no styling required, and whenever it got in the way I just tied it all back.‘Short hair suits you,
though,’ I said to Susan.‘Yes, well, it’s not by choice.’ She smoothed it with a hand and grinned. ‘I
tried to dye it red…’Mark said, ‘It came out purple.’‘More maroon, I’d say,’ she set him straight.
‘And when I tried to fix it, it got worse, so I just cut it.’‘By herself,’ said Mark.‘Well, naturally.’‘I
could have done as good a job as that,’ he told her dryly, ‘with my garden shears.’Their banter
was affectionate and utterly familiar, and I felt myself relaxing in the way one only did when in the
company of friends.Susan let Mark score that last point and shrugged as she told him, ‘Just drop
that suitcase here for now. Claire said to bring you both round to the cottage when you got here.
She’s made sandwiches.’Mark did as he was told and then fell in behind as Susan—with the
dogs bouncing round her as though they’d caught some of her energy—led the way along the
front walk of the house and down the long green sweep of hill towards the sea, to the place
where the old narrow coast path, trampled hard as rutted pavement by the feet of countless
ramblers who came up along the clifftops from Polgelly, disappeared into the Wild Wood.I’d
given it that name the summer Claire had read me Kenneth Graeme’s timeless tales of Mole and
Rat and Mr. Toad. A chapter a night of The Wind in the Willows and never again could I enter that
old sprawling tangle of woods without cocking an ear for the scurrying footsteps of small unseen
creatures and feeling a touch of the magic.I still felt it now, as I followed Mark into the dim,
sudden coolness. The air changed. The light changed. The scent of the woods, dank and earthy
and rich, rose around me. The woods was an old one, and where it was deepest it stretched
down the hill to the edge of the cliffs, but the trees grew so thickly I lost my whole view of the sea.
I was closed round in branches and leaves—oak and elder and blackthorn and ghostly pale
sycamores, set amid masses of bluebells.The coast path, which entered the woods as a narrow
track, broadened a little in here so two people could walk side by side, as though those who
came into these woods felt more comfortable walking that way in this place where the shadows
fell thick on the ferns and the undergrowth, and the high trees had a whispering voice of their
own when the wind shook their leaves. But I’d never felt fear in these woods. They were peaceful
and filled with the joyously warbling songs of the birds tending hidden nests high
overhead.Susan, leading us through, turned to tell me, ‘We actually do have a badger. Claire’s
seen it.’If it was anything like the reclusive Mr. Badger who had ruled the Wild Wood in The Wind
and the Willows, I didn’t hold out too much hope that I’d catch a glimpse of the creature myself,
but it didn’t stop me looking while we walked.I caught the sharp scent of the coal smoke from
Claire’s cottage chimney before we stepped into the clearing, a broad semicircular space blown
with green grass that chased to the edge of the cliff, where again I could have a clear view of the



sea.I knew better than to go towards that cliff—there was a wicked drop straight down from
there, all unforgiving rock and jagged stone below—but the view itself, framed by the gap in the
trees with the flowers and grass in between, and the glitter of sun on the water far out where the
fishing boats bobbed, was beautiful.And facing it, set tidily against the clearing’s edge, the little
cottage waited for us with its walls still painted primrose-yellow underneath a roof of sagging
slates.The cottage had been rented out to tourists when I’d come here as a child, to earn a bit of
extra income for Trelowarth, but apparently Claire had decided just this past year to move into it
herself with all her canvases and paints, and leave the big house for her stepchildren. I couldn’t
really blame her. While Trelowarth House was wonderful inside, it was an ancient house with
draughts and rising damp and tricky wiring, and it took a lot of work, whereas this little cottage
had been put here in the twenties and was snugly made and comfortable.There wasn’t any need
to knock. We just went in, the three of us, and all the dogs came with us, spilling through into the
sitting room. Claire had been reading, but she set aside the paperback and came around to fold
me into the third hug of warmth and welcome that I’d had this afternoon.Claire Hallett was a
woman who defied the rules of ageing. She looked just as fit approaching sixty as she’d looked
those years ago. Her hair might be a little shorter and a paler shade of blonde now from its
whitening, but she was still in jeans and giving off that same strong energy, that sense of
capability. Her hug seemed to be offering to carry all my burdens. ‘It’s so good to have you here,’
she said. ‘We were so very sorry when we heard about Katrina.’Then, because I think she knew
that too much sympathy on top of my reunion with the three of them might lead to tears I wasn’t
ready yet to cry in front of anybody, she turned the talk to other things: the cottage and the
decorating projects she had planned for it, and the next thing I knew we were all in the kitchen
and sitting at the old unsteady table with its one leg shorter than the others, drinking Claire’s
strong tea and eating cheese and pickle sandwiches as though it had been months, not years,
since we’d all been together.Susan raised the subject of the tearoom she was planning. ‘Mark’s
against it, naturally,’ she told me. ‘He was never one for change.’‘It’s not the change,’ Mark said
with patience. ‘It’s the simple fact, my darling, that there’s really no demand for it.’‘Well, we’d
create one, wouldn’t we? I’ve told you, if we opened up the gardens more to tourists, we could
bring them by the busload.’‘Buses can’t come through Polgelly.’‘So you’d bring them in the other
way, across the high road from St Non’s. The tourists go there anyway, to see the well—they
could come on here afterwards, for lunch.’ Her tone was certain as she turned to her stepmother.
‘You’re on my side, surely?’‘I’m staying out of it.’ Claire leaned across both of them to pour me a
fresh cup of tea. ‘I’ve given up the running of Trelowarth to the two of you, you’ll have to work it
out yourselves.’Susan rolled her eyes. ‘Yes, well, you say you’ve given up Trelowarth, but we all
know you could never—’‘If you’re wanting an opinion,’ Claire said lightly, ‘you might think of
asking Eva. That’s her job, you know—promoting things and dealing with the public.’Suddenly
Susan and Mark were both looking at me, and I shook my head. ‘I think I should stay out of it
too.’Mark’s amusement was obvious. ‘Sorry, there’s no likes of that, not with Susan about. She’ll
be picking your brains the whole time that you’re here.’Susan said, ‘You will stay for a while, won’t



you? Not just the weekend?’‘We’ll see.’Claire, who’d been watching me quietly, glanced at my
hand. ‘That’s your mother’s ring, isn’t it?’‘Yes.’ The gold Claddagh ring that Bill had slipped from
Katrina’s still finger and given to me in the hospital room. It had come to my mother from her Irish
grandmother who’d moved across into Cornwall and who, by tradition, had passed down this
small ring of gold with its crowned heart held lovingly by two gloved hands, a reminder that love
was eternal.Claire smiled, understanding, as though she knew just what had brought me here,
why I had come. Reaching over, she covered my hand with her warm one and said, ‘Stay as long
as you like.’Chapter 3When we came out of the Wild Wood by the coast path and turned up to
climb the slope of field towards Trelowarth House, the sun had sunk so low it stretched our
shadows long in front of us and glittered in the windows that were watching our approach.The
dogs, having patiently waited while we had our visit with Claire, were all bouncing round Susan
now. ‘Feeding time,’ she told us, before taking the dogs round to the back of the house. That was
how we’d most often gone in, through the kitchen, but Mark had left my suitcase just inside the
main front door, so I went that way with him now and in through the more formal entrance, with
its short flight of steps and the vine trailing over the lintel.As I followed Mark through and he
switched on the light, I was happy to see that the house hadn’t changed; to inhale the same
scents of old polished wood and wool carpets and comforting mustiness, here in the spacious
square hall. Once, this whole space had most likely been paneled in the same wine-dark wood
as the sitting-room door on my left and the staircase that angled up just behind that to the
bedrooms upstairs, but some earlier Hallett had covered the paneling over with plaster, no doubt
in an effort to make the great space seem more welcoming.Still on my left and beyond the great
staircase, a narrower corridor carried on back to the games room and the kitchen at the rear of
the house, and off to my right were the doors to the dining room and the big front room.Beside
me Mark waited, my suitcase in hand. ‘We weren’t sure if you’d want your old room or—’Their
thoughtfulness touched me. ‘Yes, please.’He let me go first up the stairs. They were old stairs, as
old as the house, running up from the hall at a perfect right angle to pause at a half landing
before doubling back on themselves for the final rise up to the next floor. The stair steps
themselves were of stone, worn concave at their centres by centuries of climbing feet, and the
walls of both stairway and landing were still the original paneling, wood of the same dark
mahogany hue as the old doors downstairs, so that while I was climbing, I couldn’t help feeling
I’d somehow stepped into the past.The first floor looked rather less ancient, with carpets to cover
the old floors and softly striped wallpaper brightening things. There were furnishings here that I
didn’t recall, but I knew my way round.And I knew which door led to the room I had shared with
Katrina. Being in the far front corner, closest to the road, it had three windows—two that looked
towards the sea and one that overlooked the drive, that last one set beside the fireplace with its
screen of flowered needlepoint in front.The double bed still sat in the same place it always had,
its headboard to the west wall so its footboard faced the fireplace. Katrina and I had both slept in
that bed when we’d stayed here, the six years’ gap between our ages making me a nuisance to
her, keeping her awake by constant chattering or stealing more than my share of the covers.I



smiled faintly at the memories, even as I felt the stabbing pain of loss. I fought it back and found
my voice as Mark came up behind me in the doorway, and I said, ‘You’ve moved the pictures.
The old shepherd and his wife.’‘Oh, right.’ He looked above the bed, where I was looking.
‘They’re in the dining room, I think.’‘It’s just as well. They had those eyes that always watched
you.’Mark set the suitcase by the bed and looked around in friendly silence for a moment. Then
his gaze came round to me. ‘How are you doing, really?’I didn’t meet his eyes directly. ‘Fine. I’m
fine.’‘You’re not.’‘I will be. It takes time, I’m told.’‘Well, if you need to talk, you know I’m here.’‘I
know.’He touched my shoulder briefly as he passed. ‘You know the house,’ he said. ‘Just make
yourself at home, then.’‘Thanks.’The door had a lock, but we’d never been allowed to lock the
door as children and I didn’t feel the need to do it now.There were, in fact, three doors into this
room. Trelowarth House was a proper smuggler’s house, with doors that led from room to room
as well as to the corridor, a feature that had made it unsurpassed for games of hide-and-seek.
Just as the smugglers had been able to evade capture by sneaking from one room to another
while the customs men were searching for them, so we children had slipped secretly between
the upstairs rooms to the frustration of whoever had been ‘it’.Besides the main door to the
corridor, my room had one more door farther along the same wall that connected with the
bedroom just behind here on this east side of the house, a room that Claire had used for sewing,
almost never giving it to guests because Uncle George’s cigar smoke had often seeped in from
his study beyond.And the third door was set in the wall by the head of the bed, and led to a
smaller front bedroom that had, I recalled, been used mostly for storage.I didn’t bother looking in
there now. There’d be plenty of time for exploring tomorrow. Instead I sat down on the bed,
making the bedsprings creak lightly as I looked around at the room from my childhood vantage
point. The room looked much the same to me as it had twenty years ago. The walls were still a
soft sea green, the bedspread hobnailed white and fringed, the curtains lace and insubstantial,
lifting with the cool May breezes blowing through the partly open window. The wide-planked floor
was bare, save for an old worn rug between the wardrobe on the two-doored wall and the small
rocking chair set in the fireplace corner, and the same old white-framed mirror hung above the
chest of drawers between the windows at the front.In the mornings this was one of the first
rooms to catch the light but it was late now, and the afternoon was fading into evening, and the
room was full of shadows. I could have put a light on, but I didn’t. I lay back instead, my hands
behind my head.I only meant to rest a moment, then wash up and go downstairs. But lying there,
my face brushed by the soft sea breezes blowing in the window, feeling comfortably nostalgic in
the dim, high-ceilinged room, my weariness began to weight my limbs until I couldn’t move and
didn’t really want to.By the time the sound of Mark’s sure footsteps had gone all the way
downstairs and crossed the hall below, I was no longer listening.***I realized my mistake a few
hours later when a restless dream brought me back wide-eyed to wakefulness, into the dark of a
house that had fallen asleep. Rolling, I turned on the bedside lamp and checked my watch and
found that it was nearly midnight.‘Damn.’ I’d had just enough sleep that I knew I would never drift
off again, no matter how much I needed the rest. And I needed it badly. The time change and



long hours of travel were taking their toll and if I didn’t get back to sleep now I’d pay a steep price
in the morning.I tried to resettle myself. Getting up, I changed out of my clothes into proper
pajamas and snuggled in under the blankets and switched off the light. It was no use. The
minutes ticked by.‘Damn,’ I said again, and giving up, I rose to rummage in my handbag.I’d had
sleeping pills prescribed for nights like these because my doctor had assured me it was normal
to do battle with insomnia from time to time while grieving. I had never had to use them, but I’d
brought the pills to Cornwall just in case.I took one pill and climbed back into bed, taking care
not to pull all the covers to my side, from force of long habit, and mumbling ‘good night’ to the
place where my sister should be.***The first thing I thought when I woke was, I wasn’t alone.I
knew where I was. My mind had already made sense of the signals and sorted them into
awareness—the sound of the gulls and the scent of the air and the way that the sunlight speared
into the room through the unshuttered windows. I heard voices talking quietly somewhere close
by, not much above a whisper, the way that people talk when they don’t want to wake someone
who’s sleeping. Mark and Susan, I assumed, but then I wasn’t sure because both voices
sounded male. I couldn’t catch more than an odd word, fleeting, here and there: ‘away’ was one,
and then, quite clear, ‘impossible’.The voices stopped. Began again, much closer to my head
this time, and then I realized that they must be coming through the wall from the next room, the
small front bedroom.Workmen, probably. Old houses like Trelowarth always needed something
done, and Mark had mentioned something when we’d been at Claire’s about some sort of
trouble with the wiring. My mind was alert enough now to be wary of having strange men in the
next room, and rolling, I reached with my one hand to lock the connecting door set in the wall by
the head of my bed.The door handles here were the old-fashioned kind with a thumb latch,
without any keyholes, but small sliding bolts had been set just above them, and this bolt shot
home with a satisfyingly sturdy click that made me feel a little more secure while I got dressed.In
the corridor outside my room I met Mark, who was coming upstairs. ‘Good, you’re up,’ he said.
‘Susan just sent me to see if you were. She’s got breakfast on. How did you sleep?’‘Very well,
thanks.’ I gave a nod towards the closed door to the spare front room and added, ‘You can tell
them they don’t have to be so quiet, now I’m up.’He looked at me. ‘Tell whom?’‘The workmen,’ I
said, ‘or whoever they are. In there.’Still looking at me strangely, he opened his mouth to reply
and then shut it again, as though wanting to make very sure he was right before speaking. He
turned the handle of the room beside my own and pushed the door wide enough to put his head
round, then said to me, certain, ‘There’s nobody in here.’I looked for myself. ‘But I heard them.
Two men. They were talking.’‘Then they must have been outside.’‘They didn’t sound like they
were outside.’‘Sound plays tricks, sometimes,’ he told me, ‘in old houses.’Unconvinced, I made a
final study of the empty room then let him close the door.He said, ‘Come down for
breakfast.’Downstairs, Susan had a full cooked breakfast on the go, with sausage spitting in the
pan and floured tomatoes sizzling beside them, eggs and toast and juice and coffee that
smelled sharp and rich and heavenly and brought my eyes more fully open.Susan, turning,
waved a spatula towards the table. ‘Have a seat, it’s hardly ready.’The kitchen had had a remodel



since I’d last been here, and the table was a larger one than I remembered, but it occupied the
same spot by the window that looked out across what used to be the stable yard, now greenly
ringed with overhanging trees and with the former stable building now converted to a garage at
its farther edge. I sat where I had always sat, my shoulder to the window-wall, and looked across
the yard towards the terraced gardens, sheltered by their high brick walls.The gardens were all
separately enclosed and named: the Lower Garden, closest to the house; the Middle Garden;
then the largest one, the Upper Garden, and my favorite of them all, the Quiet Garden, which I’d
loved best for its name.These were the legacy of Mark and Susan’s great-great-grandfather,
who’d returned from the Boer War with only one leg and a mind in sore need of tranquility.
Nostalgia for a simpler time had driven him to cultivate traditional varieties of roses that were
falling out of fashion with the rise of the more modern hybrids gaining popularity because they
could bloom more than once a season.Disdainful of these new hybrid perpetuals, he’d cared for
his old-fashioned roses with a passion that he’d passed to his descendants, and through the
hard work and investment of subsequent Halletts, the business had grown into one of the
country’s most highly regarded producers of older historic varieties. In fact, thanks to the family’s
obsessive caretaking, these gardens now sheltered some roses that might have been lost
altogether to time were it not for Trelowarth.The sizzling from the cooker brought my gaze back
from the window and I watched while Susan turned the sausage.‘Honestly,’ I said, ‘you didn’t
have to go to all this trouble. Cereal and milk would be enough.’Mark, who’d been pouring the
coffee, came over to hand me my mug and sat down in the place just across from me. ‘It’s not for
you,’ he assured me. ‘She’s trying to soften me up.’‘I am not,’ was Susan’s protest.Mark said, ‘So
I guess it’s coincidence, then, that you’ve set your big file of plans for the tearoom out here on
the table?’‘I wanted to look at them.’‘Wanted to show them to Eva, more like.’‘I did not.’ Susan
scraped the sausages out of the pan and, crossing to the table, set Mark’s plate down, hard, in
front of him.Oblivious, he pointed at the folder with his fork. ‘You’ve got the legends of Trelowarth
and that sort of rubbish in there, don’t you?’Susan passed my plate across for me and, with her
own in hand, sat down herself. ‘Of course.’‘Good. So then you can reassure Eva we don’t have a
ghost.’It was my turn to protest. ‘I never said—’‘Why would she think there’s a ghost?’ Susan
asked.‘She’s been hearing men’s voices upstairs.’Susan told him, with feeling, ‘I wish.’Mark
grinned. ‘What, that we had men upstairs?’‘No, stupid. That we had a ghost. Now that would
bring the tourists in.’Mark told her that depended on the ghost.Ignoring him, she asked me what
the voices had been saying, and I shrugged.‘I couldn’t hear.’Mark said, ‘Perhaps they came to
give a warning.’ Imitating a stern, ghostly voice, he went on, ‘Do not build a tearoom at
Trelowarth.’‘Do you see?’ asked Susan, looking to me for support. ‘You see the sort of thing I
have to deal with.’‘And you love me anyway.’ Her brother’s smile was sure.‘Yes, well, lucky for you
that I do. That’s the only thing keeps me from planting you in the back garden alongside your
roses.’Mark took the threat lightly and turned his attention to me. ‘So then, what are your plans
for the day?’I said, ‘I don’t know. I suppose I should take care of… what I came for.’That sobered
the mood. Mark looked down at his plate and went on eating silently, then he said quietly, ‘Do



you know where?’‘I was thinking,’ I started, then paused for a moment, collecting myself. ‘I was
thinking of up by the Beacon.’ He didn’t react, but I still felt the need to explain, ‘She would want
to be somewhere where she had been happy.’Mark gave a short nod and said, ‘That’s a good
spot then.’ And after a moment, ‘You want me to come with you?’He offered that as though it
didn’t matter either way, but there was something in his tone that made me ask him, ‘Would you
like to?’Pushing his half-empty plate away he told me, ‘Yes, I would.’I glanced towards the
clearing sky. ‘We ought to wait until the sun comes out.’‘Right.’ He hadn’t finished with his coffee,
either, but he set that down as well and stood. ‘You let me know, then, when you’re ready.’ And
with that he turned away and went to start his work.Chapter 3When we came out of the Wild
Wood by the coast path and turned up to climb the slope of field towards Trelowarth House, the
sun had sunk so low it stretched our shadows long in front of us and glittered in the windows that
were watching our approach.The dogs, having patiently waited while we had our visit with Claire,
were all bouncing round Susan now. ‘Feeding time,’ she told us, before taking the dogs round to
the back of the house. That was how we’d most often gone in, through the kitchen, but Mark had
left my suitcase just inside the main front door, so I went that way with him now and in through
the more formal entrance, with its short flight of steps and the vine trailing over the lintel.As I
followed Mark through and he switched on the light, I was happy to see that the house hadn’t
changed; to inhale the same scents of old polished wood and wool carpets and comforting
mustiness, here in the spacious square hall. Once, this whole space had most likely been
paneled in the same wine-dark wood as the sitting-room door on my left and the staircase that
angled up just behind that to the bedrooms upstairs, but some earlier Hallett had covered the
paneling over with plaster, no doubt in an effort to make the great space seem more
welcoming.Still on my left and beyond the great staircase, a narrower corridor carried on back to
the games room and the kitchen at the rear of the house, and off to my right were the doors to
the dining room and the big front room.Beside me Mark waited, my suitcase in hand. ‘We weren’t
sure if you’d want your old room or—’Their thoughtfulness touched me. ‘Yes, please.’He let me
go first up the stairs. They were old stairs, as old as the house, running up from the hall at a
perfect right angle to pause at a half landing before doubling back on themselves for the final
rise up to the next floor. The stair steps themselves were of stone, worn concave at their centres
by centuries of climbing feet, and the walls of both stairway and landing were still the original
paneling, wood of the same dark mahogany hue as the old doors downstairs, so that while I was
climbing, I couldn’t help feeling I’d somehow stepped into the past.The first floor looked rather
less ancient, with carpets to cover the old floors and softly striped wallpaper brightening things.
There were furnishings here that I didn’t recall, but I knew my way round.And I knew which door
led to the room I had shared with Katrina. Being in the far front corner, closest to the road, it had
three windows—two that looked towards the sea and one that overlooked the drive, that last one
set beside the fireplace with its screen of flowered needlepoint in front.The double bed still sat in
the same place it always had, its headboard to the west wall so its footboard faced the fireplace.
Katrina and I had both slept in that bed when we’d stayed here, the six years’ gap between our



ages making me a nuisance to her, keeping her awake by constant chattering or stealing more
than my share of the covers.I smiled faintly at the memories, even as I felt the stabbing pain of
loss. I fought it back and found my voice as Mark came up behind me in the doorway, and I said,
‘You’ve moved the pictures. The old shepherd and his wife.’‘Oh, right.’ He looked above the bed,
where I was looking. ‘They’re in the dining room, I think.’‘It’s just as well. They had those eyes that
always watched you.’Mark set the suitcase by the bed and looked around in friendly silence for a
moment. Then his gaze came round to me. ‘How are you doing, really?’I didn’t meet his eyes
directly. ‘Fine. I’m fine.’‘You’re not.’‘I will be. It takes time, I’m told.’‘Well, if you need to talk, you
know I’m here.’‘I know.’He touched my shoulder briefly as he passed. ‘You know the house,’ he
said. ‘Just make yourself at home, then.’‘Thanks.’The door had a lock, but we’d never been
allowed to lock the door as children and I didn’t feel the need to do it now.There were, in fact,
three doors into this room. Trelowarth House was a proper smuggler’s house, with doors that led
from room to room as well as to the corridor, a feature that had made it unsurpassed for games
of hide-and-seek. Just as the smugglers had been able to evade capture by sneaking from one
room to another while the customs men were searching for them, so we children had slipped
secretly between the upstairs rooms to the frustration of whoever had been ‘it’.Besides the main
door to the corridor, my room had one more door farther along the same wall that connected
with the bedroom just behind here on this east side of the house, a room that Claire had used for
sewing, almost never giving it to guests because Uncle George’s cigar smoke had often seeped
in from his study beyond.And the third door was set in the wall by the head of the bed, and led to
a smaller front bedroom that had, I recalled, been used mostly for storage.I didn’t bother looking
in there now. There’d be plenty of time for exploring tomorrow. Instead I sat down on the bed,
making the bedsprings creak lightly as I looked around at the room from my childhood vantage
point. The room looked much the same to me as it had twenty years ago. The walls were still a
soft sea green, the bedspread hobnailed white and fringed, the curtains lace and insubstantial,
lifting with the cool May breezes blowing through the partly open window. The wide-planked floor
was bare, save for an old worn rug between the wardrobe on the two-doored wall and the small
rocking chair set in the fireplace corner, and the same old white-framed mirror hung above the
chest of drawers between the windows at the front.In the mornings this was one of the first
rooms to catch the light but it was late now, and the afternoon was fading into evening, and the
room was full of shadows. I could have put a light on, but I didn’t. I lay back instead, my hands
behind my head.I only meant to rest a moment, then wash up and go downstairs. But lying there,
my face brushed by the soft sea breezes blowing in the window, feeling comfortably nostalgic in
the dim, high-ceilinged room, my weariness began to weight my limbs until I couldn’t move and
didn’t really want to.By the time the sound of Mark’s sure footsteps had gone all the way
downstairs and crossed the hall below, I was no longer listening.***I realized my mistake a few
hours later when a restless dream brought me back wide-eyed to wakefulness, into the dark of a
house that had fallen asleep. Rolling, I turned on the bedside lamp and checked my watch and
found that it was nearly midnight.‘Damn.’ I’d had just enough sleep that I knew I would never drift



off again, no matter how much I needed the rest. And I needed it badly. The time change and
long hours of travel were taking their toll and if I didn’t get back to sleep now I’d pay a steep price
in the morning.I tried to resettle myself. Getting up, I changed out of my clothes into proper
pajamas and snuggled in under the blankets and switched off the light. It was no use. The
minutes ticked by.‘Damn,’ I said again, and giving up, I rose to rummage in my handbag.I’d had
sleeping pills prescribed for nights like these because my doctor had assured me it was normal
to do battle with insomnia from time to time while grieving. I had never had to use them, but I’d
brought the pills to Cornwall just in case.I took one pill and climbed back into bed, taking care
not to pull all the covers to my side, from force of long habit, and mumbling ‘good night’ to the
place where my sister should be.***The first thing I thought when I woke was, I wasn’t alone.I
knew where I was. My mind had already made sense of the signals and sorted them into
awareness—the sound of the gulls and the scent of the air and the way that the sunlight speared
into the room through the unshuttered windows. I heard voices talking quietly somewhere close
by, not much above a whisper, the way that people talk when they don’t want to wake someone
who’s sleeping. Mark and Susan, I assumed, but then I wasn’t sure because both voices
sounded male. I couldn’t catch more than an odd word, fleeting, here and there: ‘away’ was one,
and then, quite clear, ‘impossible’.The voices stopped. Began again, much closer to my head
this time, and then I realized that they must be coming through the wall from the next room, the
small front bedroom.Workmen, probably. Old houses like Trelowarth always needed something
done, and Mark had mentioned something when we’d been at Claire’s about some sort of
trouble with the wiring. My mind was alert enough now to be wary of having strange men in the
next room, and rolling, I reached with my one hand to lock the connecting door set in the wall by
the head of my bed.The door handles here were the old-fashioned kind with a thumb latch,
without any keyholes, but small sliding bolts had been set just above them, and this bolt shot
home with a satisfyingly sturdy click that made me feel a little more secure while I got dressed.In
the corridor outside my room I met Mark, who was coming upstairs. ‘Good, you’re up,’ he said.
‘Susan just sent me to see if you were. She’s got breakfast on. How did you sleep?’‘Very well,
thanks.’ I gave a nod towards the closed door to the spare front room and added, ‘You can tell
them they don’t have to be so quiet, now I’m up.’He looked at me. ‘Tell whom?’‘The workmen,’ I
said, ‘or whoever they are. In there.’Still looking at me strangely, he opened his mouth to reply
and then shut it again, as though wanting to make very sure he was right before speaking. He
turned the handle of the room beside my own and pushed the door wide enough to put his head
round, then said to me, certain, ‘There’s nobody in here.’I looked for myself. ‘But I heard them.
Two men. They were talking.’‘Then they must have been outside.’‘They didn’t sound like they
were outside.’‘Sound plays tricks, sometimes,’ he told me, ‘in old houses.’Unconvinced, I made a
final study of the empty room then let him close the door.He said, ‘Come down for
breakfast.’Downstairs, Susan had a full cooked breakfast on the go, with sausage spitting in the
pan and floured tomatoes sizzling beside them, eggs and toast and juice and coffee that
smelled sharp and rich and heavenly and brought my eyes more fully open.Susan, turning,



waved a spatula towards the table. ‘Have a seat, it’s hardly ready.’The kitchen had had a remodel
since I’d last been here, and the table was a larger one than I remembered, but it occupied the
same spot by the window that looked out across what used to be the stable yard, now greenly
ringed with overhanging trees and with the former stable building now converted to a garage at
its farther edge. I sat where I had always sat, my shoulder to the window-wall, and looked across
the yard towards the terraced gardens, sheltered by their high brick walls.The gardens were all
separately enclosed and named: the Lower Garden, closest to the house; the Middle Garden;
then the largest one, the Upper Garden, and my favorite of them all, the Quiet Garden, which I’d
loved best for its name.These were the legacy of Mark and Susan’s great-great-grandfather,
who’d returned from the Boer War with only one leg and a mind in sore need of tranquility.
Nostalgia for a simpler time had driven him to cultivate traditional varieties of roses that were
falling out of fashion with the rise of the more modern hybrids gaining popularity because they
could bloom more than once a season.Disdainful of these new hybrid perpetuals, he’d cared for
his old-fashioned roses with a passion that he’d passed to his descendants, and through the
hard work and investment of subsequent Halletts, the business had grown into one of the
country’s most highly regarded producers of older historic varieties. In fact, thanks to the family’s
obsessive caretaking, these gardens now sheltered some roses that might have been lost
altogether to time were it not for Trelowarth.The sizzling from the cooker brought my gaze back
from the window and I watched while Susan turned the sausage.‘Honestly,’ I said, ‘you didn’t
have to go to all this trouble. Cereal and milk would be enough.’Mark, who’d been pouring the
coffee, came over to hand me my mug and sat down in the place just across from me. ‘It’s not for
you,’ he assured me. ‘She’s trying to soften me up.’‘I am not,’ was Susan’s protest.Mark said, ‘So
I guess it’s coincidence, then, that you’ve set your big file of plans for the tearoom out here on
the table?’‘I wanted to look at them.’‘Wanted to show them to Eva, more like.’‘I did not.’ Susan
scraped the sausages out of the pan and, crossing to the table, set Mark’s plate down, hard, in
front of him.Oblivious, he pointed at the folder with his fork. ‘You’ve got the legends of Trelowarth
and that sort of rubbish in there, don’t you?’Susan passed my plate across for me and, with her
own in hand, sat down herself. ‘Of course.’‘Good. So then you can reassure Eva we don’t have a
ghost.’It was my turn to protest. ‘I never said—’‘Why would she think there’s a ghost?’ Susan
asked.‘She’s been hearing men’s voices upstairs.’Susan told him, with feeling, ‘I wish.’Mark
grinned. ‘What, that we had men upstairs?’‘No, stupid. That we had a ghost. Now that would
bring the tourists in.’Mark told her that depended on the ghost.Ignoring him, she asked me what
the voices had been saying, and I shrugged.‘I couldn’t hear.’Mark said, ‘Perhaps they came to
give a warning.’ Imitating a stern, ghostly voice, he went on, ‘Do not build a tearoom at
Trelowarth.’‘Do you see?’ asked Susan, looking to me for support. ‘You see the sort of thing I
have to deal with.’‘And you love me anyway.’ Her brother’s smile was sure.‘Yes, well, lucky for you
that I do. That’s the only thing keeps me from planting you in the back garden alongside your
roses.’Mark took the threat lightly and turned his attention to me. ‘So then, what are your plans
for the day?’I said, ‘I don’t know. I suppose I should take care of… what I came for.’That sobered



the mood. Mark looked down at his plate and went on eating silently, then he said quietly, ‘Do
you know where?’‘I was thinking,’ I started, then paused for a moment, collecting myself. ‘I was
thinking of up by the Beacon.’ He didn’t react, but I still felt the need to explain, ‘She would want
to be somewhere where she had been happy.’Mark gave a short nod and said, ‘That’s a good
spot then.’ And after a moment, ‘You want me to come with you?’He offered that as though it
didn’t matter either way, but there was something in his tone that made me ask him, ‘Would you
like to?’Pushing his half-empty plate away he told me, ‘Yes, I would.’I glanced towards the
clearing sky. ‘We ought to wait until the sun comes out.’‘Right.’ He hadn’t finished with his coffee,
either, but he set that down as well and stood. ‘You let me know, then, when you’re ready.’ And
with that he turned away and went to start his work.Chapter 4‘He really did love her, didn’t he?’
Susan, standing at the sink to rinse our breakfast dishes, tipped her head to one side in a
movement that was half-familiar. ‘I mean, it’s not as though he’s been pining away all these years
or anything, and he’s had girlfriends since who were serious, but your sister was special, I think.’I
pushed at a small bit of egg with my knife. ‘Well, she was his first love,’ I said. ‘At least, that’s
what he told her. I know he was hers. And you never forget your first love.’‘I suppose not.’ She
frowned. ‘I don’t honestly remember what they were like as a couple, I was only seven. And you
and I played together more, really. Katrina and Mark always seemed so much older.’ She was
filling the sink now with water and dish soap, and I would have risen to help her if she hadn’t
motioned me down again. ‘Sit. You’re a guest.’‘Not that kind of a guest. I can help.’‘No, you can’t,’
she insisted, and from her expression she wouldn’t be budged, so I did as she told me and
stayed in my seat at the table while she started washing the cutlery. ‘Who was your first love?’
she asked me, and the question broke the subtle air of sadness that had settled on us; brought
the light again into the room.I smiled. ‘A boy at my school in Vancouver. He played junior hockey,
I spent all my weekends in freezing cold ice rinks.’ Somehow it didn’t have quite the same level
of romance as Mark and Katrina. ‘And you?’‘I’m still waiting for mine,’ Susan said. ‘I’m too fussy,
Mark tells me. I want what my dad and Claire had.’‘God, you’ll be waiting a long time for that.’
Even my parents, for all their devotion to each other, hadn’t been a patch on Uncle George and
Claire. The Halletts had been one of those rare couples who, between them, made a little world
that no one else could touch. True soul mates.Susan ran the dishrag round a coffee mug. ‘I know.
Worth waiting for, though, I think. And it doesn’t mean I can’t have some adventures in the
meantime.’She’d been born to have adventures. Although she’d been the youngest and the
smallest of the four of us, she’d been the one most likely to explore, to push the boundaries, and
she’d often had the skinned knees and the bandages to prove it. From the little I had seen now of
the woman she’d grown into I suspected she still had that spirit in her, that her mind still saw
beyond the limits others liked to place on things.Which made me wonder why she had come
back here, to this quiet little corner of the country, and Trelowarth.‘Mark said you’d been living
near Bristol,’ I ventured.She glanced at me. ‘Did he?’ I had the strong impression I had somehow
touched a nerve without intending to, but Susan hid it with a shrug. ‘Yes, well, I had my own
catering business up there, did he tell you?’He hadn’t, but I took the opportunity to shift to safer



ground. ‘So then you should be able to make a success of your tearoom.’‘I hope so. I mean,
Mark would never complain, but I know that it hasn’t been easy these past few years, since
Dad’s investments went—’ She stopped and glanced at me and quickly looked away and would
have likely changed the subject if I hadn’t stopped her.‘Susan.’‘Yes?’‘Trelowarth’s in financial
trouble?’ I could read reluctance in her eyes. I asked her, ‘How bad is it?’‘Bad enough. But don’t
tell Mark I told you or he’ll plant me in the garden with the roses.’I imagined a place this big must
take a good deal of money to run. Apart from the house, there was all the land—not just the
gardens themselves, but the fields where the roses were actually grown. Most of the regular
work could be done by two men, but with Uncle George gone that meant Mark would have had
to hire someone to help. They’d be busiest during the winter months, digging the bare-rooted
roses and shipping them off to fill all of the orders that would have come in through the year,
after which all the rest of the harvest still had to be potted and delivered to the garden centres
that had always sold Trelowarth roses. But even at this time of year there was much to be done.
Taking care of Trelowarth, I knew, was a full-time concern.‘Anyway,’ Susan said, ‘that’s really why
I came back. To help out where I could.’‘Hence the tearoom.’‘Exactly. My dad used to talk about
having one someday. I thought if we put in a tearoom and opened the gardens for tours, it might
bring in some revenue and make more people aware of our product.’ She heard her own words
and smiled wryly. ‘I’ve been swotting up on marketing, can you tell?’‘Good for you, though. That’s
just what you should do.’ My gaze found the folder of plans she had left on the table. ‘You mind if
I look at these?’‘No, go ahead. Only—’‘—don’t tell Mark. I know.’ I reached for the folder. ‘Why is
he so set against your tearoom?’Susan set the final teacup on the draining board and pulled the
plug to let the water out. ‘I wouldn’t say he’s set against it, more that he’s resistant, and that’s just
because it doesn’t fit his vision of Trelowarth. Mark’s a purist, like my grandfather. Change
doesn’t interest him.’ She grinned. ‘If you ask me, Mark’s simply not sure about sharing our roses
with strangers.’Reading her notes while I finished my coffee, I rotated one drawing slightly to
help get my bearings. ‘So you’d put the tearoom over there, then,’ I said, pointing at an angle out
the window, past the stretch of level turf that once had been the stable yard and to the tangled
greenery beyond it.‘That’s right, in Dad’s old greenhouse. No one uses it anymore, but it’s still
got all the plumbing in place and the glass is all good. I’ve been told that it wouldn’t be hard to
convert.’ She came round beside me to study the plans. ‘Claire’s grandparents met in a tearoom,
apparently. She told us the story, it’s very romantic. I’ll have to ask if she remembers the name of
the place. We could call ours the same, put a bit of her history here too.’This was the sort of
project that my mother, with her passion for historical research, would have loved. If she’d been
living still, she would have wasted little time in digging through the records to unearth the finer
details of Trelowarth’s past.But when I said as much to Susan, she said only, ‘She’d have bored
herself to tears then. They’re all deadly dull, my family, and they’ve been here for two hundred
years, at least. I keep hoping that I’ll come across a smuggler or a pirate, someone infamous, to
help bring in the tourists.’‘Someone famous might work just as well.’ I kept my focus on the
drawings and the notes as I reminded her, ‘You have a famous movie star who used to spend



her summers here, remember.’‘No,’ she said. ‘It wouldn’t feel right, trading on Katrina’s name.
And Mark would never go for it. You know my brother.’Yes, I did. The years might change our
outer selves, but underneath it all we stayed the same, we kept our patterns, and I knew where I
should look for him when I went out a short while later with the box of ashes. In the mornings, he
had always started in the highest terrace and worked down from there. I found him in the Quiet
Garden, pulling weeds. His boots were caked and muddy and the wind had blown his hair and
he was wearing an old denim jacket not unlike the one I held a memory of him wearing when he
worked among the roses.He stopped as I came in through the old wooden door in the high stone
wall, into the roofless, still space where the wind couldn’t reach with its fine salty spray from the
sea that could burn through the delicate petals and leaves. When Mark saw what I’d brought with
me, what I was carrying, he asked me, ‘Ready, then?’‘Whenever you are.’He tugged off his
gloves, set his tools away tidily into the small corner shed, and picked up a small battered
rucksack he slung on his shoulder before leading me out of the garden.The walk to the Beacon
was one of the prettier walks at Trelowarth. We went down the hill to the coast path again,
through the Wild Wood as if we were going to Claire’s, but we passed by the cottage and right
through the clearing and into the woods again, still on the coast path. We came out the other
side close to the top of the cliffs, close enough to be able to hear the harsh rush of the waves as
they broke on the black rocks and shingle beneath. Here we left the path, turning our backs to
the sea as we came to the fence of a broad sloping pasture where several cows lazily stood with
their heads to the grass, paying no heed to either of us as we climbed up and over the stile.Mark
helped me over, then went back to walking just in front of me, head down, his thoughts turned
inward. I knew why.He’d often brought Katrina up here, that last summer. This had been their
special place, a place to get away from all the adults and us younger children, to be on their own
together. I’d been too young then to be my sister’s confidante, too young for her to tell me what
they’d talked about up here. I’d only known that when she’d been with Mark up at the Beacon,
she had come back shining like a lamp had been switched on inside her, stepping lightly as the
butterflies that danced around my feet now as my shoes brushed through the bluebells in the
windblown grass.And Mark, I knew, was walking with the memories.I had memories of my own
to keep me company. My mother, loving history as she did, had loved the romance of the
Beacon, ancient relic of the days when there had been a chain of signal fires on hilltops all along
the coast of Britain, standing ready to be lit in times of trouble. They had served a double
purpose, calling everyone who saw them to come out and take up arms against the enemy, while
at the same time swiftly sending warning word to London of approaching danger. In Elizabethan
times, this beacon at Trelowarth had been used to pass the signal when the sails of the Armada
were first spotted from the shore.In those days, the Beacon would have been a sight to see—a
high stone table, higher than a man, much like the Neolithic cromlechs that one still saw perched
on hillsides in this area, but with a pile of kindling wood, perhaps, stacked on top of it in
readiness. My mother’s words had painted such a clear and vivid picture of it in my mind that
when we’d come up here on picnics I had always felt the urge to keep a sharper watch on the



horizon for a stealthy Spanish sail, and sometimes glanced from left to right along the coast to
see if I could spot another beacon fire flaring in the distance.I still felt a small tug of that same
feeling now as we came to the top of the field, to the level place scattered with old weathered
stones that had tumbled into a rough circle and gave little hint of their earlier purpose, except for
the stone at the centre that lay like a low table, cracked at one end.The view from here was wide
and unobstructed—I could see the whole unbroken line of coast, headland to headland, the
waves beating white on the black cliffs and dark shingle beaches, and the sea deep blue today
beneath a warmly glinting sun.I set the box that held Katrina’s ashes on the table stone and
looked at Mark, who looked at me.And then he reached into the rucksack he had carried up with
him and brought out three small paper cups, the kind you find near water coolers, and a dark
green bottle. ‘We should do this right,’ he said.‘What is that?’‘Scrumpy. When Katrina and I came
up here, we always brought a bottle with us.’‘Scrumpy?’‘Cider. With a kick.’ He filled a cup and
set it on the wooden box, then poured two more and handed one to me, and raised his up as
though to make a toast. ‘Here’s to…’ he said, then faltered. ‘Well, to hell with it,’ he finished off,
and drained the cup.I drank mine too, and Mark poured out the third cup on the box itself before
he stepped aside and gave a nod to me. ‘Go on, then.’With uncertain hands I flipped the latch
that held the box shut. ‘There was something I was going to read.’Mark looked at me and
waited.‘From The Prophet,’ I explained. ‘Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet. There’s a passage about
death that Katrina always liked. She read it at our parents’ funeral.’I had crammed the folded
paper in a pocket, and I had to tug it out and spread it smooth against the blowing breeze.‘“For
what is it to die,”’ I read, ‘“but to stand naked in the wind and to melt into the sun? And what is it
to cease breathing, but to… but to…”’ And there my voice trailed off and would not carry on, and
Mark reached over for the page and gently took it from my hand, and went on with the reading in
his steady voice. I turned my face towards the sea and let my eyes be dazzled by the brightness
of the water while Mark finished off the passage and came down to the last lines:‘“And when you
have reached the mountaintop, then you shall begin to climb.And when the earth shall claim
your limbs, then shall you truly dance.”’It seemed the perfect time then, so I tipped the box and
let the ashes spill.Beside me, very quietly, Mark told them, ‘Go and dance now.’And they caught
the wind and did just that, and for that fleeting instant there were three of us again upon the wide
and sunlit hill, before the ashes gathered on an upward swirl of breeze that blew them westward,
out across the blue and endless sparkle of the sea.Chapter 4‘He really did love her, didn’t he?’
Susan, standing at the sink to rinse our breakfast dishes, tipped her head to one side in a
movement that was half-familiar. ‘I mean, it’s not as though he’s been pining away all these years
or anything, and he’s had girlfriends since who were serious, but your sister was special, I think.’I
pushed at a small bit of egg with my knife. ‘Well, she was his first love,’ I said. ‘At least, that’s
what he told her. I know he was hers. And you never forget your first love.’‘I suppose not.’ She
frowned. ‘I don’t honestly remember what they were like as a couple, I was only seven. And you
and I played together more, really. Katrina and Mark always seemed so much older.’ She was
filling the sink now with water and dish soap, and I would have risen to help her if she hadn’t



motioned me down again. ‘Sit. You’re a guest.’‘Not that kind of a guest. I can help.’‘No, you can’t,’
she insisted, and from her expression she wouldn’t be budged, so I did as she told me and
stayed in my seat at the table while she started washing the cutlery. ‘Who was your first love?’
she asked me, and the question broke the subtle air of sadness that had settled on us; brought
the light again into the room.I smiled. ‘A boy at my school in Vancouver. He played junior hockey,
I spent all my weekends in freezing cold ice rinks.’ Somehow it didn’t have quite the same level
of romance as Mark and Katrina. ‘And you?’‘I’m still waiting for mine,’ Susan said. ‘I’m too fussy,
Mark tells me. I want what my dad and Claire had.’‘God, you’ll be waiting a long time for that.’
Even my parents, for all their devotion to each other, hadn’t been a patch on Uncle George and
Claire. The Halletts had been one of those rare couples who, between them, made a little world
that no one else could touch. True soul mates.Susan ran the dishrag round a coffee mug. ‘I know.
Worth waiting for, though, I think. And it doesn’t mean I can’t have some adventures in the
meantime.’She’d been born to have adventures. Although she’d been the youngest and the
smallest of the four of us, she’d been the one most likely to explore, to push the boundaries, and
she’d often had the skinned knees and the bandages to prove it. From the little I had seen now of
the woman she’d grown into I suspected she still had that spirit in her, that her mind still saw
beyond the limits others liked to place on things.Which made me wonder why she had come
back here, to this quiet little corner of the country, and Trelowarth.‘Mark said you’d been living
near Bristol,’ I ventured.She glanced at me. ‘Did he?’ I had the strong impression I had somehow
touched a nerve without intending to, but Susan hid it with a shrug. ‘Yes, well, I had my own
catering business up there, did he tell you?’He hadn’t, but I took the opportunity to shift to safer
ground. ‘So then you should be able to make a success of your tearoom.’‘I hope so. I mean,
Mark would never complain, but I know that it hasn’t been easy these past few years, since
Dad’s investments went—’ She stopped and glanced at me and quickly looked away and would
have likely changed the subject if I hadn’t stopped her.‘Susan.’‘Yes?’‘Trelowarth’s in financial
trouble?’ I could read reluctance in her eyes. I asked her, ‘How bad is it?’‘Bad enough. But don’t
tell Mark I told you or he’ll plant me in the garden with the roses.’I imagined a place this big must
take a good deal of money to run. Apart from the house, there was all the land—not just the
gardens themselves, but the fields where the roses were actually grown. Most of the regular
work could be done by two men, but with Uncle George gone that meant Mark would have had
to hire someone to help. They’d be busiest during the winter months, digging the bare-rooted
roses and shipping them off to fill all of the orders that would have come in through the year,
after which all the rest of the harvest still had to be potted and delivered to the garden centres
that had always sold Trelowarth roses. But even at this time of year there was much to be done.
Taking care of Trelowarth, I knew, was a full-time concern.‘Anyway,’ Susan said, ‘that’s really why
I came back. To help out where I could.’‘Hence the tearoom.’‘Exactly. My dad used to talk about
having one someday. I thought if we put in a tearoom and opened the gardens for tours, it might
bring in some revenue and make more people aware of our product.’ She heard her own words
and smiled wryly. ‘I’ve been swotting up on marketing, can you tell?’‘Good for you, though. That’s



just what you should do.’ My gaze found the folder of plans she had left on the table. ‘You mind if
I look at these?’‘No, go ahead. Only—’‘—don’t tell Mark. I know.’ I reached for the folder. ‘Why is
he so set against your tearoom?’Susan set the final teacup on the draining board and pulled the
plug to let the water out. ‘I wouldn’t say he’s set against it, more that he’s resistant, and that’s just
because it doesn’t fit his vision of Trelowarth. Mark’s a purist, like my grandfather. Change
doesn’t interest him.’ She grinned. ‘If you ask me, Mark’s simply not sure about sharing our roses
with strangers.’Reading her notes while I finished my coffee, I rotated one drawing slightly to
help get my bearings. ‘So you’d put the tearoom over there, then,’ I said, pointing at an angle out
the window, past the stretch of level turf that once had been the stable yard and to the tangled
greenery beyond it.‘That’s right, in Dad’s old greenhouse. No one uses it anymore, but it’s still
got all the plumbing in place and the glass is all good. I’ve been told that it wouldn’t be hard to
convert.’ She came round beside me to study the plans. ‘Claire’s grandparents met in a tearoom,
apparently. She told us the story, it’s very romantic. I’ll have to ask if she remembers the name of
the place. We could call ours the same, put a bit of her history here too.’This was the sort of
project that my mother, with her passion for historical research, would have loved. If she’d been
living still, she would have wasted little time in digging through the records to unearth the finer
details of Trelowarth’s past.But when I said as much to Susan, she said only, ‘She’d have bored
herself to tears then. They’re all deadly dull, my family, and they’ve been here for two hundred
years, at least. I keep hoping that I’ll come across a smuggler or a pirate, someone infamous, to
help bring in the tourists.’‘Someone famous might work just as well.’ I kept my focus on the
drawings and the notes as I reminded her, ‘You have a famous movie star who used to spend
her summers here, remember.’‘No,’ she said. ‘It wouldn’t feel right, trading on Katrina’s name.
And Mark would never go for it. You know my brother.’Yes, I did. The years might change our
outer selves, but underneath it all we stayed the same, we kept our patterns, and I knew where I
should look for him when I went out a short while later with the box of ashes. In the mornings, he
had always started in the highest terrace and worked down from there. I found him in the Quiet
Garden, pulling weeds. His boots were caked and muddy and the wind had blown his hair and
he was wearing an old denim jacket not unlike the one I held a memory of him wearing when he
worked among the roses.He stopped as I came in through the old wooden door in the high stone
wall, into the roofless, still space where the wind couldn’t reach with its fine salty spray from the
sea that could burn through the delicate petals and leaves. When Mark saw what I’d brought with
me, what I was carrying, he asked me, ‘Ready, then?’‘Whenever you are.’He tugged off his
gloves, set his tools away tidily into the small corner shed, and picked up a small battered
rucksack he slung on his shoulder before leading me out of the garden.The walk to the Beacon
was one of the prettier walks at Trelowarth. We went down the hill to the coast path again,
through the Wild Wood as if we were going to Claire’s, but we passed by the cottage and right
through the clearing and into the woods again, still on the coast path. We came out the other
side close to the top of the cliffs, close enough to be able to hear the harsh rush of the waves as
they broke on the black rocks and shingle beneath. Here we left the path, turning our backs to



the sea as we came to the fence of a broad sloping pasture where several cows lazily stood with
their heads to the grass, paying no heed to either of us as we climbed up and over the stile.Mark
helped me over, then went back to walking just in front of me, head down, his thoughts turned
inward. I knew why.He’d often brought Katrina up here, that last summer. This had been their
special place, a place to get away from all the adults and us younger children, to be on their own
together. I’d been too young then to be my sister’s confidante, too young for her to tell me what
they’d talked about up here. I’d only known that when she’d been with Mark up at the Beacon,
she had come back shining like a lamp had been switched on inside her, stepping lightly as the
butterflies that danced around my feet now as my shoes brushed through the bluebells in the
windblown grass.And Mark, I knew, was walking with the memories.I had memories of my own
to keep me company. My mother, loving history as she did, had loved the romance of the
Beacon, ancient relic of the days when there had been a chain of signal fires on hilltops all along
the coast of Britain, standing ready to be lit in times of trouble. They had served a double
purpose, calling everyone who saw them to come out and take up arms against the enemy, while
at the same time swiftly sending warning word to London of approaching danger. In Elizabethan
times, this beacon at Trelowarth had been used to pass the signal when the sails of the Armada
were first spotted from the shore.In those days, the Beacon would have been a sight to see—a
high stone table, higher than a man, much like the Neolithic cromlechs that one still saw perched
on hillsides in this area, but with a pile of kindling wood, perhaps, stacked on top of it in
readiness. My mother’s words had painted such a clear and vivid picture of it in my mind that
when we’d come up here on picnics I had always felt the urge to keep a sharper watch on the
horizon for a stealthy Spanish sail, and sometimes glanced from left to right along the coast to
see if I could spot another beacon fire flaring in the distance.I still felt a small tug of that same
feeling now as we came to the top of the field, to the level place scattered with old weathered
stones that had tumbled into a rough circle and gave little hint of their earlier purpose, except for
the stone at the centre that lay like a low table, cracked at one end.The view from here was wide
and unobstructed—I could see the whole unbroken line of coast, headland to headland, the
waves beating white on the black cliffs and dark shingle beaches, and the sea deep blue today
beneath a warmly glinting sun.I set the box that held Katrina’s ashes on the table stone and
looked at Mark, who looked at me.And then he reached into the rucksack he had carried up with
him and brought out three small paper cups, the kind you find near water coolers, and a dark
green bottle. ‘We should do this right,’ he said.‘What is that?’‘Scrumpy. When Katrina and I came
up here, we always brought a bottle with us.’‘Scrumpy?’‘Cider. With a kick.’ He filled a cup and
set it on the wooden box, then poured two more and handed one to me, and raised his up as
though to make a toast. ‘Here’s to…’ he said, then faltered. ‘Well, to hell with it,’ he finished off,
and drained the cup.I drank mine too, and Mark poured out the third cup on the box itself before
he stepped aside and gave a nod to me. ‘Go on, then.’With uncertain hands I flipped the latch
that held the box shut. ‘There was something I was going to read.’Mark looked at me and
waited.‘From The Prophet,’ I explained. ‘Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet. There’s a passage about



death that Katrina always liked. She read it at our parents’ funeral.’I had crammed the folded
paper in a pocket, and I had to tug it out and spread it smooth against the blowing breeze.‘“For
what is it to die,”’ I read, ‘“but to stand naked in the wind and to melt into the sun? And what is it
to cease breathing, but to… but to…”’ And there my voice trailed off and would not carry on, and
Mark reached over for the page and gently took it from my hand, and went on with the reading in
his steady voice. I turned my face towards the sea and let my eyes be dazzled by the brightness
of the water while Mark finished off the passage and came down to the last lines:‘“And when you
have reached the mountaintop, then you shall begin to climb.And when the earth shall claim
your limbs, then shall you truly dance.”’It seemed the perfect time then, so I tipped the box and
let the ashes spill.Beside me, very quietly, Mark told them, ‘Go and dance now.’And they caught
the wind and did just that, and for that fleeting instant there were three of us again upon the wide
and sunlit hill, before the ashes gathered on an upward swirl of breeze that blew them westward,
out across the blue and endless sparkle of the sea.Chapter 5‘Do you know,’ I said to Mark, ‘I
think I’m getting drunk.’We were still sitting on the cool ground at the summit of the hill with all the
old stones of the Beacon tumbled round us, giving us some shelter from the strengthened wind
that blew across the waving grass and wildflowers.I looked down at my paper cup. ‘What do you
call this stuff again?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Scrumpy.’ I’d have to remember that name and avoid it in future, I
thought. It came on at first like common apple cider, and then suddenly you realized you were,
‘Definitely getting drunk,’ I said. ‘You have the rest.’Without a word he poured the bottle’s dregs
into his own cup and sat back and leaned his elbows on the table rock, and looked as I was
looking down the hillside to the sea. Like me, he seemed to be in no great hurry to go
anywhere.As if he’d read my thoughts, he asked, ‘How long till you have to go back?’‘I don’t,
actually.’ Far over the water the tiny white speck of a gull wheeled and languidly dipped and I
followed its flight with my faintly blurred gaze. ‘I don’t have a job or apartment, I gave them both
up. It’s not home for me there anymore, not since…’ Letting the words trail off, I gave a shrug.
‘When Bill gave me those ashes, I had to think hard, really think, about where I should scatter
them. Where she belonged. And it got me to thinking where I belonged, now that she’s gone. I
have friends in L.A., but not real friends, you know? Not the kind you can really depend on. And
where I was living… well, it was all right, but it just wasn’t… just wasn’t…’‘Home?’‘No.’ It was
comforting to know he understood. ‘I thought I might look round here for a property to rent. A little
cottage, maybe.’‘Everything around here will be full up for the summer,’ was his guess. Then
when he saw my disappointment he went on, ‘But come the autumn you could have your pick of
properties, and meantime you can stay right where you are, with us.’‘Oh, Mark, I couldn’t. That
would be imposing.’‘Why? We have the room,’ he pointed out. ‘You always used to come and
stay the summer.’His tone had taken on a stubborn edge that I recalled enough to know I
wouldn’t win the argument, and so I simply told him, ‘Well, you’d have to let me pay you
then.’‘The hell I would.’‘I have the money, Mark. I have more money than I need. I can’t just sit
here like a sponge and let you feed me and take care of me when…’ Just in time I caught myself,
remembering I wasn’t meant to know about Trelowarth being in financial difficulty.Mark glanced



sideways. ‘When what?’‘Nothing.’Silence dropped between us like a stone. I felt his gaze grow
keener. ‘What has Susan told you?’‘Nothing.’I had never been much good at lying and I knew it,
but he didn’t press the point, and after studying my face a moment longer he looked back
towards the sea again and told me, ‘Friends don’t pay.’There was no way of getting round that,
so I took a different tack. ‘Then let me pay in kind.’ I paused a moment, trying through the
growing haze of drink to organize my argument, both because I had only just thought of it and
because all of a sudden it struck me as something that truly appealed to me, something I’d even
enjoy. ‘I could help Susan with her tearoom project, help her get it off the ground.’‘Oh, right.
That’s all I need.’‘You’ve seen her plans?’‘You think I’ve had a choice?’I said, ‘I like them.’‘Do
you?’ It was more a comment, really, than a question, but I answered.‘Yes. She seems to have it
all in hand, she’s thought it through.’‘I don’t doubt that.’ His mouth curved, briefly. ‘She gets that
from our mother. My dad was the one who had all the ideas, but Mum was the person who saw
things got done.’He’d remember his mother, of course. He’d been eleven when she died,
whereas Susan had still been a baby and I’d just started nursery school. My earliest memories
went no further back than his stepmother, Claire, and Claire had always been so wonderful I’d
never given much thought to the woman who’d preceded her.‘My dad was rudderless when
Mum died. It’s a good thing he met Claire; she really set him on his course again.’ Mark’s eyes
crinkled faintly with fondness. ‘She’s a different sort of woman than my mum was, though, is
Claire.’‘Well, she’s an artist.’‘That she is. So was your sister,’ he informed me. ‘Even back when
we were young, before she ever started acting, she still had that spirit in her, same as Claire.
They need the space to spread their wings. Like butterflies.’ He squinted at the brightness of the
sea as he looked westward, where the restless wind had blown Katrina’s ashes. ‘Ever try to hold
a butterfly? It can’t be done. You damage them,’ he said. ‘As gentle as you try to be, you take the
powder from their wings and they won’t ever fly the same. It’s kinder just to let them go.’I looked
at him, and asked, because I’d always wondered, ‘Is that why you stopped writing to
Katrina?’‘She had bigger wings than most,’ he said. ‘She needed room to use them, and she
couldn’t do that here, now, could she? Anyway, it worked out for the best. She found her
husband. They seemed happy.’‘Yes, they were.’‘Then that’s all right.’We fell to silence once again
and might have gone on sitting there all afternoon if overhead the clouds had not begun to
thicken and to threaten rain.Mark stood first, more steady on his feet than me, and reached a
hand to help me up. ‘Come on,’ he said. ‘We’d best head back.’He carried the now empty box for
me, walking a few steps ahead down the field. Getting over the stile in the pasture fence took a
bit more concentration this time, I couldn’t get my legs and hands to coordinate in quite the
same way as before and I nearly flipped headfirst down into the dirt, but luckily Mark didn’t see
that. Recovering my balance, I followed him carefully into the woods.It was cool in here, quiet
with ferns and the thick press of trees, and all the little flowers that I hadn’t noticed coming up,
but that I noticed now since I was keeping such a close watch on my feet and where they landed.
There were little white wildflowers close by the edge of the path, and I wanted to ask Mark their
name, but I suspected that he’d just come back with something long and Latin, like he always



used to do. Show Mark something as lovely as a tiny star of Bethlehem, and he would take one
look at it and without blinking say it was an Ornithogalum umbellatum. No, it had been my
mother who had given me the names of all the grasses and the flowers I had brought back from
my afternoon adventures in the woods and fields. I still remembered some of the old names
she’d taught me—tailor’s needles, feather-bow, penny-cake, and ladies’ smock.Ladies’ smock
used to be easy to find at this time of the year. I was looking for some when we came to the
clearing where Claire’s cottage sat with its windows wide open and welcoming. We hadn’t
bothered stopping in to see her when we’d come through here the first time, on our way up to the
Beacon, because what we had gone up there to do had been a private sort of pilgrimage for
both of us. But it would never do to pass Claire’s cottage twice and not stop long enough to say
hello.Mark went to knock but got no answer.‘She’s gone out,’ I guessed.‘Most likely.’ Still, he took
his own keys out and stepped inside and called out from the entryway, then had a quick look
round to reassure himself she wasn’t lying ill or injured somewhere. ‘Gone off sketching
something, probably,’ he gave his final verdict as he reappeared. ‘She does it all the time.’
Glancing up at the sky he said, ‘I ought to get her windows shut before this rain starts. You go on,
I’ll catch you up. No need for us both to get soaked.’The first splat of a raindrop on my shoulder
helped convince me.I moved quickly through the trees—a little too quickly, perhaps, because
before I’d made it halfway through I started feeling dizzy so I stopped and briefly closed my eyes,
recovering my balance. When I opened them again the woods became a blur of green and
brown and quiet shadows. Damn the Scrumpy, I thought. It was muddling my thoughts and
confusing my vision.A tree a short distance in front of me went all unfocused, dividing in two.
And there suddenly seemed to be two paths as well, one I didn’t remember that angled away to
the cliffs. I heard footsteps coming up behind me and I turned, expecting Mark, but there was no
one there.It must have been an echo, I decided, because here was Mark just coming into view
now on the path, and looking slightly blurred as well until I focused with an effort. Seeing me
standing there seemed to surprise him. He turned his collar up against the damp wind shaking
through the leaves and asked me, ‘Something wrong?’‘No, not at all.’ I stood as steadily as I was
able, not wanting to let on how much the Scrumpy had affected me. ‘It’s just that I couldn’t
remember which path to take.’He laughed at that—the first time I had heard him laugh since I’d
been back, and turned me round so I could see with my own eyes the way through the trees.
‘There is only the one path, you know.’There seemed little point in arguing. I simply let him take
my hand as he had done when I was small, and as we came out of the woods the rain came on
in earnest and we made a breathless run for it across the rising field towards the house.***The
dogs had been out in the garden as well. They sat lined up like penitents in the back corridor
while Claire, with mop in hand, dealt with the crisscrossing paw tracks that muddied the floor.
The corridor smelt of stone and plaster, and the rubber of old boots left drying underneath the
rows of hooks that held a heaped array of well-used coats and cardigans. As Mark and I came
diving in the door, wet through and stamping mud from our own feet, Claire gave us both a
look.‘Not one more step,’ she warned us, ‘till you’ve taken off those boots. I’m nearly finished, I



don’t want to have to do this over.’As Mark bent to his laces the dogs swarmed him happily,
pleased he’d come down to their level. He fended them off as he told Claire, ‘You don’t need to
do it at all. I’ll take care of it.’But there was no breaking the long years of habit. She twisted the
mop in its bucket of hot water, wringing it out and then slapping it onto the flagstones in front of
the dogs. ‘And you lot,’ she said, as she swished past them, ‘can stay where you are, till your feet
dry.’I could have sworn the dogs snickered, the way men will nudge one another and wink when
their wives tell them off. Claire had noticed it too, and she gave them a withering look that made
the setter and the Labrador lie down, pretending submission. The cocker spaniel and the little
mongrel, Samson, stayed near Mark and would have followed him in defiance of Claire’s orders
if he hadn’t told them both to stay. They whined a token protest, but they did as they’d been
told.Mark said, good-naturedly, ‘My feet wouldn’t be wet at all, if I hadn’t had to stop and close
your windows.’‘Did I leave them open? Sorry.’ Thanking him, she glanced towards the windows
just behind him as he straightened, but they both were tightly shut.This was the part of the house
that we children had passed through most often—the workaday, less showy side of Trelowarth.
The section we were in now jutted farthest back into the yard—on one side of the corridor two
windows and the door faced out across the yard itself, while on the other side the laundry room
and office nestled side by side, their doorways all but hidden in among the hanging coats.I left
my own boots with their heels lined up against the wall, the way Claire liked them, and led the
way round past the narrow back staircase that dropped like a chute from the old servants’
quarters above, and then up the one uneven step to the kitchen.Mark brought the box with him
and asked where I wanted it.‘Anywhere’s fine.’ It was only a box now, with nothing inside.Claire,
who’d followed behind us, asked, ‘How did it go?’ in a tone that, to anyone else, might have
sounded as though she were asking an everyday question.I said, ‘It was perfect, thanks.’Mark
put in, ‘Eva got drunk.’‘I did not.’‘Get over it, you said yourself you were.’ His grin was, like his
stepmother’s tone of voice, designed to even out the day’s emotions. ‘You still are. You ought to
see your eyes.’‘Well, if they’re anything like yours,’ I said, ‘I guess I’ll need some coffee.’‘Guess
you will. I’ll make some, shall I?’ And he headed for the kettle with an amiable purpose.I was
moving much more slowly, and Claire came to take my elbow. ‘What on earth were you two
drinking?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Ah. Then you’ll be needing to sit down, darling.’She took me through into the
big front room that we had always called the library, because of all the bookshelves, and she saw
me seated next to the piano, and then Mark came, with coffee for us all, and slouched into the
sofa at my side. His hair was curling as it dried, and he looked so much like the boy he’d been
once that it seemed incredible to me so many years had passed since I’d last sat in here, like
this. With them.Claire’s mind had been traveling on the same line. ‘I feel I ought to send you
straight upstairs to have a bath,’ she told me.‘I don’t think I’d manage the stairs, at the moment.’ I
leaned my head back on the cushions, then brought it back upright to stop it from spinning as
Claire asked where we’d taken the ashes.Mark answered. ‘The Beacon.’If Claire understood the
full meaning of that, she gave no indication. She only said, ‘Oh yes, it’s lovely up there.’‘It was,
today,’ he said. ‘Where’s Sue?’‘I’m here,’ said Susan, coming in. She stopped inside the doorway,



looked from Mark to me. ‘Are you all right?’‘I’m fine,’ Mark said, ‘but Eva’s had too much to drink.’I
sighed. ‘I have not. Anyway, you can talk. Look at the state of you.’‘I’m not the one seeing double,
now am I?’Claire’s voice was calm. ‘Children.’Susan came all the way into the room and sat
down on my other side, curious. ‘Who’s seeing double?’Mark rolled his head sideways. ‘Eva tried
to convince me there were two paths in the Wild Wood.’I couldn’t argue that, but I could lay the
blame where it belonged. ‘It’s his fault.’Susan looked at me in sympathy. ‘What was it,
whisky?’‘Scrumpy.’‘God. How could you?’ she asked Mark.His shrug seemed a great effort.
‘Before you rush to judgment, you should know that after drinking Scrumpy with me, Eva started
thinking that your tearoom was a wonderful idea.’I elbowed him. He clutched his ribs and half-
laughed, ‘Ow.’‘I thought it was a wonderful idea before the Scrumpy.’Susan, looking pleased,
asked, ‘Did you?’‘Yes. I was just telling Mark I’d like to help you set it up. Be your PR consultant, if
that would be any use to you.’Mark said, to Claire and Susan, ‘In exchange for room and board.
She’ll be staying with us for the summer.’He didn’t mention anything about my plans to rent a
cottage nearby when the tourist season ended in the autumn, presumably because, like me,
Mark knew that Claire was generous to a fault, and had she known that I was looking for a
cottage she’d have instantly insisted I take hers.As it was, she smiled approval at me warmly
from her corner while beside me Susan said, delighted, ‘Are you? Eva, that’s wonderful. Really,
it’s going to be just like old times.’Mark shot her a sideways look over my head that I took as a
silent reminder that things weren’t exactly the same, with Katrina not here, and because I felt
Susan’s self-conscious reaction I covered the moment of awkwardness with, ‘So you see, I’ll
have plenty of time to help out with your plans for the tearoom.’Susan gratefully said, ‘I can show
you the greenhouse tomorrow. Felicity’s coming to help me start clearing it out. There are things
stored in there that I don’t think have moved since I went off to uni.’Claire smiled. ‘Very likely
before that.’I asked, ‘Who’s Felicity?’‘One of my friends from the village. You’ll like her, I think.
Won’t she, Claire?’‘Yes, we all like Felicity.’ Claire looked with affection at her stepson, who was
sinking ever lower on the sofa. ‘You’ll be fast asleep, Mark, if you sit there much longer.’‘Mm.’ He
closed his eyes and proved her point by drifting off immediately, breathing in a slow and even
rhythm.‘Men,’ said Susan, rather fondly. Then to me, ‘You ought to have a nap as well. I’m sure
it’s been a trying day.’It had, and she was right, except my cup of coffee had kicked in now and I
wasn’t feeling sleepy anymore. Instead I sat with Claire and Susan, talking of small things while
Mark snored on. And when we’d finished all the coffee in the pot and Claire had started thinking
about what to make for supper, I felt more awake than ever.‘I can help,’ I offered.Susan shook her
head. ‘No, we can do it. You just stay here and relax.’‘You’ve only just arrived,’ said Claire, and
rubbed my shoulder as she passed. ‘Let us take care of you.’The sitting room was filled with
things to do, except I couldn’t play piano and I didn’t want to turn the television on while Mark
was still asleep. Instead, I stood and stretched and went to make a study of the bookshelves,
where I recognized the old and battered bindings of the local history books my mother had so
loved to give to Uncle George and Claire as gifts. It had been something of a passion for her,
hunting down forgotten volumes in her favorite musty shops in London, antiquarian



establishments with creaking floors and crowded shelves.I chose one book and opened it: A
History of Polgelly, written in the 1800s by a gentleman who, from his tone, had been an ardent
Methodist. He disapproved quite heartily of all that had gone on here and had nothing good to
say about Trelowarth, which he said had been ‘a den of godless blackguards though its current
owner, Mr. Hallett, has done what he can to drive the devil from that place.’Unfortunately, being
such a devout man, the author of A History of Polgelly never did get round to mentioning exactly
what it was those godless blackguards had been up to. Losing interest, I reshelved his cheerless
book and tried another one: Polgelly Through the Ages.This was better. Not as preachy, and its
author was a more romantic soul who started off with ancient legends and the story of the old
well at St Non’s, and wove his facts with bits of poetry that made the book a pleasant read.I was
halfway through by supper, and I took it upstairs afterwards to read in bed, in hopes that it would
lull me off to sleep. But once again, I found myself too restless, whether from an overdose of
coffee or residual emotion from our scattering the ashes, and when midnight came and went
and left me staring at the walls I took another of my sleeping pills and waited for the drowsiness
to claim me.I was in that strange, floating place, well aware I was nearly asleep and past caring,
when I thought I heard the same voices I’d heard before breakfast, the barest of whispers that
seemed to come straight from the wall by my head.‘Oh, knock it off,’ I mumbled with my face
against the pillow. ‘Let me sleep.’They didn’t stop. But in the end, I didn’t mind, because the one
voice had a very pleasant rhythm to it, and I let it soothe me into letting go my final hold on
consciousness.Chapter 5‘Do you know,’ I said to Mark, ‘I think I’m getting drunk.’We were still
sitting on the cool ground at the summit of the hill with all the old stones of the Beacon tumbled
round us, giving us some shelter from the strengthened wind that blew across the waving grass
and wildflowers.I looked down at my paper cup. ‘What do you call this stuff
again?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Scrumpy.’ I’d have to remember that name and avoid it in future, I thought. It
came on at first like common apple cider, and then suddenly you realized you were, ‘Definitely
getting drunk,’ I said. ‘You have the rest.’Without a word he poured the bottle’s dregs into his own
cup and sat back and leaned his elbows on the table rock, and looked as I was looking down the
hillside to the sea. Like me, he seemed to be in no great hurry to go anywhere.As if he’d read my
thoughts, he asked, ‘How long till you have to go back?’‘I don’t, actually.’ Far over the water the
tiny white speck of a gull wheeled and languidly dipped and I followed its flight with my faintly
blurred gaze. ‘I don’t have a job or apartment, I gave them both up. It’s not home for me there
anymore, not since…’ Letting the words trail off, I gave a shrug. ‘When Bill gave me those ashes,
I had to think hard, really think, about where I should scatter them. Where she belonged. And it
got me to thinking where I belonged, now that she’s gone. I have friends in L.A., but not real
friends, you know? Not the kind you can really depend on. And where I was living… well, it was
all right, but it just wasn’t… just wasn’t…’‘Home?’‘No.’ It was comforting to know he understood.
‘I thought I might look round here for a property to rent. A little cottage, maybe.’‘Everything
around here will be full up for the summer,’ was his guess. Then when he saw my
disappointment he went on, ‘But come the autumn you could have your pick of properties, and



meantime you can stay right where you are, with us.’‘Oh, Mark, I couldn’t. That would be
imposing.’‘Why? We have the room,’ he pointed out. ‘You always used to come and stay the
summer.’His tone had taken on a stubborn edge that I recalled enough to know I wouldn’t win
the argument, and so I simply told him, ‘Well, you’d have to let me pay you then.’‘The hell I
would.’‘I have the money, Mark. I have more money than I need. I can’t just sit here like a sponge
and let you feed me and take care of me when…’ Just in time I caught myself, remembering I
wasn’t meant to know about Trelowarth being in financial difficulty.Mark glanced sideways.
‘When what?’‘Nothing.’Silence dropped between us like a stone. I felt his gaze grow keener.
‘What has Susan told you?’‘Nothing.’I had never been much good at lying and I knew it, but he
didn’t press the point, and after studying my face a moment longer he looked back towards the
sea again and told me, ‘Friends don’t pay.’There was no way of getting round that, so I took a
different tack. ‘Then let me pay in kind.’ I paused a moment, trying through the growing haze of
drink to organize my argument, both because I had only just thought of it and because all of a
sudden it struck me as something that truly appealed to me, something I’d even enjoy. ‘I could
help Susan with her tearoom project, help her get it off the ground.’‘Oh, right. That’s all I
need.’‘You’ve seen her plans?’‘You think I’ve had a choice?’I said, ‘I like them.’‘Do you?’ It was
more a comment, really, than a question, but I answered.‘Yes. She seems to have it all in hand,
she’s thought it through.’‘I don’t doubt that.’ His mouth curved, briefly. ‘She gets that from our
mother. My dad was the one who had all the ideas, but Mum was the person who saw things got
done.’He’d remember his mother, of course. He’d been eleven when she died, whereas Susan
had still been a baby and I’d just started nursery school. My earliest memories went no further
back than his stepmother, Claire, and Claire had always been so wonderful I’d never given much
thought to the woman who’d preceded her.‘My dad was rudderless when Mum died. It’s a good
thing he met Claire; she really set him on his course again.’ Mark’s eyes crinkled faintly with
fondness. ‘She’s a different sort of woman than my mum was, though, is Claire.’‘Well, she’s an
artist.’‘That she is. So was your sister,’ he informed me. ‘Even back when we were young, before
she ever started acting, she still had that spirit in her, same as Claire. They need the space to
spread their wings. Like butterflies.’ He squinted at the brightness of the sea as he looked
westward, where the restless wind had blown Katrina’s ashes. ‘Ever try to hold a butterfly? It
can’t be done. You damage them,’ he said. ‘As gentle as you try to be, you take the powder from
their wings and they won’t ever fly the same. It’s kinder just to let them go.’I looked at him, and
asked, because I’d always wondered, ‘Is that why you stopped writing to Katrina?’‘She had
bigger wings than most,’ he said. ‘She needed room to use them, and she couldn’t do that here,
now, could she? Anyway, it worked out for the best. She found her husband. They seemed
happy.’‘Yes, they were.’‘Then that’s all right.’We fell to silence once again and might have gone
on sitting there all afternoon if overhead the clouds had not begun to thicken and to threaten
rain.Mark stood first, more steady on his feet than me, and reached a hand to help me up.
‘Come on,’ he said. ‘We’d best head back.’He carried the now empty box for me, walking a few
steps ahead down the field. Getting over the stile in the pasture fence took a bit more



concentration this time, I couldn’t get my legs and hands to coordinate in quite the same way as
before and I nearly flipped headfirst down into the dirt, but luckily Mark didn’t see that.
Recovering my balance, I followed him carefully into the woods.It was cool in here, quiet with
ferns and the thick press of trees, and all the little flowers that I hadn’t noticed coming up, but
that I noticed now since I was keeping such a close watch on my feet and where they landed.
There were little white wildflowers close by the edge of the path, and I wanted to ask Mark their
name, but I suspected that he’d just come back with something long and Latin, like he always
used to do. Show Mark something as lovely as a tiny star of Bethlehem, and he would take one
look at it and without blinking say it was an Ornithogalum umbellatum. No, it had been my
mother who had given me the names of all the grasses and the flowers I had brought back from
my afternoon adventures in the woods and fields. I still remembered some of the old names
she’d taught me—tailor’s needles, feather-bow, penny-cake, and ladies’ smock.Ladies’ smock
used to be easy to find at this time of the year. I was looking for some when we came to the
clearing where Claire’s cottage sat with its windows wide open and welcoming. We hadn’t
bothered stopping in to see her when we’d come through here the first time, on our way up to the
Beacon, because what we had gone up there to do had been a private sort of pilgrimage for
both of us. But it would never do to pass Claire’s cottage twice and not stop long enough to say
hello.Mark went to knock but got no answer.‘She’s gone out,’ I guessed.‘Most likely.’ Still, he took
his own keys out and stepped inside and called out from the entryway, then had a quick look
round to reassure himself she wasn’t lying ill or injured somewhere. ‘Gone off sketching
something, probably,’ he gave his final verdict as he reappeared. ‘She does it all the time.’
Glancing up at the sky he said, ‘I ought to get her windows shut before this rain starts. You go on,
I’ll catch you up. No need for us both to get soaked.’The first splat of a raindrop on my shoulder
helped convince me.I moved quickly through the trees—a little too quickly, perhaps, because
before I’d made it halfway through I started feeling dizzy so I stopped and briefly closed my eyes,
recovering my balance. When I opened them again the woods became a blur of green and
brown and quiet shadows. Damn the Scrumpy, I thought. It was muddling my thoughts and
confusing my vision.A tree a short distance in front of me went all unfocused, dividing in two.
And there suddenly seemed to be two paths as well, one I didn’t remember that angled away to
the cliffs. I heard footsteps coming up behind me and I turned, expecting Mark, but there was no
one there.It must have been an echo, I decided, because here was Mark just coming into view
now on the path, and looking slightly blurred as well until I focused with an effort. Seeing me
standing there seemed to surprise him. He turned his collar up against the damp wind shaking
through the leaves and asked me, ‘Something wrong?’‘No, not at all.’ I stood as steadily as I was
able, not wanting to let on how much the Scrumpy had affected me. ‘It’s just that I couldn’t
remember which path to take.’He laughed at that—the first time I had heard him laugh since I’d
been back, and turned me round so I could see with my own eyes the way through the trees.
‘There is only the one path, you know.’There seemed little point in arguing. I simply let him take
my hand as he had done when I was small, and as we came out of the woods the rain came on



in earnest and we made a breathless run for it across the rising field towards the house.***The
dogs had been out in the garden as well. They sat lined up like penitents in the back corridor
while Claire, with mop in hand, dealt with the crisscrossing paw tracks that muddied the floor.
The corridor smelt of stone and plaster, and the rubber of old boots left drying underneath the
rows of hooks that held a heaped array of well-used coats and cardigans. As Mark and I came
diving in the door, wet through and stamping mud from our own feet, Claire gave us both a
look.‘Not one more step,’ she warned us, ‘till you’ve taken off those boots. I’m nearly finished, I
don’t want to have to do this over.’As Mark bent to his laces the dogs swarmed him happily,
pleased he’d come down to their level. He fended them off as he told Claire, ‘You don’t need to
do it at all. I’ll take care of it.’But there was no breaking the long years of habit. She twisted the
mop in its bucket of hot water, wringing it out and then slapping it onto the flagstones in front of
the dogs. ‘And you lot,’ she said, as she swished past them, ‘can stay where you are, till your feet
dry.’I could have sworn the dogs snickered, the way men will nudge one another and wink when
their wives tell them off. Claire had noticed it too, and she gave them a withering look that made
the setter and the Labrador lie down, pretending submission. The cocker spaniel and the little
mongrel, Samson, stayed near Mark and would have followed him in defiance of Claire’s orders
if he hadn’t told them both to stay. They whined a token protest, but they did as they’d been
told.Mark said, good-naturedly, ‘My feet wouldn’t be wet at all, if I hadn’t had to stop and close
your windows.’‘Did I leave them open? Sorry.’ Thanking him, she glanced towards the windows
just behind him as he straightened, but they both were tightly shut.This was the part of the house
that we children had passed through most often—the workaday, less showy side of Trelowarth.
The section we were in now jutted farthest back into the yard—on one side of the corridor two
windows and the door faced out across the yard itself, while on the other side the laundry room
and office nestled side by side, their doorways all but hidden in among the hanging coats.I left
my own boots with their heels lined up against the wall, the way Claire liked them, and led the
way round past the narrow back staircase that dropped like a chute from the old servants’
quarters above, and then up the one uneven step to the kitchen.Mark brought the box with him
and asked where I wanted it.‘Anywhere’s fine.’ It was only a box now, with nothing inside.Claire,
who’d followed behind us, asked, ‘How did it go?’ in a tone that, to anyone else, might have
sounded as though she were asking an everyday question.I said, ‘It was perfect, thanks.’Mark
put in, ‘Eva got drunk.’‘I did not.’‘Get over it, you said yourself you were.’ His grin was, like his
stepmother’s tone of voice, designed to even out the day’s emotions. ‘You still are. You ought to
see your eyes.’‘Well, if they’re anything like yours,’ I said, ‘I guess I’ll need some coffee.’‘Guess
you will. I’ll make some, shall I?’ And he headed for the kettle with an amiable purpose.I was
moving much more slowly, and Claire came to take my elbow. ‘What on earth were you two
drinking?’‘Scrumpy.’‘Ah. Then you’ll be needing to sit down, darling.’She took me through into the
big front room that we had always called the library, because of all the bookshelves, and she saw
me seated next to the piano, and then Mark came, with coffee for us all, and slouched into the
sofa at my side. His hair was curling as it dried, and he looked so much like the boy he’d been



once that it seemed incredible to me so many years had passed since I’d last sat in here, like
this. With them.Claire’s mind had been traveling on the same line. ‘I feel I ought to send you
straight upstairs to have a bath,’ she told me.‘I don’t think I’d manage the stairs, at the moment.’ I
leaned my head back on the cushions, then brought it back upright to stop it from spinning as
Claire asked where we’d taken the ashes.Mark answered. ‘The Beacon.’If Claire understood the
full meaning of that, she gave no indication. She only said, ‘Oh yes, it’s lovely up there.’‘It was,
today,’ he said. ‘Where’s Sue?’‘I’m here,’ said Susan, coming in. She stopped inside the doorway,
looked from Mark to me. ‘Are you all right?’‘I’m fine,’ Mark said, ‘but Eva’s had too much to drink.’I
sighed. ‘I have not. Anyway, you can talk. Look at the state of you.’‘I’m not the one seeing double,
now am I?’Claire’s voice was calm. ‘Children.’Susan came all the way into the room and sat
down on my other side, curious. ‘Who’s seeing double?’Mark rolled his head sideways. ‘Eva tried
to convince me there were two paths in the Wild Wood.’I couldn’t argue that, but I could lay the
blame where it belonged. ‘It’s his fault.’Susan looked at me in sympathy. ‘What was it,
whisky?’‘Scrumpy.’‘God. How could you?’ she asked Mark.His shrug seemed a great effort.
‘Before you rush to judgment, you should know that after drinking Scrumpy with me, Eva started
thinking that your tearoom was a wonderful idea.’I elbowed him. He clutched his ribs and half-
laughed, ‘Ow.’‘I thought it was a wonderful idea before the Scrumpy.’Susan, looking pleased,
asked, ‘Did you?’‘Yes. I was just telling Mark I’d like to help you set it up. Be your PR consultant, if
that would be any use to you.’Mark said, to Claire and Susan, ‘In exchange for room and board.
She’ll be staying with us for the summer.’He didn’t mention anything about my plans to rent a
cottage nearby when the tourist season ended in the autumn, presumably because, like me,
Mark knew that Claire was generous to a fault, and had she known that I was looking for a
cottage she’d have instantly insisted I take hers.As it was, she smiled approval at me warmly
from her corner while beside me Susan said, delighted, ‘Are you? Eva, that’s wonderful. Really,
it’s going to be just like old times.’Mark shot her a sideways look over my head that I took as a
silent reminder that things weren’t exactly the same, with Katrina not here, and because I felt
Susan’s self-conscious reaction I covered the moment of awkwardness with, ‘So you see, I’ll
have plenty of time to help out with your plans for the tearoom.’Susan gratefully said, ‘I can show
you the greenhouse tomorrow. Felicity’s coming to help me start clearing it out. There are things
stored in there that I don’t think have moved since I went off to uni.’Claire smiled. ‘Very likely
before that.’I asked, ‘Who’s Felicity?’‘One of my friends from the village. You’ll like her, I think.
Won’t she, Claire?’‘Yes, we all like Felicity.’ Claire looked with affection at her stepson, who was
sinking ever lower on the sofa. ‘You’ll be fast asleep, Mark, if you sit there much longer.’‘Mm.’ He
closed his eyes and proved her point by drifting off immediately, breathing in a slow and even
rhythm.‘Men,’ said Susan, rather fondly. Then to me, ‘You ought to have a nap as well. I’m sure
it’s been a trying day.’It had, and she was right, except my cup of coffee had kicked in now and I
wasn’t feeling sleepy anymore. Instead I sat with Claire and Susan, talking of small things while
Mark snored on. And when we’d finished all the coffee in the pot and Claire had started thinking
about what to make for supper, I felt more awake than ever.‘I can help,’ I offered.Susan shook her



head. ‘No, we can do it. You just stay here and relax.’‘You’ve only just arrived,’ said Claire, and
rubbed my shoulder as she passed. ‘Let us take care of you.’The sitting room was filled with
things to do, except I couldn’t play piano and I didn’t want to turn the television on while Mark
was still asleep. Instead, I stood and stretched and went to make a study of the bookshelves,
where I recognized the old and battered bindings of the local history books my mother had so
loved to give to Uncle George and Claire as gifts. It had been something of a passion for her,
hunting down forgotten volumes in her favorite musty shops in London, antiquarian
establishments with creaking floors and crowded shelves.I chose one book and opened it: A
History of Polgelly, written in the 1800s by a gentleman who, from his tone, had been an ardent
Methodist. He disapproved quite heartily of all that had gone on here and had nothing good to
say about Trelowarth, which he said had been ‘a den of godless blackguards though its current
owner, Mr. Hallett, has done what he can to drive the devil from that place.’Unfortunately, being
such a devout man, the author of A History of Polgelly never did get round to mentioning exactly
what it was those godless blackguards had been up to. Losing interest, I reshelved his cheerless
book and tried another one: Polgelly Through the Ages.This was better. Not as preachy, and its
author was a more romantic soul who started off with ancient legends and the story of the old
well at St Non’s, and wove his facts with bits of poetry that made the book a pleasant read.I was
halfway through by supper, and I took it upstairs afterwards to read in bed, in hopes that it would
lull me off to sleep. But once again, I found myself too restless, whether from an overdose of
coffee or residual emotion from our scattering the ashes, and when midnight came and went
and left me staring at the walls I took another of my sleeping pills and waited for the drowsiness
to claim me.I was in that strange, floating place, well aware I was nearly asleep and past caring,
when I thought I heard the same voices I’d heard before breakfast, the barest of whispers that
seemed to come straight from the wall by my head.‘Oh, knock it off,’ I mumbled with my face
against the pillow. ‘Let me sleep.’They didn’t stop. But in the end, I didn’t mind, because the one
voice had a very pleasant rhythm to it, and I let it soothe me into letting go my final hold on
consciousness.Chapter 6Susan had been right. I really liked her friend Felicity.She was, like
Susan, lively and intelligent and quick to laugh, a pretty young woman with dark hair that would
have come down in a cascade of curls if she hadn’t kept it bound back with elastics and a clip
and tied a scarf around it, gypsy style, presumably to guard against the dust that we were
raising.‘I mean, honestly,’ she asked us as she lifted yet another broken snooker cue, ‘why would
somebody keep all these?’‘You didn’t know my Dad.’ Susan smiled. ‘He probably had plans to
make them into something useful.’‘Yes, well, I’ve got plans for them and all.’ She chucked the cue
with all the others on the growing rubbish heap outside the door. The greenhouse was a fairly
modern structure. According to Susan it had been built a decade ago, when Uncle George had
suddenly decided he wanted to breed roses, to create new varieties instead of only cultivating
existing ones, but as with so many things that Uncle George had started with enthusiasm, it had
failed to hold his interest long. His passion for hybridizing had waned when it proved to be
trickier work than he’d thought it would be, and at some point he must have abandoned his



efforts because it appeared that the greenhouse had been given over to storage for several
years now.We three had spent the last two hours since breakfast digging through the clutter and
attempting to create a bit of order. It was challenging.Chapter 6Susan had been right. I really
liked her friend Felicity.She was, like Susan, lively and intelligent and quick to laugh, a pretty
young woman with dark hair that would have come down in a cascade of curls if she hadn’t kept
it bound back with elastics and a clip and tied a scarf around it, gypsy style, presumably to guard
against the dust that we were raising.‘I mean, honestly,’ she asked us as she lifted yet another
broken snooker cue, ‘why would somebody keep all these?’‘You didn’t know my Dad.’ Susan
smiled. ‘He probably had plans to make them into something useful.’‘Yes, well, I’ve got plans for
them and all.’ She chucked the cue with all the others on the growing rubbish heap outside the
door. The greenhouse was a fairly modern structure. According to Susan it had been built a
decade ago, when Uncle George had suddenly decided he wanted to breed roses, to create
new varieties instead of only cultivating existing ones, but as with so many things that Uncle
George had started with enthusiasm, it had failed to hold his interest long. His passion for
hybridizing had waned when it proved to be trickier work than he’d thought it would be, and at
some point he must have abandoned his efforts because it appeared that the greenhouse had
been given over to storage for several years now.We three had spent the last two hours since
breakfast digging through the clutter and attempting to create a bit of order. It was challenging.
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TBreakiron, “A great time travel romance.. Eva comes to Cornwall to spread her sister's ashes
because she remembers her and her sister being some of the happiest in their life when they
were kids and so she believes her sister belongs there. When she's there she renews her
friendships with Mark and Susan a brother and sister she was friends back then. Mark turned
out to be a former boyfriend of Katrina when they were younger, so she asks him in joining
saying goodbye to her sister. While at their home, she discovers they are having money trouble.
Since the family has been known for their roses for many many years she ends up staying with
Mark and Susan for the summer in exchange for her working on various things like a website for
them. One morning early on in her stay she wakes up and hears voices, but there is nobody
staying in the next room. There are a couple incidents where she sees a path that doesn't exist
and she wonders if she's hallucinating. Since that's one of the side effects of her sleeping pills
she believes at first that's what it is. But then when after one of her hallucinations she ends up
still wearing the dressing gown she had on, she starts to wonder if these hallucinations are
something else. She realizes that she's not dreaming up these things, but that she's travelled
back in time.A curious side effect of her time travel is that while back in her time, it's like she's
not even been gone while when she goes back in the past it can be several days since she was
last there. In the past she ends up meeting Daniel, Fergal and Jack. So that people won't pick
up on her strange accent they claim to both the constable and Jack she's Fergal's sister and that
she can't talk. The constable gives off bad vibes to Eva every time she encounters him and he is
always looking for ways in which to bust Jack and Daniel. And he seems to have a weird
reaction to seeing Eva wearing Anna, Daniel's late wife's clothes. She has bad vibes about the
man which seem to be confirmed when he sneaks into the house when he believes nobody is
there. Luckily whatever the man was searching for he was unable to find. But she doesn't have
long to ponder some of these things as her visits to the past vary and she never knows when
she will go. As she continues to move between the past and the present will she decide she
likes the present as it is or does she think she would like to explore the friendships she's made in
the past. And does Mark and Susan ever discover the trips she has been making to the past or
does she continue to travel back in time during the times when she's by herself. And if she
chooses to go back to the past and continue her growing relationship with Daniel will she find a
way to stay there permanently?If you like reading romance novels but don't like reading ones
with tons of sex, but don't like reading Christian fiction either, this is definitely a really good
option for you as it definitely has romance but the book stays very clean. I will definitely check
out some more of her books in the future.”

Jar, “When The Past Meets The Present. Eva has suffered a terrible loss, the death of her sister
Katrina. Eva's last loving duty to her sister, Katrina, is to return to their childhood in Cornwall. Eva
believes this is the place Katrina would pick for her last resting place. While there, Eva spends



many memorable moments with childhood friends. Friends whom she and Katrina enjoyed once
upon a time along with their stepmother, Claire.The Rose Garden by Susanna Kearsley is a
Time Travel novel. The story is lovely and heavy with meaning about relationships. All of the
characters whether villains are not make the novel feel real and intense. There are Mark and
Susan, brothers and sisters. Claire, as said, is their stepmother, Eva is a long time friend. Oliver
is another friend who enjoys and sees the wonder in Irish History. Another friend is Felicity.
Felicity is an entrepreneur who wants to open a tea shop.Then, there is another set of characters
to meet. The ones whom Eva meets when she falls from the Twenty First century and back into
the Eighteenth century. There is Daniel. He is handsome, strong and definitely knows how to
make a lady feel wanted. To me, he is the epitome of a romantic hero. Then, there is his brother,
Jack. Jack is a womanizer and a man who loves his rum. There is Fergal, a friend. He is loyal to
a fault. There is Constable Creed. It is easy to hate him. After all, he's out to catch smugglers.
Daniel, Jack and Fergal are the best of smugglers. Smuggling on the Sally is how they spend
their days. There is also Daniel's dead wife.At first the way Eva would fall back into the past left
me feeling odd. I couldn't quite picture how it was happening. Then, the more times she came or
went I could picture the way it happened. In The Rose Garden there is a love of life. There is a
desire that life didn't have to change. There is the desire to love your neighbor as yourself. It
seems each person wants to help the other person. For example, Eva leaves her trust fund to the
residents at Trelowarth House. When she goes back, Claire, Mark and Susan are faced with the
fact that they could lose everything. Eva is determined this must not happen. Hence, she leaves
the trust. Then, there is Fergal. When Eva falls back in time, Fergal has Eva's back. If she needs
to change from her modern dress, he is there to help her. If there is an awkward moment in front
of the constable, he fills the moment with words that could save Eva from being taken as a witch
or worse. He even comes up with the idea that Eva should pretend she can't talk. This idea really
keeps her safe.The Rose Garden by Susanna Kearsley made me think about what if we could
change History. Of course, History can never change. The way an incident happens might
change, but History will always play out in the same way. So, I suppose the present days are our
treasure chest. We can't make people not become ill or die. It is already written. It must be lived
out. Looking forward to reading more novels by this author. [...]”

Avid Reader, “Wow. Loved the story. I would give this book 5 stars if an epilogue was added.
The story was so interesting and engrossing that I was disappointed when it ended. I wish more
had been written.  However I loved the characters and the surprise plot twists.”

Anna Lowenstein, “Cleverly constructed. A clever time travel story with a well-thought out twist at
the end.What worried me, though, was what I felt to be a certain lack of historical authenticity. I'm
sure a couple of successful smugglers in the 18th century, apparently with no shortage of ready
money, would certainly have had at least one servant in the house, probably more. I could hardly
believe Fergal would have been doing his own cooking, in spite of his explanation that he was



taught by the ship's cook when he was a boy. It's also most unlikely that he would have allowed
Eva to chop vegetables in an elegant silk dress. In general, the narrator seems unaware of the
sheer difficulty of cleaning and cooking before the invention of the modern kitchen. Activities
which for us are quick and simple would have taken the entire day, required a lot of energy, and
left the hands roughened and red; in the old days, a lady (who didn't have to scrub dishes and
floors) could be recognized by her soft hands. Eva would only have enjoyed life in the 18th
century as long as she belonged to the leisured class.”

L. Bretherton, “time travel for the demanding reader!. I love Susannah's books and this one does
not disappoint! The genre of time travel is handled here with deft expertise. When one 'fades'
into another era, what happens to one's clothing? You will find out in this book!The Cornish
setting (based on Polperro) is delightful, and the characters are lively, too. I did get a bit
confused about Mark, Susan and Claire, but they are not that important. The characters you
need to know about are Daniel and Fergal, both of whom you will come to love as the book
moves back and forth between the centuries.All the way through this one, I was wondering,
"How can it end? What will the twist be?" (Susannah loves a twist near the end...)I did clock the
clues throughout the book which arrowed the possibilities, but the ending still took me by
surprise and did not fail to delight. Fabulous writing. The only reason I have not given it 5 stars
was that I found the character of Constable Creed overdrawn and laboured over for too long in
the narrative. I also found the shipboard section a bit dreary.I loved the moments of 'transfer'
which always took me by surprise! If you are a fan of time travel novels, you will adore this one!”

Miss McCartney, “Ever try to hold a butterfly?. Wow! I loved this book. At times it reminded me of
Diana Gabaldon's 'Outlander', and I pictured Jamie Fraser as Daniel, sorry, couldn't be
helped. :o) But as I read on, the feel changed and there's a wonderful revelation, very clever,
which sets you thinking about time travel as a whole.It's a charming love story. Loved the
butterfly references. An easy read not bogged down with too much historical info. Good writing,
and overall, the beginning and end were my favourite parts. I will definitely be reading more by
Susanna K."Ever try to hold a butterfly? It can't be done. You damage them," he said. 'As gentle
as you try to be, you take the powder from their wings and they won't ever fly the same. It's
kinder to let them go."”

The book by Susanna Kearsley has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,746 people have provided
feedback.
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